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PREFACE

Two editions of this work have been exhausted,

and yet a third is called for. The importance

of a constant supply of pure water at small cost

is emphasised by the demand for this book. The

shallow well has been largely abandoned in favour

of the deep bore, both on the score of economy,

regularity of supply, and purity.

In such countries as Africa, Australasia, and

India the deep well is absolutely essential to the

occupation of the land. In England and European
countries surface waters are quickly contaminated,

hence the deep well is a valuable and safe means

of domestic supply ; for industrial purposes it

is indispensable.

To the Brewer, the Mineral Water Manufacturer,

the Dyer, the Papermaker, and many others, a

constant supply of pure water is of the first im-

portance ;
hence the deep well with its inexhaust-

ible flow is fast becoming indispensable to all

factories and works of any pretension, and many
hundreds of such wells, ranging in depth from 150
to 500 feet and in capacity from 2000 to 35,000
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vi WELL-BORING

gallons per hour, have been bored all over the

country in the last few years.

The financial gain to those who would otherwise

have to pay water rates is considerable. The
cost of pumping per 1000 gallons is small, and the

initial outlay on the boring and equipment will

be recouped in the first year by the saving on

water rates.

This edition embodies the latest methods which

have been developed of late years. There was a

considerable amount of boring for water on all

the War fronts. The author took an active part

in this work and introduced many important im-

provements. The most noteworthy of these was

Combined Hydraulic and Shot Drilling, which has

been illustrated and described on pp. 205-218.

In lieu of the table which has appeared in the

previous editions of the book giving records of

various Artesian Wells and yields obtained, I have

thought it better to give a table of the Aqueous

Geological formations of this country in their

order of age. I have also written a few notes

giving names of counties where supplies of water

are obtainable from these various water-bearing

beds.

All price lists which appeared in previous editions

have been eliminated owing to the abnormal state

of all markets.
C. ISLER.
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WELL-BORING
CHAPTER I

GEOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Soakage. Porous soils, such as sand and gravel,

absorb water with rapidity, and consequently
their surface soon dries up after showers. A well

sunk in these soils may penetrate to considerable

depths before meeting with water ; but water,

nevertheless, is usually found on approaching
some lower part of the porous formation where it

rests on an impervious bed, for here the water,

unable to make its way downwards in a direct

line, accumulates as in a reservoir, and is ready
to ooze out into any opening which may be made,
in the same manner as sea-water will filter into

and fill any hollow dug in the sands of the shore

at low tide. A spring, then, is the lowest over-

flow-point or lip of an underground reservoir of

water in the stratification. A well sunk in such

strata will most probably furnish, besides the

volume flowing from the spring, an additional

supply of water, inasmuch as it may give access

to the main contents of the reservoir.

Transmission of water through a porous medium

being so rapid, it may easily be understood why
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springs are thrown out on the side of a hill, where

the upper set of strata consist of chalk, sand, and

other absorptive substances, whilst those lying

beneath are composed of clay or other non-

absorptive soils. The principal reasons why the

water does not ooze out everywhere along the

line of junction of the two formations, so as to

form one continuous land-soak instead of creating

a few springs only, and these oftentimes far

distant from each other, are, firstly, the concen-

tration of the water at a few points due to exist-

ence of inequalities in the upper surface of the

impermeable stratum, which lead the water, as

valleys do on the external surface, into certain

low levels and channels, and secondly, the fre-

quency of rents and fissures acting as natural

drains.

That the generality of springs owe their supply
to atmospheric sources is evident from this, that

they vary in the different seasons of the year,

becoming languid or entirely ceasing to flow after

long droughts, and being again replenished after

a continuance of rain. Many of them are probably
indebted for the constancy and uniformity of

their volume to the great extent of subterranean

reservoirs with which they communicate, and the

time required for these to empty themselves by
percolation. Such a gradual and regulated dis-

charge is exhibited, though in a less perfect

degree, in all great lakes, for these are not sensibly
affected in their levels by a sudden shower, but

are only slightly raised, and their channels of
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efflux, instead of being swollen suddenly like the

bed of a torrent, carry off the surplus water

gradually.
An "

artesian
"
well so called from the province

of Artois, in France is a shaft sunk or bored

through non-absorptive strata, until a water-bear-

ing stratum is tapped, when the water is forced

upwards by the hydrostatic pressure due to the

superior level at which the rain-water was received.

The term artesian was originally only applied to

wells which overflowed, but nearly all deep wells

are so called, without reference to their water-

level, if they have bore-holes.

Among the causes of failure of artesian wells,

may be mentioned the numerous rents and faults

which occur in some rocks, and the deep ravines

and valleys by which many countries are traversed ;

for when these natural lines of drainage exist,

there remains only a small quantity of water to

escape by artificial issues. The well-borer is also

liable to be baffled by the great thickness either

of absorptive or non-absorptive strata ;
or by the

dip of the beds, which may carry off the waters

from adjoining high lands to some trough in an

opposite direction as when the borings are made
at the foot of an escarpment where the strata

incline inwards, i.e. in a direction opposite to the

face of the cliffs.

As instances of the way in which the character

of the strata may influence the water-bearing

capacity of any given locality, the following

examples are cited from Latham.
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Fig. i illustrates the causes which sometimes

conduce to a limited supply of water in artesian

wells. Rain descending on the outcrop E F of

FIG. i. LIMITED OUTCROP OF ABSORPTIVE STRATUM.

the absorptive stratum A, which lies between the

non-absorptive strata B B, will make its appear-
ance in the form of a spring at S ; but such spring
will not yield any great quantity of water, as the

area E F, which receives the rainfall, is limited

in its extent ; and the well bored at W into the

FIG. 2. EFFECT OF FAULTING.

absorptive stratum A would not be likely to

furnish a large supply of water if, indeed, it

afforded any.
The effect of a fault is shown in fig. 2. A spring
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will in all probability make its appearance at the

point S, and will give large quantities of water,
the whole body of water flowing through the

FIG. 3. EFFECT OF DYKE.

absorptive stratum A being intercepted by being
thrown against the non-absorptive stratum B.

Absorptive rock intersected by a dyke, and

overlying a non-absorptive stratum, is seen in

fig. 3. The water flowing through A, if inter-

rupted by a dyke D, will appear at S in the form

FIG. 4. DEPTHS.

of a spring ; and if the area of A is very great,

then the spring S will be very copious.
As to the depth necessary to bore certain wells

in cases similar to that shown in fig. 4. Owing
to the fault, a well at A would require to be bored

deeper than the well B, although both wells derive

their supply from the same description of strata.
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If there were any inclination in the water-bearing

strata, or if there were a current of water only in

one direction, then one of the wells would prove a

failure, owing to the proximity of the fault, while

the other would furnish an abundant supply of

water.

Volume. It should be borne in mind that there

are two primary geological conditions upon which

the quantity of water that may be supplied to

the water-bearing strata depends : these are the

extent of superficial area presented, by which the

quantity of rain-water received on their sur-

face in any given time is determined ; and the

character and thickness of the strata, as by this

the proportion of water that can be absorbed, and
the volume which the whole mass of the absorptive
strata can transmit, are regulated. The opera-
tion of these general principles will constantly

vary in accordance with local phenomena, all of

which must, in each separate case, be taken into

consideration.

Mere remoteness from hills or mountains need
not discourage the making of trials, for the waters

which fall on these higher lands readily penetrate
to great depths through highly-inclined and verti-

cal strata, or through the fissures of shattered

rocks ; and, after flowing for a great distance,

they often re-ascend by way of other fissures, so

as to approach the surface in the lower country.
Here they may be concealed beneath a covering
of undisturbed horizontal beds, which it may be

necessary to pierce in order to reach them. The
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course of water flowing underground is not strictly

analogous to that of rivers on the surface ; there

being, in the one case, a constant descent from a

higher to a lower level, from the source of the

stream to the sea ; whereas, in the other, the water

may at one time sink far below the level of the

ocean, and afterwards rise again high above it.

It is evident that a series of permeable strata,

encased between two impermeable formations, can

receive a supply of water at those points only
where they crop out and are exposed on the

surface of the land. The primary condition

affecting their usefulness depends upon the fall of

rain in the district where the outcrop takes place,

the quantity of rain-water which any absorptive
strata can gather being in the same ratio as their

respective areas. Each inch of mean annual fall

in any district represents a daily average of practi-

cally 40,000 gallons of rain-water per square mile.

It is therefore a matter of- essential importance to

ascertain, with as much accuracy as possible, the

area of exposed surface of any water-bearing

deposit, so as to determine the maximum quantity
of rain-water it is capable of receiving.

Whatever may be the absorbent power of the

strata, the yield of water will be more or less

diminished whenever the channels of communica-

tion have suffered break or fracture. If the strata

remained continuous and unbroken, it would only
be necessary to ascertain their dimensions and

lithological character in order to determine their

actual water value. But where the strata are
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broken, the interference with subterranean trans-

mission of water will be proportionate to the

extent of the disturbance.

Every permeable stratum may afford water, and
its ability to do this and the quantity it can yield

depend upon its position and extent. When
underlaid by an impervious stratum, it constitutes

a reservoir of water from which a supply may be

drawn by means of a sinking or a bore-hole. If

the permeable stratum be also overlaid by an

impervious stratum, the water will be under

pressure, and will ascend in the bore-hole to a

height depending on the height of the points of

infiltration above the bottom of the bore-hole.

The quantity to be obtained in 'such a case, as

already pointed out, will depend upon the extent

of surface possessed by the outcrop of the per-

meable stratum.

In searching for water under such conditions, a

careful examination of the geological features of

the district must be made. Frequently an ex-

tended view of the surface of the district, such as

may be obtained from an eminence, and a con-

sideration of the particular configuration of that

surface, will be sufficient to enable the practical

eye to discover the various routes which are

followed by the subterranean water, and to predi-

cate with some degree of certainty that at a given

point water will be found in abundance, or that no

water at all exists at that point. To do this, it

is sufficient to note the dip and the surfaces of

the strata which are exposed to the rains. When
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these strata are nearly horizontal, water can

penetrate them only through their fissures or

pores ; when, on the contrary, they lie at right

angles, they absorb the larger portion of the water

that falls upon their outcrop. When such strata

are intercepted by valleys, numerous springs will

exist. But if, instead of being intercepted, the

strata rise around a common point, they form a

kind of irregular basin, in the centre of which the

water will accumulate. In this case the surface

springs will be less numerous than when the

strata are broken. But it is possible to obtain

water under pressure in the lower portions of the

basin, if the point at which the trial is made is

situate below the outcrop.
If the strata consist of sand, water will pass

through them with facility, and they will also hold

a considerable quantity in the interstices between
their component grains ; whereas a bed of pure

clay will not allow of the passage of water. These

are the two extremes of the case. The inter-

mixture of these materials in the same bed will,

of course, modify the transmission of water accord-

ing to the relative proportions. Sand of ordinary
character will hold on an average rather more than

one-third of its bulk of water, or 2 to 2\ gallons

per cubic foot. In strata so composed the water

may be termed free, as it passes easily in all

directions
; and under the pressure of a column

of water, it is comparatively but little impeded by
capillary attraction. These are the conditions of

a true permeable stratum. Where the strata are

UNIVERSITY or CALIFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL. ENGINEERING
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more compact and solid, as in sandstone, limestone,

and oolite, although all such rocks imbibe more
or less water, yet the water so absorbed does

not pass freely through the mass, but is held in

the pores of the rock by capillary attraction,

and parted with very slowly ; so that in such

deposits water can be freely transmitted only in

the planes of bedding and in fissures. If the

water-bearing deposit is of uniform lithological

character over a large area, then the proposition
is reduced to its simplest form ; but when the

strata consist of variable mineral ingredients, it

becomes essential to estimate the extent of these

variations.

Rainfall. Rain is most capricious, both as

regards its frequency and the amount which falls

in a given time. In some places it rarely or never

falls, whilst in others it rains almost every day ;

and there does not yet exist any theory from which

a probable estimate of the rainfall in a given dis-

trict can be deduced, independently of direct

observation. But a workable average of the quan-

tity of rain to be expected in any particular place

may be judged from careful and continued obser-

vations with a rain-gauge. The mouth of the

gauge must be set quite level, and so fixed that it

will remain so ; it should never be less than 6

inches nor more than 12 inches above the ground,

except when a greater elevation is absolutely

necessary to obtain a proper exposure. It must
be placed on level ground, unshaded and un-

sheltered, and away from all structures and growths
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of every kind, at least as many feet from their

base as they are in height.
For snow, three methods may be adopted : (a)

melt what is caught in the funnel, and measure that

as rain
; (b) select a place where the snow has not

drifted, invert the funnel, and, turning it round,
lift and melt what is enclosed ; (c) measure with

a rule the average depth of snow, and take one-

twelfth as the equivalent of water. Some ob-

servers use a cylinder of the same diameter as the

rain-gauge, and of considerable depth ; if the

wind is at all rough, all the snow is blown out of a

flat-funnelled rain-gauge.
A "

drainage area
"

is almost always a district

of country enclosed by a ridge or watershed line,

continuous except at the place where the waters

of the basin find an outlet. It may be, and gener-

ally is, divided by branch ridge-lines into a number
of lesser basins, each drained by its own stream

into the main one.

When a catchment basin is very extensive, it

is advisable to measure the smaller basins of which
it consists, as the depths of rainfall in them may
be different

; sometimes, also, for the same reason,

those basins may be divided into portions at

different distances from the mountain chains, where

rain-clouds are chiefly formed.

The exceptional cases, in which the boundary
of a drainage area is not a ridge-line on the surface

of the country, are those in which the rain-water

sinks into a porous stratum until its descent is

stopped by an impervious stratum, and in which,
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consequently, one boundary at least of the drainage
area depends on the figure of the impervious

stratum, being, in fact, a ridge-line on the upper
surface of that stratum, instead of on the ground,
and very often marking the upper edge of the out-

crop of that stratum. If the porous stratum is

partly covered by a second impervious stratum,

the nearest ridge-line on the latter stratum to the

point where the porous stratum crops out will be

another boundary of the drainage area. In order

to determine a drainage area under these circum-

stances, it is necessary to have a geological map
and sections of the district.

The most important data respecting depth of

rainfall, for practical purposes, are : least annual

rainfall ; mean annual rainfall ; greatest annual

rainfall ; distribution of rainfall at different sea-

sons, especially the longest continuous drought ;

and greatest flood rainfall, or continuous fall of

rain in a short period.

The available rainfall is that part of the total

which remains to be stored in reservoirs, or carried

away by streams, after deducting loss through

evaporation, through permanent absorption by
plants and by the ground, and other causes.

The proportion borne by available to total rain-

fall varies very much : it is affected by the rapidity
of the rainfall, the compactness or porosity of the

soil, the steepness or flatness of the ground, the

nature and quality of the vegetation upon it, the

temperature and moisture of the air (regulating
the rate of evaporation), the existence of artificial
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drains, and other circumstances. The following
are examples :

Available Rainfall

Ground. -r

Total Rainfall.

Steep surfaces of granite, gneiss, and slate . nearly i.

Moorland and hilly pasture . . . 8 to -6

Flat cultivated country . . . . -5 to -6

Chalk o

Deep-seated springs and wells give -3 to -4 of the

total rainfall. In chalk districts it has been found

that evaporation is about 34 per cent. ; and the

quantity carried off by streams, 23 per cent.
;

leaving 43 per cent., which sinks below the surface

to form springs.

In formations less absorbent than the chalk, it

is calculated by some authorities that streams

carry off one-third, that another third evaporates,
and that the remaining third of the total rainfall

sinks into the earth. But if they are correct in

allowing one-third for evaporation in the cool and
humid climate of England, 100 per cent, would
not be too much in such arid districts as the in-

teriors of Australia and Africa.

The following table gives the mean annual rain-

fall in various parts of the world :

[TABLE.
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TABLE OF RAINFALL. Collected by G. J. Symons.

Country and Station.
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TABLE OF RAINFALL continued.

Country and Station.
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TABLE OF RAINFALL continued.

Country and Station.
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TABLE OF RAINFALL continued.

Country and Station.
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TABLE OF RAINFALL continued.

Country and Station.
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Water-bearing Strata. Among absorptive beds,

mention may first be made of the
"
Drift/' This

superficial formation consists mainly of beds of

sand and gravel. Having been formed by the

action of flowing water, it is very irregular in thick-

ness, and exists frequently in detached masses ;

this irregularity is due to inequalities o.f the surface

at the period when the drift was brought down.

Hollows then existing would be filled up, while on

level surfaces no detritus would be deposited, or, if

deposited, would be subsequently removed by
denudation. Hence it is not safe to infer, when

boring through deposits of this character, that the

same, or nearly the same, thickness will be found

at even a few yards' distance. In basins and in

broad valleys, this deposit may exist to great

depth. The absorptiveness of the beds will depend,
of course, wholly upon the nature of the deposit.

Some rocks produce deposits through the whole of

which water percolates readily, while others allow

a passage only through such fissures as may exist.

Sand and gravel constitute an extremely absorbent

medium, while an argillaceous (clay) bed may be

wholly impervious. In mountainous districts,

springs may often be found in the drift, but their

existence will then depend upon the position and

character of the rock strata. Thus, if the drift

cover an elevated and extensive slope of a nature

similar to that of the rocks by which it is formed,

springs due to infiltration through this covering
will certainly exist near the foot of the slope.

Upon the opposite slope, the small spaces existing
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between the different beds of rock receive these

infiltrations directly, and serve to completely drain

the deposit. If, however, the foliations, or the

joints of the rocks afford no issue to the water,

whether such circumstance be due to the character

of their formation, or to the stopping up of the

issues by the drift itself, these results will not be

produced.
Another superficial formation, termed

"
Allu-

vium "
or

"
alluvion," and often (ungrammatically)

"
alluvial," is similarly composed of fragments of

various strata carried away and redeposited

by flowing water; it differs, in fact, from

drift only in being more extensive and regular,

and, generally, in being composed of elements

brought from a greater distance and having no

analogy to the strata with which it is now found

in contact. It embraces sand, gravel, rolled

pebbles, marls, and clays. The older deposits
often ..occupy very elevated districts, which they
overlie throughout a large extent of surface. The

permeability of alluvial beds allows the water to

flow away subterraneously to great distances from

the points at which it enters. Springs are common.
As the surface covered by the deposit is extensive,

the water circulates from a distance through per-

meable strata often overlaid by others that are

non-absorptive. If at a considerable distance

from the points of infiltration, and a lower level,

a boring be put down, the water will ascend in the

bore-hole in virtue of its tendency to place itself

in equilibrium.
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The sedimentary beds of Secondary and Tertiary

geological ages, lying beneath the more recent

formations just described, are far more extensive

and yield much larger quantities of water.

The Chalk is the great water-bearing stratum

for the larger portion of the South of England, and
here water circulates through fissures. A rule

sometimes given for the level at which water may
be found in this stratum is,

" Take the level of the

highest source of supply, and that of the lowest

to be found. The mean level will be the depth at

which water will be found at any intermediate

point, after allowing an inclination of at least

10 feet per mile/' This rule will also apply to the

Greensand formation, which contains large quan-
tities of water, and more evenly distributed than

in the Chalk. The Gault Clay is interposed be-

tween the Upper and the Lower Greensand, the

latter of which also furnishes good supplies. In

boring into the Upper Greensand, caution should

be observed so as not to pierce the Gault Clay,
because water which permeates through that layer
becomes contaminated with various saline, ferru-

ginous, and other impurities.

Water is found in the Upper and Lower Oolites,

between which are certain clays, separated by the
"
coral rag." Instances occur in England where

the so-called Oxford Clay is met with immediately
below another bed named the Kimmeridge, render-

ing useless any attempt at boring, because the

water in the Oxford Clay is generally so impure as

to be unfit for use. With regard to finding water
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in the Oolitic Limestone, it is impossible to deter-

mine with any amount of precision the depth at

which it may be reached, owing to the numerous
faults which occur in the formation. The Oolitic

rocks are very porous, absorbing and holding
enormous volumes of water. In this respect they
are equal if not superior to the Chalk itself

;
and

selected analyses indicate that they are not inferior

to the New Red Sandstone in the energy with

which they oxidise and destroy organic matter

present in waters percolating through them.

Though their waters are generally hard, the hard-

ness is chiefly of a temporary character, capable
of being softened by Clark's process, so as to

average 6 -8 instead of 20 -6
; the supply is bright,

sparkling, and palatable, excellent for drinking
and all domestic purposes except washing, for

which the addition of lime renders it fit.

Lower in' the sequence of formations are the

Lias beds (Upper Lias, Marlstone, and Lower

Lias). In the Marlstone, between the upper and

lower beds of the Lias, may be found a large supply
of water ;

but the level of this is as a rule so low

that it will not rise to the surface through a boring.

In the New Red Sandstone, also, to find water,

borings must be made to considerable depth ; but

where this formation exists, a copious supply can

be confidently anticipated. It may be looked upon
as almost equally permeable in all directions, and

the whole mass be regarded as a reservoir up to a

certain level. Its water is clear, wholesome, and

pleasant to drink, also well adapted for the pur-
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poses of bleaching, dyeing, and brewing ; at the

same time it must be admitted that its hardness,

in other words the proportions of carbonates of

lime and magnesia it contains, is subject to con-

siderable variation. As a general rule, it may be

considered as occupying a position intermediate

between the hard water of the Chalk and the soft

water derived from superficial sources. Having
but a small proportion of saline ingredients, and

being absolutely free from artificial contamina-

tions (such as sewage and manufacturing effluents)

it possesses incalculable advantages over water

from rivers and surface drainage. Many large

towns are now partially or entirely supplied with

water pumped from deep bores in this Sandstone ;

and many millions of acres in Central Australia

have only ceased to be waterless since numbers of

bores have been sunk to reach similar beds.

The primary rocks afford but little water. Hav-

ing been subjected to violent convulsions, they are

thrown into every possible position, and broken

by numerous fissures ; and no permeable stratum

being interposed, as in the more recent formations,

no reservoir of water exists. In the unstratified

rocks, the water circulates in all directions through
the fissures that traverse them, and thus occupies
no fixed level. It is also impossible to discover

by surface examination where the fissures may be

struck by boring. For purposes of water supply,

therefore, these rocks are of little importance. It

must be remarked here, however, that large quan-
tities of water are frequently met with in the
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Magnesian Limestone and the Lower Red Sand-

stone, which form the upper portion of the primary
series.

It is hardly necessary to say that rocks of

igneous origin are devoid of water-bearing strata,

and though the extraordinary anomaly may be

seen in Australia of borings for water put down in

solid granite, this is due to pernicious political

influences and in spite of the protests of profes-

sional advisers.



CHAPTER II

DUG WELLS

SLOWLY but surely the
" sunk

"
well, with its huge

excavation and brick curbing, is going out of

existence, and no regret need follow it. From its

very nature, it is absurdly expensive and adapted

only to shallow sinking ; but much worse than

this is the fact that its sources of water supply
are almost invariably tainted. Very few pages
will suffice for this chapter.

Marking-off. Sinking is commenced by mark-

ing off upon the ground a circle 12 or 18 in. greater
than the intended internal diameter of the well.

Its centre must be carefully preserved, and every-

thing must be true to it, the plumb-line being

frequently used to test the vertical position of the

sides.

Under-pinning. To sink by under-pinning, an

excavation is first made to such depth as the strata

will allow without falling in. At the bottom is

laid a
"
curb

"
or flat ring ; its internal diameter

equals the intended clear diameter of the well,

and its breadth the thickness of the brickwork.

It is made of oak or elm planks 3 to 4 in. thick,

either in one layer fished at the joints with iron,

or in two layers breaking joint, and spiked or
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screwed together. On this, to line the first

division of the well, a cylinder of brickwork,

technically called
"
steining," is built in mortar

or cement. In the centre of the floor is dug a pit,

at the bottom of which is laid a small platform of

boards ; then by cutting notches in the side of

the pit, several raking props are inserted, their

lower ends abutting against a footblock, and their

upper ends against the lowest setting, so as to

give temporary support to the curb with its load

of brickwork. The pit is enlarged to the diameter

of the well ;
on the bottom of the excavation is

laid a new curb, on which is built a new division

of brickwork, giving permanent support to the

upper curb ; the raking props and their foot-

blocks are removed ;
a new pit is dug ; and so

on as before. The earth must be firmly packed
behind the steining.

In a common modification of this method, a

wooden curb is laid at the bottom of the excava-

tion ; the brick steining is built upon it and

carried to the surface ; the earth is excavated

flush with the interior sides of the well, so that the

earth beneath the curb supports the brickwork

above; when the excavation has been carried as

far as convenient, recesses are made in the earth

under the previous steining, and in these recesses

the steining is carried up to the previous work ;

when thus supported, the intermediate portions of

earth between the sections of brickwork carried

up are cut away, and the steining is completed.

Drum-curbing. A "
drum-curb/' which may be
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either of wood or iron, consists of a flat ring for

supporting the steining, and of a vertical hollow

cylinder or drum of the same outside diameter as

the steining, supporting the ring within it and
bevelled to a sharp edge below. The rings or

ribs of a wooden curb are formed of two thicknesses

of elm plank 9 by ij in., giving a total thickness of

3 in. The outside cylinder or lagging is made
from i-|-in. yellow pine planks. It may be

strengthened by additional rings and by brackets.

In large curbs, the rings are placed about 3 ft.

6 in. apart. When the well has been sunk as far

as the earth will stand vertical, the drum curb is

lowered into it, and the building of the brick

cylinder is commenced, each course of bricks being

completed before laying another, in order that the

curb may be loaded equally all round. The
earth is dug away from the interior of the drum,
and this, together with the gradually increasing

load, causes the sharp lower edge of the drum to

sink into the earth : thus the digging of the well

bottom, the sinking of the drum-curb and its

brick lining, and the building of the steining at

the top, go on together. Care must be taken to

so regulate the digging that the well shall sink

vertically. Should the friction of the earth against
the outside of the drum become so great as to stop
its descent before the requisite depth is attained,

a smaller well may be sunk in the interior of the

first : a well so stopped is said to be "
earth-

fast/' This plan is successful only in sandy soils

and to moderate depths.
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The curbs are often supported by iron rods

(with screws and nuts) from cross-timbers over

the mouth of the well ; as the excavation proceeds,
brickwork is piled on above, and the weight of the

steining carries down the curb until it becomes

earth-bound.

Materials for Steining. The materials that have

been successfully used in lining or steining are

brick, stone, timber, and iron.

Brickwork is universally used in England, but

not unfrequently it fails, through admitting im-

pure water (when under great pressure), or through

becoming disjointed (from settlement due to

draining a running sand-bed), or the collapse of

the well.

Brick steining is either laid dry or in cement,

g-in. work being used for large wells and 4|-in.

for small wells. Figs. 5 and 6 show the method of

laying for g-in. work, and fig. 7 for 4j-in. The
bricks are laid flat, breaking joint. To keep out

moderate land-springs, clay-puddle or concrete is

introduced at the back of the steining ; for most

purposes, concrete is the better, as, in addition to

its impervious character, it adds greatly to the

strength of the steining. A ring or two of brick-

work in cement is often introduced at intervals

varying from 5 to 12 ft., to strengthen the shaft

and facilitate construction.

Stone of fair quality, capable of withstanding com-

pressive strains, is good in its way ; but inasmuch

as it requires a great deal of labour to fit it for

its place, it cannot often successfully compete with
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brickwork. In selecting a stone, attention must
be paid not only to its durability but also to

FIG. 5. BRICK STEINING.

FIG. 6. BRICK STEINING.

FIG. 7. BRICK STEINING.

freedom from soluble ingredients which might

impair the purity of the water.

Timber is objectionable on account of its

liability to decay, when it not only endangers the

structure, but also to some extent fouls the water.
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It is very largely used in the preliminary opera-
tions of sinking most wells ; and in lining the

shafts of the salt wells of Cheshire it endures for

a great number of years, the brine acting as a

preservative.
Iron is of modern application, and is extensively

employed, it being capable of bearing great com-

pressive strains and of effectually excluding the

influx of such waters as it may be desirable to

keep out, and not liable to decay under ordinary
circumstances. Baldwin Latham mentions in-

stances in his practice of successful recourse to

iron cylinders, where 4 or 5 rings of brickwork

set in the best cement failed to keep out brackish

waters.



CHAPTER III

DRIVEN TUBE WELLS

Scope. For limited depths and supplies, and in

strata which, though, perhaps, hard and compact,
are not composed of actual rock, the driven tube

forms a most useful well, capable of being sunk at

great speed, and drawing its water from a horizon

below most risks of contamination by surface

drainage. Since the driven tube well has been in

use the Author has introduced many improvements.
Before locating one of these wells, it is advisable

to ascertain the depth at which water is found in

the district, when possible, either by reference to

a geological map or by sounding existing dug wells.

Thus may be gained an approximate idea of the

depth to which the tube well must be driven ; but

variations of the strata occur in very short dis-

tances, and no guider is infallible.

If beds of stiff clay or true rock are encountered,

it is best to abandon the spot and try elsewhere.

Tubes. The well consists of a hollow wrought-
iron tube about ij to 6 in. diam., composed of any
number of lengths, each of 3 to 10 ft., according to

the depth required. The water is admitted into

the tube through a series of holes, which extend
31
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up the lowermost length to a height of 2\ ft. from
the bottom. Specially tough lap-welded tubes

are necessary, to withstand the hammering and
vibration to which they are subjected ; gas-pipe
and other common brands are quite useless for

this purpose.
The essential part of the tube is the

"
point

"

a (fig. 8), measuring about 3 ft. long, and perforated
as already described. This is furnished at top
with a socket b which receives the driving-cap c.

Rigidly attached to this cap is a spindle or guide d,

enveloped by the runner or sleeve e of the monkey
or driver /. This method of applying the driving
force to the tube is vastly superior to the old-

fashioned system of a clamp fixed to the tube ;

the latter nearly always resulted in more or less

indentation of the tube, sometimes causing much

difficulty in adding new lengths. The monkeys
may be raised by hand, as in A, or by ropes and

pulleys as in B, C ;
B is the pattern used very

extensively by the War Office.

Driving. The spot for sinking having been

chosen, a truly vertical hole is first made in the

ground with a crowbar, and in this the properly

rigged tube is inserted, all joints having been first

made quite tight. When in position, two men
raise the monkey either by hand (A) or by ropes

(B, C). In the latter case, they should stand

exactly opposite each other and equidistant from

the tube, pulling the ropes at identical angles,

and moving in time together, so that the tube may
maintain a vertical position and follow a straight
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course. Should it deviate at all, gentle pressure
must be used to bring it gradually back, the

FIG. 8. DRIVING TUBES.

pressure being applied to the tube itself, and not

on any account to the spindle or guide-bar.
3
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The driving-cap must be tightened after every
few blows.

Though two men suffice for driving a i J-in. tube,

an extra hand will make a great difference to the

speed, as he can give undivided attention to the

perpendicularity of the tube and add some im-

pulse to the fall of the monkey.
It is most essential to see that the first length is

driven quite vertically ; the driving should there-

fore be conducted with the greatest care for the

first 2 or 3 ft. The driving-cap is withdrawn when
a few inches off the ground, and a fresh length
of pipe is added. The pulley-bar and monkey
must be removed to allow the driving-cap to be

unscrewed.

As each joint on the tubes has to be water- and

air-tight, it must be oiled and white-leaded before

fixing the pipe on the length previously driven.

The socket is removed from one end of the pipe
whilst on the ground, by gripping the pipe with

barrel-tongs, the foot being lightly placed on the

handles, and the socket unscrewed by means of

socket-tongs. The driving-cap is screwed to this

length of pipe, the monkey and pulley-bar are

slipped through it in the same manner as with

the first length, and the whole is bodily raised and
screwed to the tube driven. It is most particu-

larly to be noted that the smaller or barrel-tongs
are to be used on the tube in all instances, whether

to screw or unscrew joints, otherwise joints that

have been made may get disturbed, and ruin the

work. The socket-tongs are placed on the socket,
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and the pipe is then screwed up tightly so that

the joints butt against one another ; length after

length is in this manner added until the required

depth is attained.

Clearing. The tube well should be sounded by
means of the plumb-bob from time to time during
the driving, to detect the presence either of water

or of soil inside the tube. A certain amount of

soil is sure to find its way in, and should be cleared

at intervals; otherwise, if the accumulation be

allowed to increase, springs may be passed, and

remain undiscovered.

The "
clearing-out tubes

"
are to be used for

this purpose. Length after length is screwed

together by means of J-in. barrel- and socket-tongs,
and suspended by J-in. clips

2 or 3 in. above the debris,

so that they will not choke.

Previous to lowering the

J-in. tubes, the funnel (fig.

o) should be screwed to the
n j. i. j i_ ^-L-

FlG - 9. FUNNEL.
well-tube, and by this means
water is poured into the well whilst it is being
cleared. A pump and reducing socket are attached

to the f-in. tubes, and these are gradually lowered

until the whole of the debris has been removed

from the pipe, when the clearing-out tubes are

withdrawn.

When it is found impracticable to clear the well

with the ordinary point, recourse is had to
"
a

sand-tube
"

(fig. 10), made according to the fineness

of the sand to be dealt with. Its action is in
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every way similar to that of the ordinary well

point ; but it is protected by a perforated brass

sheath fixed over the drilled part of the tube,
and the holes in the pointed pipe are

drilled very much larger than in the

ordinary well-tube, to allow for the fine

perforated brass. The tube well is

driven and cleared in the usual manner

by means of the J-in. tubes, etc.

It will be found that, even in gravelly

soils, tube wells will be made in much
less time, both as regards clearing and

pumping, if protected with a strainer.

Tilting. As soon as the presence of

water has shown itself to the extent of a

few feet in the tube, the pump should be

attached directly to the well-tube, care

being taken to white-lead all the threads.

The pump is started by pouring water

into the top, to force the air from the

pipe; if a supply exists, the water will

soon follow. It will be more or less

muddy, according to the nature of the
FIG 10. soii through which it is obtained.

SAND-TUBE.
The handle of the pump should be

raised as high as practicable, to allow the valves to

open. This will suddenly release the column of

water in the well-tube, which will instantly drop to

its level, forcing its way through the perforations in

the bottom length, and so disturbing the surround-

ings of the well. This action should be repeated
over and over again, causing the water to be played
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in and out of the perforations, and thus allowing the

finer particles to be pumped out and the larger to

be gradually drawn around the well-tube, forming
a natural filter ; the operation is called

"
tilting/'

and should be discontinued when the water is

practically free from grit. Disconnection is effected

by loosening the studs which hold the ring to the

pump-barrel, and giving the handle a quarter-

turn ; steady pumping should then take place for

a short time, when it will be found that the water

will become quite clear and free from sandy

particles.

The whole secret of making successful tube wells

lies in the proper use of the pump. It is therefore

necessary that the above instructions should be

accurately followed if neglected, the tube well

may become choked, resulting in a total stoppage
of the supply, .r

In close and compact soils, such as sand, gravel,

chalk, etc., much patience and perseverance are

required in developing supplies of water. The

yield is at first scanty, but rapidly increases by the

tilting of the pump, which helps to disintegrate

the surrounding soil, and forms a free passage for

the water.

Drawing. It often occurs in driving that im-

pervious or solid strata, such as thick beds of clay,

rock, etc., are met with. In these cases, it is

necessary to withdraw the tube, which is accom-

plished in the following manner. The monkey is

slipped over the well-pipe, the driving-cap is

screwed above it to the well-tube, and the pulley-
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bar is again slipped into position, allowing the men
to strike the monkey upwards against the driving-

cap ; thus the tubes are forced out of the ground.
Other means are also adopted, such as bottle-

jacks, or a hollow jack specially designed for this

purpose. The tubes, previous to being redriven,

should be carefully examined, and, if found bent,

must be discarded, unless they can be straightened
at a forge or by striking them with the side of the

monkey.

Depth. The depth to which tube wells may be

driven is entirely governed by the nature of the

soil ; they commonly reach 60 to 70 ft., and some-

times even 100 ft. or more. Yet in many cases

an ordinary lift-pump may be employed on them,
the water rising to within 28 ft. of the surface, and

often higher.

When it happens that an objectionable spring is

tapped the tube is driven deeper in search of

other springs. It is to be noted that the upper

springs will not affect the lower ones when the

latter are tapped.

Deeper Wells. When the water is below lifting

reach of the ordinary lift-pump, viz. 28 ft. from

the surface, it is advisable to drive a larger tube

well, as illustrated and described below.

Knowing the exact depth at which the water

comes in, the proper length of tube is driven, and

the working barrel (either made of steel or

phosphor-bronze) is screwed to it, taking care to

slip the valve-seat (a, fig. n) into position, so as

to rest next to the well-pipe. The working barrel
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is so placed as to be within lifting reach of the

water. All the joints must butt as in the case of

the smaller well.

The ring b (fig. n) is placed on the top of the

working barrel when the next length of well-tube

is butted to it ; the driving is then continued to

the depth required.

To remove the soil which has found its way into

the tube well, a small shell with a valve is provided :

this is attached to the J-in. tubes, and is lowered

FIG. ii. DEEP WELL FITTINGS.

until it has reached the debris, when the whole

is lifted up and down to allow all the soil to pass
into the |-in. pipes, and to effectually clear the

tube. The J-in. tubes are then withdrawn in

i2-ft. lengths. This mode of clearing also applies

to the ordinary tube well, and will be found

far more expeditious than clearing it with the

funnel, which latter cannot be used for deep
wells.

The taper end of the valve c (fig. n) is wound
with tow, a little tallow and white-lead mixed

being added to make it adhere. This will make a

watertight joint when fixed in the seating. The
valve is lowered into its position by means of a
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hook or screw attached to the pump-rods, and,

to ensure a watertight joint, a few gentle blows

are given on the top of the valve by means of the

rods and hook. The rods are then withdrawn,
the hook is disconnected, and the bucket d (fig. n)

is screwed in place. The rods are

lowered until the bucket has fairly

entered the working barrel, when it

is connected to the pump-rod, the

whole being then ready to com-

mence pumping. The pump-rods
are united by means of triangular

couplings, secured by split pins.

Previous to working, the pump
will need to be

"
primed

"
as usual

by pouring water through the top,

when a yield will soon follow. It is

advisable to work the pump rather

sharply at first to enable the finer

particles to be drawn up.
The arrangement of this deep-

well pump is extremely simple ;

and should the pump require seeing

WORKING' BARREL, to, through either the bucket or the

valve getting out of order, the

whole is withdrawn for examination in the same
manner as it was fixed, without the necessity for

disturbing the rising main or tube well.

Fig. 12 illustrates the working barrel completely
fitted with all its parts ; and fig. 13, the tube well

with its deep-well pump in position.

It is to be observed that the instructions given
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FIG. 14. TUBE WELL
FROM DUG WELL.

FIG. 13. TUBE
WELL AND PUMP.
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for smaller wells are applicable also to deeper
wells.

Another method of dealing with deep wells

when it is found that the water-level is below

lifting reach, is to sink a hole so as to meet the

water-level, and thus allow the ordinary pump to

be fixed on the top of the tube well at the bottom

of the sunken pit, and to be cleared by means of

the |-in. tubes, and "
tilted

"
in the ordinary way

to develop a supply, previous to fixing the deep-
well pump. In this case (fig. 14) the tube well is

smaller than the rising main of the pump, which

may be of wrought- or cast-iron flanged pipe. For

example, suppose the tube well to be 70 ft. from

the surface with 30 ft of water in the well, the pit

is sunk 15 ft., bringing the water-level from the

bottom of the pit to 25 ft. When the permanent

pump is fixed, the hole may be refilled, but it is

more advisable to
"
stein

"
it.

By this means, dug wells can easily be deepened
at a trifling outlay, and polluted sources be at the

same time avoided.

Connecting Wells. It frequently occurs that

large supplies are required for towns, manufac-

tories, irrigation, etc. To accomplish this, as

many wells as necessary are connected, as illus-

trated in fig. 15. In such cases it will be found

far more economical to test each spot with the

smallest well previous to fixing the permanent one,

as the probable yield will thus be approximately

ascertained, and this will govern the number and

size of wells required to furnish the supply wanted.
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Results obtained by this means will be found far

more satisfactory and economical than by draw-

ing from one point as with dug wells. Yields vary

greatly with the nature of the strata, and it often

PLAN

FIG. 15. CONNECTED WELLS.

occurs that a larger tube well will not increase the

yield in proportion to a smaller one.

Thev
average quantities obtained from tube wells

are as follows : ij-in., 500 ; 2-in., 1000 ; 3-in.,

2000 gal. per hour.

For transport purposes, the smallest well will

be found in every way the least expensive. Tube
wells can be coupled either by cast-iron flanged

pipes with rubber joints or by wrought-iron
socketed pipes,*! fitted with T-pieces and bends
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in the same manner as cast-iron. The whole of

the rising main is laid in a trench 18 in. to 2 ft.

under ground. The distance which the wells

should be placed apart generally varies from 15

to 18 ft., being to a great extent governed by the

water-bearing stratum ; there are cases where

they may be nearer to one another without affect-

ing the draught, but the figures given are a

reliable average.
In the former editions

"
costs

"
of tube-well

tubing, apparatus, and pumps were quoted, but,

owing to the great advances in prices it has been

found impossible to give any quotations.



CHAPTER IV

BORED TUBE WELLS

Scope. When hard ground or solid rock is en-

countered, through which the cutting point or

edge of tube cannot be forced with reasonable

facility and speed, a way must be made for the

tube by boring a hole and removing the debris

in advance of the tube, either by percussion

(which churns up the rock to powder or mud) or

by diamond or calyx drilling (which cuts out a

solid core) .

Early Methods. The first method of well-boring
known in Europe was that called the Chinese, in

which a chisel, suspended by a rope and surrounded

by a tube a few feet long, is worked up and down

by means of a spring-pole or lever at the surface.

The twisting and untwisting of the rope prevents
the chisel from always striking in the same place ;

and by its continued blows the rock is pounded and

broken. The chisel is withdrawn occasionally, and

in its place is lowered a bucket or shell-pump,

having a hinged valve at the bottom opening

upwards, so that a quantity of the debris becomes

enclosed in the bucket, and is drawn up by it to

the surface. The lowering of the bucket is

45
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repeated until the hole is cleared, and the chisel

is then put to work again.

In fig. 16 is shown an apparatus in the Chinese

system ; it may be used for either hemp-rope or

wire-rope, and was originally made for hoop-iron.

FIG. 1 6. CHINESE BORING.

At A is a log of oak, set perpendicularly so deep
in the ground as to penetrate the loose gravel and

pass a little into the rock, standing firmly in its

place ;
it is well rammed with gravel, and the

ground is levelled so that the butt of the log is

flush with the surface of the ground or a little

below it. Through this log, which, according to

the depth of loose ground, may be 5 to 30 ft. long,
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a vertical hole is bored by an auger of a diameter

equal to that of the intended boring in the rock.

On the top of the ground, at one side of the hole,

is a windlass whose drum is 5 ft. diam. ; the cog-

wheel which drives it is 6 ft., and the pinion on the

crank-axle is 6 in. This windlass serves for hoist-

ing the spindle or drill, and is of. large diameter to

prevent short bends in the iron (which would soon

become brittle) and to prevent permanent bends.

On the opposite side of the windlass is a lever

of unequal leverage, about one-third at the side

of the hole, and two-thirds at the opposite side,

where it ends in a cross or broad end when men do

the work. The workmen, with one foot on a

bench or platform, rest their hands on a railing,

and work with the other foot the long end of the

lever. In this way the whole weight of the men is

made use of. The lift of the bore-bit is 10 to 12

in., which causes the men to work the treadle

20 to 24 in. high. Below the treadle T is a spring-

pole S, fastened under the platform on which the

men stand ; the end of this spring-pole is con-

nected by a link to the working end of the lever,

or to the rope directly, and pulls the treadle down.
When the bore-spindle is raised by means of the

treadle, the spring-pole imparts to it a sudden

return, and increases by these means the velocity
of the bit, and consequently that of the downward
stroke.

Modern Methods. This rudimentary system,

adapted to out-of-the-way localities, and where

human labour is cheaper than machinery, is now
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seldom seen, having given place to much improved

percussive mechanism, and to a most ingeniously-
contrived variety of tools for coping with the

constant changes of strata.

Tools. In figs. 17, 18, and 19 are exhibited a

selection of up-to-date well-boring tools : a is an

auger for clays and stiff soils
; b, a worm-auger for

loosening gravelly and sandy soils ; c, flat-bladed

chisel ; d, flat V chisel ; e, flat T chisel
; /, T V

chisel ; g, X chisel, all these chisels being for

cutting through solid strata ; h, circular chisel for

trimming bore-hole true and vertical
; i, spring

chisel for enlarging bore-hole below pipes ; /,
"

shell
"

for removing debris cut by the chisels ;

k, worm-nose shell for loose soils ; /, water shell

for testing supply preparatory to doing so by
means of a pump, when the water-level is below

30 ft. from surface ; m, boring-rod ; n, swivel-

rod ; o, tillers for turning rods
; p, hand-dog for

screwing rods, with taper end for tightening tiller-

screws ; q, tillers for screwing and turning pipes ;

r, dog for lowering and withdrawing rods
; s,

auger-board for holding lifting-dogs while screw-

ing and unscrewing rods
; t, spring rimer for

enlarging bore-hole below pipes ; u, crow's-foot

for recovering broken rods ; v, bell-box for recover-

ing broken rods when the top joint is left on ;

w, cleaner for augers and shells ; x, steel socketed

tube ; y, clamps for screwing tubes together and

suspending them from pipe stage ; z, worm for

recovering broken tools.

Chisels are made from wrought iron or mild steel,
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FIG. 17. WELL-BORING TOOLS.



FIG. 1 8. WELL-BORING TOOLS.



t I

FIG. 19. WELL-BORING TOOLS.
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and when small are usually 18 in. long by 2\ in.

extreme breadth, and weigh some 24! Ib. ; the

cutting edge is faced with best steel. Whilst in

operation they need careful watching, that they

may be removed and fresh tools substituted when
their edges are sufficiently worn to diminish their

breadth. If this is not attended to, the size of

the hole decreases, so that, when a new chisel of

the proper size is introduced, it will not pass
down to the bottom of the hole, and much delay
is occasioned in enlarging it. In working with the

chisel, the borer keeps the tiller or handles in both

hands, one upon each, and moves slowly round

the bore, in order to prevent the chisel from

falling twice successively in the same place ;
this

helps to preserve the bore circular. Every time

a fresh chisel is lowered to the bottom, it should

be worked round in the hole, to test whether the

proper size and shape have been maintained; if

this is not the case, the chisel must be raised at

once, and be worked gradually and carefully until

the hole is as it should be. The description of

strata being cut by the chisel can be detected

with considerable accuracy by a skilful workman
from the character of the shock transmitted to the

rods. Should the stratum be very hard, the chisel

may be worn and blunted before cutting f in.,

hence it must be frequently raised and examined ;

but 7 or 8 in. may be bored without examination

when the nature of the stratum allows.

Augers are often 10 ft. long, 3 to 3^ ft. of which

is shell.
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Boring-rods are in 3-, 6-, 10-, 15-, or 2O-ft.

lengths of wrought iron or mild steel, preferably

FIG. IQA. EXPANDING TOOL FOR
TRIMMING BORE-HOLE BELOW
TUBES.

FIG. IQB. EXPANDING TOOL WITH
CENTRAL ROD FOR ADJUSTING
CUTTERS.

Low Moor or mild steel, and generally i in. to 3 in.

square in section
; at one end is a male and at the

other end a female screw for the purpose of con-

necting them together. The screw should not
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have fewer than 6 threads, as the female screw

frequently splits, and the screw may have its

thread so worn as to become liable to slip. Rods
should be carefully examined every time they are

drawn out of the bore-hole, as an unobserved

failure may occasion much inconvenience, and
even the loss of the hole. In addition to the

ordinary lengths of rod, short pieces varying from

6 in. to 2 ft. are required for adjusting the rods

at a convenient height.

When a projection in the bore-hole obstructs

the downward course of the lining tubes, the hole

is enlarged below the pipes by means of the spring
rimer t. It consists of an iron shank, to which two

thin strips are bolted, bowed out in the form of a

drawing-pen. The rimer is screwed on to the

boring-rods, and forced down through the pipes ;

when below the last length of pipe, the rimer

expands, and can then be turned round, which has

the effect of scraping the sides and enlarging that

portion of the hole subject to its operation.

Rigs. Some means of suspending the tackle

from which the rods are hung, as also of obtaining
a lift for them, must be provided. Triangle gyns
are sufficient for light work, whilst for that of a

heavier character sheers, derricks, or massive

sheer-frames are requisite.

In England, for small works, the entire boring

apparatus is frequently arranged as in fig. 20, the

tool being fixed at the end of wrought-iron rods

instead of at the end of a rope, as in the Chinese

method. A is the boring tool ; B, rod to which
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the tool is attached ; D, levers whereby men E

FIG. 20. A BORING RIG.

give a rotary motion to the tool ; F, chain for

attaching boring apparatus to pole G, which is
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fixed at H, and by means whereof the man on

surface transmits a vertical motion to the tool

when necessary.

The sheer-legs, made of sound Norway spars

not less than 8 in. diam. at the bottom, are placed
over the bore-hole for the purpose of supporting
the tackle for drawing the rods out of and lowering
them into the hole. It is obvious that the more

frequently it is necessary to break the joints in

drawing and lowering the rods, the more time

will be occupied in changing the tools, or in each

cleaning of the hole
; and as the depth of the hole

increases, the more tedious will the operation be.

It therefore becomes a matter of much importance
that the rods shall be drawn and lowered as quickly
as possible, and to attain this end as long lengths
as practicable must be drawn at each lift. The

length of the lift or off-take, as it is termed,

depending altogether upon the height of the lift-

ing tackle above the top of the bore-hole, the

length of the sheer-legs for a hole of any consider-

able depth should not be less than 30 to 40 ft. ;

and they usually stand over a smal] pit or dug
well, which may be sunk, when the ground is dry,
to a depth of 20 or 30 ft. From the bottom of this

pit the bore-hole may be commenced, and here

will be stationed the man who has charge of the

bore-hole while working the rods.

Fig. 21 shows another plan of commencing a

boring. Here a are foot-blocks for the legs of the

gyn ; b, rope shackle ; c d, staging ; e, guide-
block. A pit lined with timber or masonry is
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sunk 10 or 12 ft. in the clear, and below this is a

smaller pit 6 ft. square by 5 ft. deep, also lined.

Above these the sheer-legs are erected so that the

rope when passed round the wheel at top may
hang over the centre of the pits. The top of the

FIG. 21. COMMENCING A BORE.

lower part is covered, all except a gap of 9 in. in

the centre, with loose planks to form a stage ; the

two middle planks are 3 to 4 in. thick, as they may
have to carry an auger-board, and sustain the

whole weight of the rods.

The arrangement in fig. 22 is intended for deep
or difficult boring with rods. A regular scaffold-

ing is erected, upon which a platform is built.

The boring-chisel A is, as in the last instance,
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FIG. 22. A BORING RIG.
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joined by means of screw couplings to the boring-
rods B. At each stroke, two men stationed at E
turn the rod slightly by means of the tiller D. A
rope F, which is attached to the boring-tool, is

passed a few times round the drum of a windlass

G, the end of the rope being held by a man at I.

When the handles are turned by the men at L, the

man at I pulls at the rope ; the friction between
the rope and the drum of the windlass is then

sufficient to raise the rods and boring-tool. As
soon as the tool has been raised to its intended

height, the man at I slackens his hold upon the

rope, and as there is insufficient friction on the

drum to sustain the weight of the boring-tools,

they fall. In due course, the tiller is unscrewed,
and a lifting-dog, attached to the rope from the

windlass, draws up the rods as far as the height of

the scaffolding or sheer-legs will allow, when a

man at E, by passing a hand-dog or key upon the

top of the rod under the lowest joint drawn above
the top of the hole, takes the weight of the rods at

this joint, the men at L having lowered the rods

for this purpose ; and with another key, the rods

are unscrewed at this joint, the rope is lowered

again, the lifting-dog is put over the rod, another

rod is screwed on, the rods are lifted, and the pro-
cess is continued till completion.

Sometimes, if the hole is very dry, a little water

poured down assists the work, but, if the hole is

still unpiped, care is necessary not to wash away
the sides.

When a deep boring is undertaken, direct from
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the surface, the operation had best be conducted

with the aid of a boring sheer-frame such as is

shown in fig. 23. This consists of a framework

of timber balks, upon which are erected four

standards, 27 ft. high, 12x9 in. thick, 3 ft. 8 in.

apart at the bottom and i ft. 2 in. at top. The
standards are tied by cross-pieces, upon which are

cut shoulders that fit into mortice-holes
; they are

fastened by wooden keys, the standards being
surmounted by two head-pieces 5 ft. long, mortised

and fitted. Upon the head-pieces two inde-

pendent cast-iron guide-pulleys are arranged in

bearings ; over these pulleys are led the ends of

two ropes coiling in opposite directions upon the

barrel of a windlass ; this is moved by spur gear-

ing, and has a ratchet-stop attached to a pair of

diagonal timbers, connected with the left-hand

legs or standards of the sheers, near the ground.
These ropes are used for raising and lowering the

lengths of boring-rod.
At 8 ft. below the bearings of the top pulleys,

a pair of horizontal traverses are fixed across the

frame, supporting smaller pulleys, mounted on a

cast-iron frame which is capable of motion be-

tween horizontal wooden slides. Over these

pulleys is led a rope from a plain windlass fixed to

the right-hand legs of the frame, to be used for

raising and lowering the shell to extract the

rubbish from the hole.

The lever, 15 ft. long and 9x6 in. in section, is

supported by an independent timber frame. It

has a cast-iron cap, fastened by means of two iron
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straps, with lugs through which bolts are passed,
these being tightened with nuts in the ordinary
manner. The bearing pins at a are ij in. diam.,

and also form part of the lower strap. Upon the

cap is an iron hook ;
to this is attached a chain

carrying a spring-hook which bears the top shackle

of the rods. The top of the bore-hole is surrounded

by a wooden tube i ft. diam., provided with a

hinged valve, whose action is similar to that of a

clack-valve ; this has a hole in the centre for the

rods to pass up and down freely. The valve per-

mits of the introduction and withdrawal of the

tools, while preventing anything from falling into

the bore-hole. The lever is applied by pressure

upon its outer end ; and as the relation of the long
to the short arm is as 4 to i, a depression of 2 ft.

in the one case produces an elevation of 6 in. in

the other : this is the minimum range of action,

the maximum being 26 in.

The modern tendency is towards rigs which,

while retaining all necessary strength, are much

lighter and therefore more portable, as well as

being more cheaply, easily, and speedily mounted

and dismounted. Some examples of standard

patterns used by C. Isler & Co. are shown in figs.

24 to 27. It will be seen that reliance is placed on

wrought-iron tubular structure throughout. Fig.

24 is double-geared, with handles for manual

operation and fast and loose pulleys for power.

Fig. 25 is a lighter gear for hand-power only. In

fig. 26, a double-purchase crab-winch is mounted

independently of the sheer-legs. Fig. 27 illus-
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trates a more pretentious plant actuated by a

small steam-driven winding-engine.

Operations. When, in the progress of opera-

tions, it is found that the tool refuses to drop to

the same depth from which it has just been with-

drawn, the employment of tubing becomes

necessary. This entails enlarging the hole already

bored, by application of a rimer
; and when this

is accomplished down to the required depth, the

first length of tube is inserted, following with

successive lengths, each properly screwed to its

predecessor, until the bottom of the hole is reached.

The boring tool is again rigged and operated in-

side the tubing ; after boring a few feet deeper,
another pipe may be screwed on, and the whole
be driven farther down.

If the thickness of soft stratum is very great,

friction of the pipes, caused by pressure of the

strata, may be such that perhaps not more than 80

or 100 ft. can be driven without the pipes being in-

jured. It will then be necessary to put down the

first part of the hole with a large tool, and to drive

in pipes of larger diameter ; the hole is continued

of smaller diameter, and lined with smaller tubes

projecting telescope-fashion beyond the large tubes,

as in fig. 28, until the necessity for their use ceases.

It will be evident that to ensure success the

tubing must be truly cylindrical and straight, and

have a flush surface both outside and in. It will

also appear that the thickness ought to bear a due

proportion to the work required, and to the force

likely to be used in screwing or driving it down.
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The first or bottom pipe is furnished with a steel

shoe having a chisel-edge, and serves to trim the

hole and cut a passage. The first length of pipe
is raised by means of a pipe hanger, and lowered

into the bore-hole until its top reaches about i ft.

above the surface ; here a pair of pipe-clamps are

securely fastened round it a few inches above

the thread, and then the pipe is lowered until the

clamps rest upon the board surrounding the top
of the hole. The hanger is removed and screwed

to a fresh length of tubing ;
this in its turn is

lowered, and screwed quite home until the two

pipes butt together. The tillers being taken off,

the whole length of tubing is raised a few inches,

and suspended whilst the clamps are removed

from the lower part. There are now two lengths
of pipe, which are allowed to descend as before ;

when they are sufficiently deep, the clamps are

reapplied, and the operation is repeated with each

length screwed on.

Each joint should be oiled and screwed together
with white or red lead ; spun yarn is not needed.

While being lowered, the pipes are turned,

particularly when they begin to hang up, in order

that the steel shoe may remove any projections

in the bore-hole.

When the pipes have been lowered to the

necessary distance, and the pipe-clamps have been

screwed on to secure them from slipping, boring

can be resumed with the smaller-sized tools, after

lowering the shell to bring up any debris caused

through lowering the tubing.
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FIG. 24. SHEER-LEGS AND WINDLASS.
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FlG> 25._SHEER-LEGS AND WINDLASS.
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FIG. 26. SHEER-LEGS AND CRAB-WINCH.
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FIG. 27. SHEER-LEGS AND STEAM-WINCH.
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When the tubing will not go down freely,

rimer may be employed if the

stratum is not too hard. It is

screwed on to the bottom Tod.

As the springs measure the out-

side diameter of the tubing, they

require to be pressed so as to force

them through, but when once well

in the pipes, the weight of the|rods
should be sufficient to carry them
down. As soon as the springs are

below the lowest length of pipe,

they expand to their full size;

and by turning the rods until the

springs work quite freely, and

lowering the rimer a little as they
are freed, the hole below the tubing
is cut out. Using the rimer is an

operation requiring great care and

attention.

When the rimer has been with-

drawn, the pipes are attached and
lowered as before.

The tubing should be turned as

long as it will move before resort-

ing to driving. It is advisable to

use the longer lengths of pipe first,

reserving the shorter lengths to

the last, when the tubing will be

going down more slowly. A long

length standing up at a time when
it becomes necessary to lower tools FIG. 28.

m
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for clearing or enlarging below the tubing may
seriously obstruct the work. Sometimes a short

length of pipe may be used temporarily with

advantage, a few feet of the descent being pro-
ceeded with, and then a longer length can be

substituted as soon as the boring has progressed

sufficiently for a further lowering of pipes.

When it is found necessary to drive tubes, fix

the driving-flange (fig. 28B) by screwing it shoulder

FIG. 28A. MONKEY. FIG. 286. DRIVING-FLANGE.

to shoulder to the top of the tube. The monkey
(fig. 28A) with guide-bar, is lifted into position and
the driving is proceeded with. This is done in the

same way as
"
punching

"
with the tools as described

below, with the exception that the spring hook is

slipped through the rope sling on the monkey.
The success of the well-work depends on practi-

cal experience and soundness of lining tubes. The

lining tubes should really be the first consideration,

as employing an inferior tube means total collapse

of the well if not immediately, soon after com-

pletion.

The lining tube commonly and generally used,
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viz. a flush-jointed pipe, cannot stand any sub-

stantial strain such as these pipes have to bear

during driving ; and what occurs

tOO Often is the Stripping Or burst- STEEL SOCKETED

ing of the joints, thereby causing
TlJBE -

utter failure, through creating a

communication between the upper
and lower part of the boring.
The lining tube recommended (fig.

280) is only of recent introduction,

and supersedes all other kinds for

the same purpose. It is of steel, as

also is the socket which connects

the pipes, allowing greater strength
to be obtained in less substance ;

this, combined with the slight set-

ting in at the joints, practically

renders the pipes flush outside as

well as inside. When connected,

they butt, leaving no space what-

ever between ; by this means they
form a solid joint, and it is there-

fore impossible for any of the joints

to be otherwise than air and water-

tight, and is a secure preventive

against any percolation from surface

or objectionable springs.

To withdraw broken or defective

tubing quickly, two hooks attached to ropes are

lowered down from opposite sides of the bore-

hole, and caught on the rim of the lowermost tube
;

power is applied to haul the tubing up bodily.
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Another most effective method for withdrawing
broken or defective tubes is by a special expanding

wedge tool, which enables pipes to be withdrawn

FIG. 28E. HOLLOW JACK FOR WITHDRAWING TUBES.

by means of either the hydraulic or screw jack, as

illustrated. It may, however, be said that during
our thirty years' experience we have met with prac-

tically no mishaps with broken or defective tubes.

Accidents happen mostly with flush-jointed or

riveted tubes.

An effective method of cutting out lining-tubes
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practised in the United States consists in lowering
into the bore-hole an expanding cutter-head, in

which the circular cutters are first tightened, and
then put into action by turning the boring-rods
at surface.

To reduce stoppages for withdrawal of debris the

FIG. 28r. C. ISLER & Co.'s IMPROVED HOLLOW HYDRAULIC
JACK FOR WITHDRAWING LARGE TUBES.

Fauvelle system was introduced, whereby the in-

jection of a current of water through a central

tube washes out the debris created by the cutting
tool at the bottom. It has answered tolerably
well when applied to shallow borings, but the

quantity of water required to keep the boring-
tool clear is a great objection, especially as in the
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majority of cases wells are bored in places lacking
a large supply.
The following sets of boring tools are supplied

by C. Isler & Co., Ltd.

(a) To bore 30 ft. Two 2|-in. T-chisels, one 2|-
in. flat chisel, one 2-in. shell, one 2-in. auger,
one auger-board, one pair rod-tillers, two

f-in. lifting-dogs, two f-in. hand-dogs, one

spring-hook and rope, five 5-ft. by f-in.

boring-rods, one 5-ft. by f-in. swivel-rod.

(b) To bore 50 ft. One each 3|-in. and 2j-in.

clay augers, one each 3-in. and 2-in. shoe-

nose shells, one 3f-in. and two 2f-in.

T-chisels, one each 3f-in. and 2f-in. flat

chisels, one pair rod-tillers, one auger-

board, two i-in. lifting-dogs, two i-in.

hand-dogs, one bell-screw, one spring-hook,

40 ft. of 3-in. rope, one auger-cleaner, four

lo-ft. and one 5-ft. by i-in. boring-rods,
one 5-ft. by i-in. swivel-rod.

One set light tubular iron sheer-legs.

(c) To bore 100 ft. One 2j-in. clay auger, one

each 3-in. and 2-in. shoe-nose shells, two
each 3f-in. and 2f-in. T-chisels, one each

3f-in. and 2f-in. flat chisels, one pair rod-

tillers, one auger-board, two i-in. lifting

dogs, two i-in. hand-dogs, one crow's-

foot, one bell-screw, one spring-hook, 40
ft. 3|-in. rope, one auger-cleaner, nine

lo-ft. and one 5-ft. by i-in. boring-rods,

one 5-ft. by i-in. swivel-rod.

One set light tubular iron sheer-legs.
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FIG. 280. SECTION OF AN ARTESIAN BORED TUBE WELL AT CANNING
TOWN. 400 ft. deep; n in. internal diameter; minimum
supply, 11,500 gals, per hour. Fixed by C. Isler & Co., Ltd.
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(d) To bore 150 ft. One each 4j-in. and 3|-in.

clay augers, one each 4-in. and 3-in. shoe-

nose shells fitted with latches for recover-

ing broken tools, two each 4f-in. and 3f-in.

T-chisels, one each 4f-in. and sf-in. flat

chisels, one pair rod-tillers and spare

screws, one auger-board, two i-in. lifting-

dogs, two i-in. hand-dogs, one crow's-foot,

one spring-hook, 40 ft. of 4|-in. rope with

rope slings and punching-rope, one auger-

cleaner, fourteen lo-ft. and one 5-ft. by i-in.

boring-rods, one 5-ft. by i-in. swivel-rod.

One set sheer-legs and gearing.
Fitted with fast and loose pulleys.

(e) To bore 200 ft. One each 5j-in., 4j-in., and

3|-in. clay augers, one each 5-in., 4-in., and

3-in. shoe-nose shells fitted with latches

for recovering broken tools, two each

5|-in., 4f-in., and 3f-in. T-chisels, one

each 5f-in., 4f-in., and 3f-in. flat chisels,

one pair rod-tillers and spare screws, one

auger-board, two ij-in. lifting-dogs, two

ij-in. hand-dogs, one crow's-foot, one

spring-hook, 40 ft. of 4|-in. rope with

rope-slings and punching-rope, one auger-

cleaner, nineteen lo-ft. and one 5-ft. by
ij-in. boring-rods, one 5-ft. by ij-in.

swivel-rod.

One set sheer-legs and gearing.
Fitted with fast and loose pulleys.

(/) To bore 300 ft. One each 6J-in., 5|-in., and

4j-in. clay augers, one each 6-in., 5-in., and
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4-in. shoe-nose shells fitted with latches

for recovering broken tools, two each 6f-in.,

5f-in., and 4f-in. T-chisels, one each 6f-in.,

5|-in., and 4f-in. flat chisels, one pair rod-

tillers with spare screws, one auger-board,
two ij-in. lifting-dogs, two i|-in. hand-

dogs, one crow's-foot, one spring-hook,

40 ft. of 5|-in. rope with rope-slings and

punching-rope, one auger-cleaner, twenty-
nine lo-ft. and one 5-ft. by ij-in. boring-

rods, one 5-ft. by i J-in. swivel-rod.

One set sheer-legs and gearing.

Fitted with fast and loose pulleys,

(g) To bore 400 ft. One each 7j-in., 6|-in.,

5|-in., and 4j-in. clay augers, one each

6-in., 5-in., and 4-in. shoe-nose shells fitted

with latches for recovering broken tools,

two each 8J-in., 6f-in., 5|-in., and 4f-in. T-

chisels, one each 8J-in., 6f-in., 5f-in., and

4f-in. flat chisels, one pair rod-tillers with

spare screws, one auger-board, two each

ij-in. and ij-in. lifting-dogs, two each

ij-in. and i|-in. hand-dogs, one crow's

foot, one spring-hook, 40 ft. of 6|-in.

rope with rope-slings and punching-rope,
one auger-cleaner, ten lo-ft. by i|-in.

boring-rods, twenty-nine lo-ft. and one

5-ft. by ij-in. boring-rods, one 5-ft. by

i|-in. swivel-rod.

One set sheer-legs and gearing.

Fitted with fast and loose pulleys.

(A) To bore 500 ft. One each gj-in., 7j-in.,
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6J-in., and 5j-in. clay augers, one each

7-in., 6-in., and 5-in. shoe-nose shells fitted

with latches for recovering broken tools,

two each gj-in., 8J-in., 6f-in., and 5f-in.

T-chisels, one each gj-in., 8J-in., 6f-in.,

and 5f-in. flat chisels, one pair rod-tillers

with spare screws, one auger-board, two

each ij-in. and ij-in. lifting-dogs, two

each ij-in. and ij-in. hand-dogs, one

spring-hook, 40 ft. of 6|-in. rope with

rope slings and punching-rope, one auger-

cleaner, twenty lo-ft. by i|-in. boring-rods,

twenty-nine lo-ft. and one 5-ft. by ij-in.

boring-rods, one 5-ft. by ij-in. swivel-rod.

One set sheer-legs and gearing.

Fitted with fast and loose pulleys.

LIST OF TUBES USED FOR WELL-LINING, WITH THE
APPLIANCES FOR FIXING THEM.

Internal diameter of tubes
Thickness

Steel shoes .

Pipe-clamps
Pipe-tillers .

Driving-flanges
Pipe-hangers
Cast-iron flanges
Water shells

Spring rimers

Spare blades for do.
Circular chisels

Tube caps .

Pipe chain wrenches

Driving monkeys .

3 in. 4 in. 6 in. 7 in. 8 in.

A u

Owing to the great advance in prices
it has been found impossible to

give any quotations.

Chain pipe-wrench.

Driving-monkey: 5oo-lb., 8oo-lb., i6oo-lb.



CHAPTER V

KIND-CHAUDRON DEEP-BORING SYSTEM

THE first really deep well was bored by Mulct, at

Crenelle, for the City of Paris ; it was commenced
in 1832, and after more than eight years' incessant

labour, water finally rose from the total depth of

1798 ft. Subsequently many wells have been sunk

on the Continent, even deeper than the well of

Crenelle, reaching in some cases to 2800 ft., but all

of small diameter. German engineers introduced

important modifications of the tools employed.
Thus, Euyenhausen imparted a sliding movement
to the striking part of the tool used for com-

minuting the rock, so that it always fell through
a certain distance, producing a uniform action

upon the rock at the bottom, and avoiding jar of

the tools.

Kind, who had begun to apply his system to the

sinking of large shafts for winning coal, was en-

trusted by the Municipal Council of Paris to bore

a new well at Passy.
In sinking the Passy well, the weight of the

trepan for comminuting the rock was about 36

cwt., the height through which it fell was nearly

2 ft., and its diameter was 39 in. The rods were
80
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of oak, about 8 in. on the side, and the dimensions

of the cutting tool were limited to 39 in. because

it worked the whole time in water ; but generally
the class of borings Kind undertook justified

resorting to tools of great dimensions. When
sinking shafts for winning coal, his operations

required to be carried on with the full diameters

of 10 to 14 ft. ; and he then drove a boring 40 in.

diam. in the first instance, and subsequently

enlarged this. There can be no objection to

executing borings of this diameter ; but opposi-
tion to Kind's plan of sinking the Passy well was
founded upon the assumption that he would not

get a larger supply of water from the sub-Cretaceous

formations than had been met with at Grenelle,

where the diameter of the boring at bottom was
not more than 8 in. It has been proved that

there is a direct gain in adopting the larger borings,
not only as regards the quantity of water to be

derived from them, but also in their execution,

arising from the fact that the tools can be made
more secure against the effects of torsion or of

concussion against the sides of the excavation,

which is the cause of the most serious accidents

met with in well-boring.
Kind's trepan embraces some peculiar details,

which are shown in fig. 30. It is composed of two

principal pieces frame and arms, both of wrought

iron, with the exception of the teeth of the cutting

part, which are of cast steel. The frame has at

the bottom a series of slightly conical holes, into

which the teeth are inserted and tightly wedged.
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The teeth are placed with their cutting edges on
the longitudinal axis of the frame ; and at the

extremity of the frame are formed two heads,

forged out of the same piece with the body of the

tool, which also carries two teeth, placed in the

same direction as the others, but of double their

VSi a >l & fr i ^1, T t*J

FIG. 30. KIND TREPAN.

width, in order to render this part of the tool more

powerful. By increasing the dimensions of these

end teeth, the diameter of the boring can be

augmented, so as to compensate for the diminu-

tion of the clear space caused by the tube lining.

Above the lower part of the frame of the trepan
is a second piece, composed of two parts bolted

together, and made to support the lower portion
of the frame. This also carries at its extremities

two teeth; which serve to guide the tool in its
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descent, and to work off the projections left by
the lower portion of the trepan. Above this,

again, are the guides of the machinery, properly

speaking, consisting of two pieces of wrought iron,

arranged in the form of a cross, with the ends

turned up, so as to preserve the machinery per-

fectly vertical in its movements, by pressing

against the sides of the boring already
executed. These pieces are independent
of the blades of the trepan, and may be

moved closer to or farther from it, as

desired. The stem and the arms are

terminated by a single piece of wrought
iron, which is joined to the frame with

a kind of saddle-joint, and is kept in

place by keys and wedges. The whole

of the trepan is finally jointed to the

great rods that communicate the motion

from the surface, by means of a screw- FIG. 31.

coupling, formed below the part of the

tool which bears the joint ; this arrangement

permits the free fall of the cutting part, and

unites the top of the arms and frame with the rod

(fig. 31). It has been proposed to substitute for

this screw-coupling a keyed joint, in order to avoid

the inconvenience frequently found to attend the

rusting of the screw when it becomes necessary
to withdraw the trepan.
The sliding joint was adopted by Kind from

Euyenhausen's invention, and is one of the

peculiarities of his system. So long as his opera-
tions were confined to the small dimensions usually
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adopted for well-borings, he contented himself with

making a description of joint with a
"

free-fall
"

a simple movement of disengagement regulating
the height fixed by the machinery itself, like the

fall of the monkey in a pile-driving machine ;
but

this did not answer when applied to large borings,

and it presented certain dangers. Kind, then, for

the larger class of borings, availed himself of

sliding guides, so contrived as to be equally thrown

out of gear when the machinery had come to the

end of the stroke, and maintained in their respec-

tive positions by being made in two pieces, of

which the inner worked upon slides, moving freely

in the piece that communicated the motion to the

striking part of the machinery. The two parts
of the tool were connected by pins, and with a

sliding joint, which, in the Passy well, was thrown

out of gear by the reaction of the column of water

above the tool unloosing the click that upheld the

lower part of the trepan, fig. 32. These departures
from the usual way of releasing the tool and guid-

ing it in its fall are condemned by some author-

ities, who object to the system of making the

column of water act upon a disc to set the click in

motion, as requiring the presence of a column of

water not always to be commanded, especially

when boring in the Carboniferous strata.

The rods used for suspension of the trepan, and

for transmission of the blows to it, were of oak
;

this in itself constitutes a characteristic difference

between the style of tools introduced by Kind

and those made by the maj ority of well-borers. The
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resistance which wood offers by its elasticity to the

effects of any sudden jar is also a point of superi-

ority to iron, for the latter is liable to change its

form under the influence of this cause. The
resistance to torsion need not, however, be much
dwelt on, for the turn given to the trepan is always
made when the tool is lifted up from its bed. Kind

I

FIG. 32. SLIDING JOINTS.

recommended that straight-grown trees of the

requisite diameter should be selected, rather than

that rods should be made of cut timber, as there is

less danger of the wood warping, and the character

of the wood is more homogeneous. He generally
used these trees in lengths of about 50 ft., and
connected them at the ends with wrought-iron

joints, fitting one into the other. The iron-work
of these joints is made with a shoulder underneath

the screw-coupling, to allow the rods to be sus-
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pended by the ordinary crow's-foot during the

operation of raising or lowering. In the works

executed at Passy, a frame was

erected over the centre of the boring,

of a height to allow of the rods being
withdrawn in two lengths at a time,

thus securing considerable economy
of time and labour.

As in other methods, Kind's system
of removing the pounded rock in-

volved withdrawal of the commin-

uting tool, in order that the
"
shell

"

might be inserted. Kind's shell, fig.

33, consisted of a cylinder of wrought
iron, suspended from the rods by a

frame, and fastened to it at a little below the

centre of gravity, so that the operation of up-

setting it, when loaded, could be easily performed.
This cylinder was lowered to the level

of the last workings of the trepan, and

the material already detached by that

instrument was forced into the shell

by the gradual movement of the latter

in a vertical direction, the bottom

being made to open upwards, with

hinged flaps. The ball-clack, fig. 34,

a most useful appliance for clearing

holes, was not used by him.

At Passy great strength was given to

the head of the striking tool, and to the part of

the machinery applied to turn the trepan, because

the great weight of the latter superinduced the
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danger of its breaking offender the influence of the

shock, and because the solidity of this part of the

machinery necessarily regulated the whole working
of the tool. The head of the boring arrangement
was connected with the balance-beam of the steam-

engine by a straight link-chain, with a screw-

coupling, admitting of being

lengthened as the trepan de-

scended, fig. 35. The balance-

beam, in order to increase its

elastic force in the upward
stroke, isjnade of wood in two

pieces, the upper being of fir

and the lower of beech. The
whole of the machinery is put
in motion by steam, which is

admitted to the upper part of

the cylinder, and presses it

down, and thus raises the tool

at the other end of the beam
to that part in connection with FJG. 35- COUPLING OF

T . ROD TO ENGINE.
the cylinder. The counterpoise
to the weight of the tools is also placed upon the

cylinder-end of the beam. The cylinder receives

the steam through ports that are opened and
closed by hand, like those of a steam-hammer ;

so that the number and length of the strokes

of the piston may be increased or diminished as

occasion requires.

The balance-beam is continued beyond the point
where the piston is connected with it, and goes to

meet the blocks placed to check the force of the
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blow given by the descent of the tool. The guides
of the piston-head are attached to the part of the

machinery that acts in this manner ; but at

Passy, Kind made the balance-beam work upon
two plummer-blocks having no permanent cover,

that they might be more easily moved whenever
it was necessary to displace the beam, for the

purpose of taking up or letting down the rods, or

for changing the tools. The balance-beam was

always immediately over the centre of the tools,

and had to be displaced every time the latter

required to be changed. This was effected by
allowing the beam to slide horizontally, so as to

leave the mouth of the pit open. The counter-

check, above mentioned, likewise prevented the

piston from striking the cylinder-cover with too

great force, when it was brought back by the weight
of the tools to its original position. The opera-
tion of raising and lowering the rods, or of changing
the tools, was performed at Passy by a separate

steam-engine, and the shell was discharged into a

special truck, moving upon a railway expressly
laid for this purpose in the great tower erected

over the excavation.

The cutting or comminution of the rock was

usually effected at Passy at the rate of 15 to 20

strokes a minute. The rate of descent, of course,

differed according to the nature of the rock operated

upon ; but, generally speaking, the trepan was

worked for the space of about eight hours at a

time, after which it was withdrawn, and the shell

was let down in order to remove the debris. The
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average number of men employed in the gang,
besides the foreman or superintendent, was about

14 : they comprised a smith and a hammerman,
to keep the tools in order ; and two shifts of

men entrusted with the excavation, namely, an

engine-driver and a stoker, a chief workman or

sub-foreman, and 3 assistants. The total time

employed in sinking shafts upon this system in

the north of France, where it was applied without

meeting with the accidents encountered in the

historical Passy well, could be divided in the

following manner : 25 to 56 per cent, in manoeuv-

ring the trepan, n to 14! per cent, in raising and

lowering tools, 19 to 21 per cent, in removing
material detached from the rock and cleaning out

the bottom of the excavation, and 8 to loj per
cent, in stoppage of engines, broken tools, etc.

In the Passy well the long delays caused by the

slips which took place in the clays, both in the

basement beds of the Paris basin and in the sub-

Cretaceous strata, would render any comparison
derived from it of little value.

Later, Chaudron made some modifications in

Kind's practice, and the system became known

by the dual name.

The arrangement of the surface plant is shown
in figs. 36 to 38. The small capstan engine O has

a cylinder 20 in. diam. and a stroke of 32 in.,

working on the third motion. Attached to this

engine, and working in the small pit C, is a counter-

balance weight. The engine is used for raising

and lowering boring-tools, and for lifting the debris
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resulting from the boring. As far as the platform,
which is about 10 ft. from the surface, the pit is

19 ft. diam. or 4 ft. wider than below. At a level

of about 38 ft. above this platform is a tramway
on which run small trucks, carrying the

"
shell

"

FIG. 36. KIND-CHAUDRON PLANT.

on one side and the boring-tools on the other. At
a level of 48 ft. above the platform are placed

supports for the wooden spears to which the boring-
tools are attached. The machinery for boring is

worked by a cylinder, which has a diameter of

39! in. and a full stroke of 39^ in., the usual stroke

varying from 2 to 3 ft. A massive beam of wood
transmits motion from this cylinder to the boring

apparatus, the connection between the beam and
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the piston rod and the beam and the boring-tools

being made by a chain. The engine-man sits close

to the engine, and applies the steam above the

piston only. The down-stroke of the boring-tools
is caused by the sudden opening of the exhaust,

FIG. 37. KIND-CHAUDRON PLANT.

and a frame then prevents the shock of the boring-
rods from being too severe. The engines work at

speeds varying from 12 to 18 strokes a minute,

according to the character of the strata passed

through.
After the working platform is fixed, the first

boring-tool applied is the small trepan, fig. 39.

This tool is attached to the wooden beam by the

arrangement already shown in fig. 35. The boring-
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tools can be lowered at pleasure by means of an

adjusting screw. The handle for boring is worked

by 4 men on the platform, and is turned by the

aid of a swivel. Attached to the handle-piece are

rods made from Riga pitch-pine, 59 ft. long and

7f in. square. A swivel-ring, fig. 40, is attached

FIG. 38. KIND-CHAUDRON PLANT.

to the rope when raising and lowering the boring-

rods. The small trepan cuts a hole 4 ft. 8| in.

diam., and has 14 teeth fitted in cylindrical holes

and secured by pins entering through circular slots.

The teeth are steeled. At a distance of 4 ft. 4 in.

above the main teeth of the trepan is an arm B,

with a tooth at each end. This piece answers the

purpose of a guide, and at the same time removes

irregularities from the sides of the hole. At a

distance of 13 ft. 6 in. above the main teeth are
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FIG, 39. SMALL TREPAN.
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the actual guides, consisting of two strong arms

of iron fixed on the tool, and placed at right angles

to each other. The hole made by the small trepan
is not kept at any fixed distance in advance of the

full-sized pit, but the distance generally varies

from 30 to 100 ft. With the small trepan, which

weighs 8 tons, progress varies from 6 to 10 ft. a day.

The large trepan, fig. 41, weighs i6| tons, is

forged in one solid piece, and

has 28 teeth. An iron pro-

jection forms the centre of

this trepan, and fits loosely

into the hole made by the

small trepan, acting as a

guide for the tool. At a

distance of 7 ft. 6 in. above

the teeth, a guide is some-

times fixed on the frame, but

is not furnished with teeth.
FlG. 40. SWIVEL-RING. A . ... . e f

At a distance of 13 ft. 3 in.

from the teeth are two other guides at right

angles to each other. These guides are let down
the pit with the boring-tool, the hinged part of

the guides being raised whilst passing through
the beams at the top of the pit, which are only
6 ft. 7 in. apart. When the tool is ready to

work, the two arms are let down against the side

of the pit, and are hung in the shaft by ropes,
thus acting as a guide for the trepan, which

moves through them. To provide against a shock

to the spears when the trepan strikes the rock on

the down-stroke, at the upper part of the frame a

r-^z&r-^
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FIG. 41. LARGE TREPAN.
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slot motion is arranged, the play of which amounts
to about \ in. The teeth of the large trepan are

not horizontal, but are deeper towards the inside

of the pit, the face of the inside tooth being 3f in.

lower than the outside. The object of this is to

cause the debris to drop at once into the small hole,

by the face of the rock at the bottom of the pit

being somewhat inclined. The teeth used, fig. 42,

FIG. 42. TREPAN TEETH.

are the same both for large and small trepan, and

weigh about 72 Ib. each. As a rule, only one set

of teeth is kept in use, this working for 12 hours,

the alternate 12 hours being employed in raising

the debris. This time is divided in about the

following proportions : Boring, 12 hours
;
draw-

ing rods, i to 5 hours, according to depth ; raising

debris, 2 hours ; lowering rods, i to 5 hours. The

maximum speed of the larger trepan may be taken

at about 3 ft. a day. The ordinary distance sunk

is not more than 2 ft. a day, and in flint and other

hard rocks the boring has proceeded as slowly as

3 in. a day.
The debris in the small bore-hole contains pieces
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of a maximum size of about 8 cub. in. In the large

boring, pieces of rock measuring 32 cub. in. have

been found. As a rule, however, the material is

beaten very fine, having much the appearance of

mud or sand. In both the large and the small

borings the debris is raised by a shell, similar to

fig- 33. and consisting of a wrought-iron cylinder

39 in. diam. by 6 ft. 9 in. long, containing two flap-

valves at the bottom, through which the excavated

material enters. This apparatus is passed down
the shaft by the bore-rods, and is moved up and
down through a distance varying from 6 to 8 in.

for about J hour ; it is then drawn up and emptied.
In some cases where the rock is hard, three

sizes of trepan are used consecutively, the sizes

being 5 ft., 8 ft., and 13 ft.

Perpendicularity is ensured by the natural effect

of the treble guide, which the chisels and the two
sets of arms attached to the boring tools afford,

and by the fact that if the least divergence is made
from a vertical line the friction upon one side of

the shaft is so great that the borers are unable to

turn the instrument.

In tubbing, it is essential to secure a watertight

joint at the base ;
hence the bed on which the moss-

box has to rest should be quite level and smooth.

This is attained by the use of a
"
scraper

"
attached

to the bore-rods.

The tubbing is cast in complete cylinders. At

Maurage each ring has an internal diameter of

12 ft. and is 4 ft. 9 in. high. Each ring has an
inside flange at top and bottom, and a rib in the
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middle, the top and bottom of the ring being turned

and faced. The rings of tubbing are attached to

each other by 28 bolts i-i in. diam., passed through
holes bored in the flanges. The tubbing is sus-

pended in the pit by means of 6 rods, let down by
capstans placed 30 ft. above the top of the pit and

working upon long screws. When a new ring of

tubbing is added, the rods are detached at a lower

level, and are hung upon chains, thus leaving an

open space for passing it forward. Before each

ring is put into the pit it is tested to 50 per cent,

more pressure than it is expected to be subjected
to. The joints between the rings of tubbing are

made with sheet-lead
J-

in. thick coated with red-

lead. The lead is allowed to obtrude from the

joint ^ in., and is wedged up by a tool which has a

face^ in. thick.

The mode of suspending the tubbing from the

rods will be understood by reference to fig. 43.

The rods are attached to a ring by the bolts

connecting one ring of tubbing with another. The
bottom ring of tubbing and the ring carrying the

moss-box have their top flange turned inwards,

but their bottom flange outwards. A strong iron

web, forming the base of a tube i6| in. diam., is

attached to the tubbing. The object of this tube

is to cause the water in the shaft to ease the

suspension rods, by bearing part of the weight of

the tubbing. Cocks to admit water are placed
at intervals up the tube, by which means the

weight upon the rods can be easily regulated, so

that not more than 5 to 10 per cent, of the weight
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of the tubbing is suspended by the rods at one

time. The ring holding the moss-box is hung
from the bottom joint in the tubbing by sliding rods.

FIG. 43. TUBBING SUSPENDED FROM RODS.

The arrangement of the moss-box, which forms

the base of the tubbing, is one of the most important

points in this system of sinking. Ordinary peat
moss is enclosed in a net, which, with the aid of

springs, keeps it in place during the descent of the

tubbing. When the moss-box, which hangs on

short rods fixed to the tubbing, reaches the face
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of rock it is dropped gently upon it, and the whole

weight of the tubbing is allowed to rest upon the

bed ; this compresses the moss, the capacity of

the chamber holding it is diminished, and the moss
is forced against the sides of the hole, forming a

watertight joint.

Up to this point, the following important differ-

ences between this and the ordinary system of

tubbing are to be observed. The tubbing, on

reaching its bed, bears the aggregate pressure of

all the feeders of water which have been met with ;

no wedging or other mode of consolidating it in

the shaft is used ; and connection between the

rings is so carefully made that the wedging of

joints is rendered unnecessary.

Finally, the annular space between the tubbing
and the sides of the bore is filled with hydraulic

cement, to render the tubbing impermeable.



CHAPTER VI

DRU DEEP-BORING SYSTEM

THE system applied by Dru is worthy of attention,

not so much on account of its novelty or of any
new principle involved, as on account of the con-

trivances it contains for the application of the free-

falling tool to wells of large diameter. It has been

already explained that under Kind's arrangement
the trepan was thrown out of gear by the reaction

of the water which was allowed to find its way into

the column of the excavation, but that it is not

always possible to command the necessary supply,
and that, even when possible, the clutch Kind

adopted was so shaped as to be subject to much and

rapid wear.

Dru, with a view to obviate both these incon-

veniences, made his first trepan so that the tool

was gradually raised until it came in contact with

the fixed part of the upper machinery, when it was

thrown out of gear. The bearings of the clutch

were parallel to the horizontal line, and were

found in practice to be more evenly worn, so that

this instrument could be worked sometimes for

8 to 14 days without intermission, whereas, in

Kind's system, the trepan was frequently with-

drawn after 2 or 3 days' service.
101
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It will be seen from figs. 44, 45, that the boring-
rod A is suspended from the outer end of the work-

FIG. 44. DRU BORING PLANT.

ing beam B, which is made of timber hooped with

iron, working upon a middle bearing, and is con-
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nected at the inner end to the vertical steam-

cylinder C, 10 in. diam. and 39 in. stroke. The
stroke of the boring-rod is reduced to 22 in., by the

inner end of the beam being made longer than the

FIG. 45. DRU BORING PLANT.

outer end, serving as a partial counterbalance for

the weight of the boring-rod. The steam cylinder
is single-acting, being used only to lift the boring-
rod at each stroke, and the rod is lowered again

by releasing the steam from the top side of the

piston ; the stroke is limited by timber stops both

below and above the end of the working beam B.
8
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The boring-tool is the most important part of

the apparatus, and has involved most difficulty

in construction. The points to be aimed at in

this are simplicity of construction and repairs ;

greatest force of blow possible for each unit of

striking surface ; and freedom from liability to get
turned aside and choked.

The tool used in small borings is a single chisel,

as shown in fig. 46 ; but for the large borings it is

found best to divide the tool-face

into separate chisels, each of con-

venient size and weight for forging.

All the chisels, however, are kept
in a straight line, whereby the extent

Qf \ of striking surface is reduced, and
L il the tool is rendered less liable to

FIG. 46 be turned aside by meeting a hard
DRU CHISEL. .. r n- i "** r

portion of flint on a single point of

the striking edge, which would diminish the effect

of the blow.

The trepan, fig. 47, is composed of a wrought-iron

body D, connected by a screwed end E to the bor-

ing-rod, and carrying the chisels F, fixed in separate
sockets and secured by nuts above ; 2 to 4 chisels

are used, or sometimes even a greater number,

according to the size of the hole to be bored. This

construction allows of any broken chisel being

easily replaced ; also, by changing the breadth

of the two outer chisels, the diameter of the hole

bored can be regulated exactly. When 4 chisels

are used, the 2 centre ones are made a little longer
than the others, to form a leading hole as a guide
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to the boring-rod. A cross-bar G, of the same
width as the tool, guides it in the hole in a direction

at right-angles to the tool ; and in the case of the

larger and longer tools, a second cross-bar higher

FIG. 47. DRU TREPAN.

up, at right-angles to the first and parallel to the

striking edge of the tool, is also added.

If the whole length of the boring-rod were allowed

to fall suddenly to the bottom of a large bore-hole

at each stroke, frequent breakages would occur ;

it is therefore found requisite to arrange for the tool

to be detached from the boring-rod at a fixed point
in each stroke, and this has led to the general

adoption of free-falling tools. Dru's plan of self-
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acting free-falling tool, liberated by reaction, is

shown in side and front view in fig. 48. The hook

FIG. 48. DRU FREE-FALLING DEVICE.

H, attached to the head of the boring-tool D, slides

vertically in the box K, which is screwed to the

lower extremity of the boring-rod ; and the hook

engages with the catch J, centred in the sides of
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the box K, whereby the tool is lifted as the boring-
rod rises. The tail of the catch J bears against an

inclined plane L, at the top of the box K ; and the

two holes carrying the centre-pin I of the catch

are made oval in vertical direction, so as to allow

a slight vertical movement of the catch. When
the boring-rod reaches the top of the stroke, it is

stopped suddenly by the tail end of the beam B
striking upon the wood buffer-block E (fig. 44) ;

the shock thus occasioned causes a slight jump
of the catch J in the box K, the tail of the catch

is thereby thrown outwards by the incline L,

liberating the hook H, and the tool then falls

freely to the bottom of the bore-hole. When the

boring-rod descends again after the tool, the catch

J again engages with the hook H, enabling the tool

to be raised for the next blow.

Another construction of the self-acting free-fall-

ing tool, liberated by a separate disengaging-rod,
is shown in side and front view in fig. 49. It

consists of 4 principal pieces the hook H, the

catch J, the pawl I, and the disengaging-rod M.

The hook H, carrying the boring-tool D, slides

between the vertical sides of the box K, screwed

to the bottom of the boring-rod ; and the catch

J works in the same space upon a centre-pin fixed in

the box, so that the tool is carried by the rod, when
hooked on the catch. At the same time, the

pawl I, at the back of the catch J, secures it from

getting unhooked from the tool ; but this pawl
is centred in a separate sliding hoop N, forming
the top of the disengaging-rod M, which slides
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freely up and down within a fixed distance upon
the box K

; and in its lowest position the hoop

FIG. 49. FREE-FALLING DEVICE.

N rests upon the upper of the two guides P,

through which the disengaging-rod M slides out-

side the box K. In lowering the boring-rod, the
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disengaging-rod M reaches the bottom of the bore-

hole first, and being then stopped, it prevents the

pawl I from descending any lower ; and the

inclined back of the catch J sliding down past the

pawl, the latter forces the catch out of the hook

H, thus allowing the tool D to fall freely and strike

its blow. The height of fall of the tool is always
the same, being determined only by the length
of the disengaging-rod M.

The blow having been struck, and the boring-
rod continuing to be lowered to the bottom of the

hole, the catch J falls back into its original position,

and engages again with the hook H, ready for

lifting the tool in the next stroke. As the boring-
rod rises, the tail of the catch J trips up the pawl
I in passing, allowing the catch to pass freely ;

and

the pawl, before it begins to be lifted, returns to

the original position, where it locks the catch J,

and prevents any risk of its becoming unhooked
either in raising or lowering the tool in the well.

The tool employed for boring a well 19 in. diam.

weighs f ton, and is liberated by the reaction

arrangement shown in fig. 48. The same mode of

liberation was applied in the first instance to the

larger tool employed in sinking a well 47 in. diam.
;

the great weight of the latter tool, however,

amounting to as much as 3! tons, necessitated so

violent a shock for the purpose of liberating the

tool by reaction, that the boring-rods and the rest

of the apparatus would have been damaged, and

the arrangement shown in fig. 49 was substituted.

In this case, the cross guide G fixed upon the tool
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is made with an eye for the disengaging-rod M
to work through freely. For borings of small

diameter, however, the disengaging-rod cannot

supersede the reaction system of liberation, as the

latter alone is able to work in borings as small as

3j in. diam. ; and a bore-hole no larger than this

has been successfully completed with the reaction

tool to a depth of 750 ft.

The boring-rods employed are of wrought iron

and of wood. Wooden rods are used for borings
of large diameter, as they possess the advantage
of having a larger section for stiffness without

increasing the weight ; also, when immersed in

water, the greater portion of their weight is

floated. The wood requires to be carefully

selected, and from the thick part of the tree. In

France, Lorraine or Vosges deals are preferred.
The boring-rods, whether of wood or iron, are

screwed together either by solid sockets or with

separate collars. The latter are preferred, being

easy to forge ; also because, as only one-half of

the collar works in coupling and uncoupling the

rods, while the other half is fixed, the screw

thread becomes worn only at one end, and, by
changing the collar end for end, a new thread

is obtained when one is worn out, the worn end

being then jammed fast as the fixed end of the

collar.

In raising or letting down the boring-rod, two

sections of about 30 ft. each are detached or added

at once, and a few shorter rods of different lengths
are used to make up the exact requirement. The
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coupling-screw (S, fig. 44), by which the boring-

rod is connected to the working beam B, serves

to complete the adjustment of length ; this is

turned by a cross-bar, and then secured by a cross-

pin through the screw.

In ordinary work, breakages of the boring-rod

generally take place in the iron, and more particu-

larly at the part screwed, that being the weakest.

In case of breakages, the tools usually employed

l

FIG. 50. FIG. 51.

EMERGENCY TOOLS.

Q
FIG. 52.

for picking up the broken ends are a conical

screwed socket (fig. 50) and a crow's-foot (fig. 51) ;

the socket is made with an ordinary V-thread for

cases where the breakage occurs in iron, but with

a sharper thread like a wood screw when the

breakage is in wood rods. To ascertain the shape
of the fractured end left in the bore-hole, and its

position relatively to the centre line of the hole, a

similar conical socket is first lowered, having its

under surface filled up level with wax, so as to

take an impression of the broken end, and show
what size of screwed socket should be employed
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for getting it up. Tools with nippers are some-

times used in large borings, as it is not advisable

to subject the rods to a twist.

When the boring-tool has detached a sufficient

quantity of material, the boring-rod and tool are

drawn up by means of the rope O (fig. 44) wind-

ing up the drum Q, which is driven by straps and

gearing from the steam-engine T. A shell is then

lowered into the bore-hole by the wire-rope U,

from the other drum V, and is afterwards drawn

up again with the excavated material. A friction

brake is applied to the drum Q, for regulating the

rate of lowering the boring-rod. The shell shown

in fig. 52 consists of a riveted iron cylinder, with a

handle at the top, which can either be screwed to

the boring-rod or attached to the wire-rope ; and

the bottom is closed by a large valve opening
inwards. Two forms are used, either a pair of

flap-valves, or a single-cone valve ; and the bottom

ring of the cylinder, forming the seating of the

valve, is forged solid, and steeled on the lower

edge. In lowering this cylinder to the bottom of

the bore-hole, the valve opens, and the loose

material enters the cylinder, where it is retained

by the closing of the valve, whilst the shell is drawn

up again to the surface. In boring through chalk,

as in the case of the deep wells in the Paris basin,

the hole is first made of about half the final

diameter for 60 to 90 ft., and is then enlarged to

the full diameter by using a larger tool. This is

done for convenience of working : if the whole

area were acted upon at once, it would involve
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crushing all the flints in the chalk ; but, by putting
a shell in the advanced hole, the flints that are

detached during the working of the second larger

tool are received in the shell and removed by it,

without getting broken by the tool.

The resistance experienced in boring through
different strata is various ; and some rocks passed

through are so hard that with 12,000 blows a

day of a boring-tool weighing nearly 10 cwt., with

19 in. height of fall, the bore-hole was advanced

only 3 to 4 in a day. As an opposite case, strata

of running sand have been met with so wet that a

slight movement of the rod at the bottom of the

hole was sufficient to make the sand rise 30 to 40
ft. in the bore-hole. In these cases, Dru adopted
the Chinese method of effecting a speedy clearance,

by means of a shell closed by a large ball-clack at

the bottom (fig. 52), suspended by a rope, to

which a vertical movement is given ;
each time

the shell falls upon the sand, a portion of this is

forced up into the cylinder, and retained there by
the ball-valve.

Dru states that the reaction tool has been

successfully employed for borings up to about

4 ft. diam., witness the case of the well at Butte-

aux-Cailles of 47 in. diam. ; but beyond that size

he considers the shock requisite to liberate the

larger and heavier tool would probably be so

excessive as to injure the boring-rods and the

rest of the attachments, and he designed the

arrangement of the disengaging-rod for liberating

the tool in borings of large diameter, whereby
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all shock upon the boring-rods is avoided, and the

tool is liberated with complete certainty.
In practice it is necessary, as with the common

chisel, to turn the boring-tool partly round after

each stroke, so as to prevent it from falling every
time into the same position at the bottom of the

well ; this was effected in the well at Butte-aux-

Cailles by manual power at the top of the well,

a long hand-lever fixed to the boring-rod by a clip

bolted on being turned round by a couple of men

through part of a revolution during the time that

the tool was being lifted. The turning was

ordinarily done in the right-hand direction only,

so as to avoid the risk of unscrewing any of the

screwed couplings of the boring-rods ;
and care

was taken to give the boring-rod half a turn when
the tool was at the bottom, so as to tighten the

screw-couplings, which otherwise might shake

loose. In the event of a fracture, however, leaving

a considerable length of boring-rod in the hole,

it was sometimes necessary to have the means of

unscrewing the couplings of the portion left in

the hole, so as to raise it in parts, instead of all at

once. In that case, a locking-clip was added at

each screwed joint above, and secured by bolts, at

the time of putting the rods together for lowering
them down the well to recover the broken portion ;

and by this means the ends of the rods were pre-

vented from becoming unscrewed in the coupling-

sockets, when the rods were turned round back-

wards for unscrewing the joints in the broken

length at the bottom of the bore-hole.
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When running sands are met with, the plan

adopted is to use the Chinese ball-scoop or shell,

fig. 52 ;
where there is too much sand for it to be

got rid of in this way, a tube has to be sent down
from the surface to shut off the sand. This, of

course, necessitates diminishing the diameter of

the hole in passing through the sand ; but on reach-

ing the solid rock below the running sand, an

expanding tool is used for continuing the bore-

hole below the tubing with the same diameter as

above it, so as to allow the tubing to go down with

the hole.

In case of meeting with a surface of very hard

rock at a considerable inclination to the bore-hole,

Dru employs a tool with cutters fixed in a circle

all round the edge, instead of in a single diameter

line ;
the length of the tool is also considerably

increased, so that it is guided for a length of

20 ft. He uses this tool in all cases where from

any cause the hole is found to be going crooked,

and has even succeeded thereby in straightening
a hole that had previously been bored crooked.

The cutting action of this tool is all round its edge ;

therefore on meeting with an inclined hard surface,

as there is nothing to cut on the lower side, the

force of the blow is brought to bear on the upper
side alone, until an entrance is effected into the

hard rock in a true straight line with the upper

part of the hole.

Although as regards diameter, depth, and flow

of water in favourable localities, extraordinary
results have been obtained with this system of
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boring by rods worked by steam power, yet, as

Dm himself observes, in some instances,
"
owing

to the difficulties attending the operation, the

occurrence of delays from accidents is the rule,

while the regular working of the machinery is

the exception/' A further disadvantage to be

noticed is that, owing to the time and labour

involved in raising and lowering heavy rods in

borings of 10 in. diam. and upwards, there is a

strong inducement to keep the boring tool at

work for a much longer period than is actually

necessary for breaking-up fresh material at each

stroke. The fact is that after 100 to 200 blows

have been given, the boring-tool merely falls into

the accumulated debris and pounds this into dust,

without touching the surface, of the solid rock. It

may therefore be easily understood how much
time is totally lost out of the periods of 5 to 8 hours

during which, with the rod system, the tool is

allowed to continue working.



CHAPTER] VII

MATHER & PLATT DEEP-BORING SYSTEM

IN Mather & Platt's method of boring adopted in

England, rope has been reverted to in place of the

iron or wooden rods used on the Continent. A
flexible rope admits of being handled with greater

facility than iron rods, but lacks the advantage
of their rigidity ;

in the Chinese method (p. 45)
it admitted of withdrawing the chisel or bucket

very rapidly, but gave no certainty to the opera-
tion of the chisel at the bottom of the hole. Rods,
on the other hand, enable a very effective blow
to be given, with a definite turning or screwing
motion between the blows, according to the

requirements of the strata ; but the time and
trouble of raising heavy rods from great depths
on each occasion of changing from boring to clear-

ing out the hole form a serious drawback, which

makes the stoppages occupy really a longer time

than the actual working of the machinery.
The method introduced by Mather & Platt, of

Oldham, has been largely employed for deep boring,
and seems to combine many of the advantages of

other systems without their disadvantages. Its

distinctive features, as illustrated in figs. 53 to
117
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4 S

FIG. 53. MATHER & PLATT BORING PLANT.
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57, are the mode of giving the percussive action

to the boring-tool, and the construction of the

6) o.

Plan,

FIG. 54. MATHER & PLATT SMALL BORING MACHINE.

tool itself and of the shell-pump for clearing out

the hole. Instead of these implements being
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attached to rods, they are suspended by a flat

hemp rope, about J in. thick and 4| in. broad,

such as is commonly used at collieries ; and the

boring-tool and shell-pump are raised and lowered

as quickly in the bore-hole as the bucket and

cages in a colliery shaft.

The flat rope A, fig. 53, from which the boring-
head B is suspended, is wound upon a large drum
C driven by a steam-engine D with a reversing

motion, so that one man can regulate the opera-
tion with the greatest ease. All the working parts
are fitted into a wooden or iron framing E, render-

ing the whole a compact and complete machine.

On leaving the drum C, the rope passes under a

guide-pulley F, and then over a large pulley G
carried in a fork at the top of the piston-rod of a

vertical single-acting steam cylinder.

This cylinder, by which the percussive action

of the boring-head is produced, is shown to a

larger scale in the vertical sections, figs. 55, 56 ;

and in this larger machine the cylinder is fitted

with a piston 15 in. diam. having a heavy cast-

iron rod 7 in. square, which is made with a fork

at the top, carrying the flanged pulley G of about

3 ft. diam. and sufficient breadth for the flat rope
A to pass over it. The boring-head having been

lowered by the winding-drum to the bottom of

the bore-hole, the rope is fixed secure at that

length by the clamp J ; steam is then admitted

underneath the piston in the cylinder H by the

steam-valve K, and the boring-tool is lifted by
the ascent of the piston-rod and pulley G ;

on
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FIG. 55. MATHER & PLATT LARGE BORING MACHINE.
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FIG. 56. MATHER & PLATT LARGE BORING MACHINE.
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arriving at the top of the stroke, the exhaust-

valve L is opened for the steam to escape, allow-

ing the piston-rod and carrying-pulley to fall

freely with the boring-tool, which descends with

its full weight to the bottom of the bore-hole. The

exhaust-port is 6 in. above the bottom of the

cylinder, while the steam-port is situated at the

bottom ;
there is thus always an elastic cushion

of steam of that thickness retained in the cylinder
for the piston to fall upon, preventing the piston
from striking the bottom of the cylinder. The
steam- and exhaust-valves are worked with a self-

acting motion by the tappets M, which are actuated

by the movement of the piston-rod ; and a rapid
succession of blows is thus given by the boring-
tool on the bottom of the bore-hole. As it is

necessary that motion should be given to the

piston before the valves can be acted upon, a small

jet of steam N is allowed to be constantly blowing
into the bottom of the cylinder ; this causes the

piston to move slowly at first, so as to take up the

slack of the rope, and allow it to receive the weight
of the boring-head gradually and without a jerk.

An arm attached to the piston-rod then "comes

in contact with a tappet which opens the steam-

valve K, and the piston rises quickly to the top
of the stroke ; another tappet worked by the same
arm then shuts off the steam, and the exhaust-

valve L is opened by a corresponding arrange-
ment on the opposite side of the piston-rod, as

shown in fig. 56. By shifting these tappets, the

length of stroke of the piston can be varied from
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i ft. to 8 ft. in the large machine, according to

the material to be bored through ; and the height
of fall of the boring-head at the bottom of the bore-

hole is double the length of stroke of the piston.

The fall of the boring-head and piston can also

be regulated by a weighted valve on the exhaust-

pipe, checking the escape of steam, so as to cause

the descent to take place slowly or quickly, as

may be desired.

The boring-head B, fig. 53, is shown to a larger

scale in fig. 57. It consists of a wrought-iron bar

about 4 in. diam. and 8 ft. long, to the bottom of

which is secured a cast-iron cylindrical block C.

This block has numerous square holes through it,

into which are inserted the chisels or cutters D,

with taper shanks, so as to be very firm when

working, but to be readily taken out for repairing

and sharpening. Two different arrangements of

the cutters are shown in the elevation and the

plan. A little above the block C, another cylindri-

cal casting E is fixed upon the bar B, and acts

simply as a guide to keep the bar perpendicular.

Higher still is fixed a second guide F, but on the

circumference of this are secured cast-iron plates

made with ribs of a saw-tooth or ratchet shape,

catching only in one direction ; these ribs are

placed at an inclination like segments of a screw-

thread of very long pitch, so that, as the guide

bears against' the rough sides of the bore-hole

when the bar is raised or lowered, they assist in

turning it, and thus cause the cutters to strike in

a fresh place at each stroke. Alternate plates
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Elev

FIG. 57. MATHER & PLATT BORING-HEAD.
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have the projecting ribs inclined in opposite

directions, so that one-half of the ribs are acting
to turn the bar round in rising, and the other half

to turn it in the same direction in falling. These

projecting spiral ribs simply assist in turning the

bar, and immediately above the upper guide F is

the arrangement by which the definite rotation is

secured. To effect this object two cast-iron collars

G H are cottered fast to the top of the bar B, and

placed about 12 in. apart ; the upper face of the

lower collar G is formed with deep ratchet-teeth

of about 2 in. pitch, and the under face of the top
collar H is formed with similar ratchet-teeth, set

exactly in line with those on the lower collar.

Between these collars, and sliding freely on the

neck of the boring-bar B, is a deep bush J, which

is also formed with corresponding ratchet-teeth on

both its upper and lower faces ; but the teeth on

the upper face are set half a tooth in advance of

those on the lower face, so that the perpendicular
side of each tooth on the upper face of the bush is

directly above the centre of the inclined side of

a tooth on the lower face. To this bush is attached

the wrought-iron bow K, by which the whole

boring-bar is suspended from a hook and shackle

O, fig. 55, at the end of the flat rope A.

The rotary motion of the bar is obtained as

follows : When the boring-tool falls and strikes

the blow, the lifting-bush J, which during the

lifting has been engaged with the ratchet-teeth of

the top collar H, falls upon those of the bottom
collar G, and thereby receives a twist backwards
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through the space of half a tooth ;
and on com-

mencing to lift again, the bush rising up against

the ratchet-teeth of the top collar H, receives a

further twist backwards through half a tooth.

The flat rope is thus twisted backwards to the

extent of one tooth of the ratchet ;
and during

the lifting of the tool it untwists itself again,

thereby rotating the boring-tool forwards through
that extent of twist at each successive blow of the

tool. The amount of the rotation may be varied

by making the ratchet-teeth of coarser or finer

pitch. The motion is entirely self-acting, and the

rotary movement of the boring-tool is ensured

with mechanical accuracy. This simple and most

effective action, taking place at every blow of the

tool, produces a constant change in the position

of the cutters, thus increasing their effect in break-

ing the rock.

The shell-pump, for raising the material broken

by the boring-head, is shown in fig. 58, and con-

sists of a cylindrical cast-iron shell or barrel P,

about 8 ft. long, and a little smaller in diameter

than the size of the bore-hole. At the bottom is

a clack A opening upwards, somewhat similar to

that in ordinary pumps, but its seating, instead of

being fastened to the cylinder P, is in an annular

frame C, which is held up against the bottom of the

cylinder by a rod D passing up to a wrought-iron

guide E at the top, where it is secured by a cotter

F. Inside the cylinder works a bucket B, similar

to that of a common lift-pump, having a rubber

disc-valve on the top side ;
and the rod D of the
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FIG. 58. MATHER & PLATT SHELL-PUMP.
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bottom clack passes freely through the bucket.

The rod G of the bucket itself is formed like a long
link in a chain, and by this link the pump is sus-

pended from the shackle O at the end of the flat

rope, the guide E, fig. 58, preventing the bucket

from being drawn out of the cylinder. The bottom

clack A is made with a rubber disc, which opens

sufficiently to allow the water and smaller particles

of stone to enter the cylinder ; and in order that

pieces of broken rock may be brought up as large

as possible, the entire clack is free to rise bodily
about 6 in. from the annular frame C, fig. 58,

thereby affording ample space for large pieces of

rock to enter the cylinder, when drawn in by the

up-stroke of the bucket.

The general working of the boring-machine is

as follows : The winding drum C, fig. 53, is 10 ft.

diam. in the large machine, and is capable of hold-

ing 3000 ft. of rope 4! in. broad and ij thick.

When the boring-head B is hooked on the shackle

at the end of the rope A, its weight pulls round the

drum and winding-engine, and, by means of a

brake, it is lowered steadily to the bottom of the

bore-hole ; the rope is then secured at that length

by screwing up tight the clamp J. The small

steam-jet N, figs. 55, 56, is next turned on, for

starting the working of the percussion-cylinder
H ; and the boring-head is then kept continually
at work, until it has broken up a sufficient quantity
of material at the bottom of the bore-hole. The

clamp J which grips the rope is made with a slide

and screw I, fig. 55, whereby more rope can be
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gradually givefl out as the boring-head penetrates

deeper. In order to increase the lift of the boring-
head and to compensate for the elastic stretching
of the rope, which is found to amount to i in. per
100 ft., it is simply necessary to raise the top pair
of tappets on the tappet-rods whilst the per-
cussive-motion is in operation. When the boring-
head has been kept at work long enough, steam is

shut off from the percussion-cylinder, the rope is

undamped, the winding-engine is put in motion,
and the boring-head is wound up to the surface,

where it is then slung from an overhead suspension-
bar Q, fig. 53, by means of a hook mounted on a

roller for running the boring-head away to one

side, clear of the bore-hole.

The shell-pump is next lowered into the bore-

hole by the rope, and the debris is pumped into it

by lowering and raising the bucket about three

times at the bottom of the hole
;

this is readily

effected by means of the reversing-motion of the

winding-engine. The pump is then brought to

the surface and emptied by the following very

simple arrangement : It is slung by a traversing-
hook from the overhead suspension-bar Q, fig. 53,

and is brought perpendicularly over a small table

R in the waste-tank T, the table being raised by
the screw S until it receives the weight of the

pump. The cotter F, fig. 58, which holds up the

clack-seating C at the bottom of the pump, is then

knocked out, and the table being lowered by the

screw, the whole clack-seating C descends with it,

and the contents of the pump are washed out by
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the rush of water contained in the pump-cylinder.
The table is then raised again by the screw, re-

placing the clack-seating in its proper position,

where it is secured by driving the cotter F into the

slot at the top ; the pump is then ready to be

lowered into the bore-hole as before. It is some-

times necessary for the pump to be emptied and

lowered three or four times in order to remove
all the material that has been broken up by the

boring-head at one operation.
The rapidity with which these operations may

be carried on is found by experience to be as

follows. The boring-head is lowered at the rate

of 500 ft. a minute. The percussive motion gives

24 blows a minute
; this rate of working continued

for about ten minutes in red sandstone and similar

strata is sufficient for enabling the cutters to pene-
trate about 6 in., when the boring-head is wound

up again at the rate of 300 ft. a minute. The

shell-pump is lowered and raised at the same

speeds, but only remains down about two minutes ;

and the emptying of the pump when drawn up
occupies about two or three minutes.

In the construction of the machine it will be

seen that the great desideratum of all earth-

boring has been well kept in view ; namely, to

bore holes of large diameter to great depths with

rapidity and safety. The main objects are to

keep either the boring-head or the shell-pump con-

stantly at work at the bottom of the bore-hole,

where the actual work has to be done ; to lose

as little time as possible in raising, lowering, and
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changing the tools ; to expedite all the operations
at the surface ; and to economise manual labour

in every particular. With this machine, one man
standing on a platform at the side of the percussion-

cylinder performs all the operations of raising and

lowering by the winding-engine, changing the bor-

ing-head and shell-pump, regulating the percussive

action, and clamping or unclamping the rope ;
all

the handles for the various steam-valves are close

to his hand, and the brake for lowering is worked

by his foot. Two labourers attend to changing
the cutters and clearing the pump. Duplicate

boring-heads and pumps are slung to the overhead

suspension-bar Q, fig. 53, ready for use, thus

avoiding all delay when any change is requisite.

In all well-boring innumerable accidents and

stoppages are certain to occur from causes which

cannot be prevented, with however much vigilance

and skill the operations may be conducted. Hard
and soft strata intermingled, highly inclined rocks,

running sands, fissures and dislocations are fruit-

ful sources of annoyance and delay, and some-

times of complete failure
; and it will therefore

be interesting to notice a few of the ordinary
difficulties arising out of these conditions. The
various special instruments used under such cir-

cumstances are shown in figs. 59, 60.

The boring-head while at work may suddenly be

jammed fast, either by breaking into a fissure, or

in consequence of broken rock falling upon it from

loose s.trata above. All the strain possible is then

put upon the rope, either by the percussion-
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cylinder or by the winding-engine : if the rope is

old or rotten, it breaks, leaving perhaps a long

length in the hole. The claw grapnel is then

attached to the rope remaining on the winding-

drum, and is lowered until it rests upon the slack

broken rope in the bore-hole. The grapnel is

made with three claws A centred in a cylindrical

block B, which slides vertically within the casing

C, the tail ends of the claws fitting into inclined

slots D in the casing. During the lowering of the

grapnel, the claws are kept open, in consequence
of the trigger E being held up by the long link F,

which suspends the grapnel from the top rope.
But as soon as the grapnel rests upon the broken

rope below, the suspending-link F continuing to

descend allows the trigger E to fall out of it, and

then, in hauling up again, the grapnel is lifted only

by the bow G of the internal block B, and the

entire weight of the external casing C bears upon
the inclined tail-ends of the claws A, causing them
to close in tight upon the broken rope and lay hold

of it securely. The claws are made either hooked
at the extremity or serrated. The grapnel is then

hauled up sufficiently to pull the broken rope tight,

and wrought-iron rods i in. square, with hooks

attached at the bottom, are let down to catch the

bow of the boring-head, which is readily accom-

plished. Powerful screw-jacks are applied to the

rods at the surface, by means of the step-ladder
shown in fig. 59, in which the cross-pin H is inserted

at any pair of the holes, so as to suit the height of

the screw-jacks.
10
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If the boring-head does not yield quickly to

these efforts, the attempt to recover it is aban-

doned, and it is got out of the way by being broken

into pieces. For this purpose, the broken rope in

the bore-hole has first to be removed ; it is there-

fore caught hold of with a sharp hook and pulled

tight in the hole, while the cutting-grapnel is

slipped over it and lowered by the rods to the

bottom. This tool is made with a pair of sharp

cutting jaws or knives I, opening upwards, which

in lowering pass down freely over the rope ;
but

when the rods are pulled up with considerable

force, the jaws nipping the rope between them
cut it through, and it is thus removed altogether

from the bore-hole.

The solid wrought-iron breaking-up bar, which

weighs about a ton, is then lowered, and by means
of the percussion-cylinder it is made to pound
away at the boring-head until the latter is either

driven out of the way into one side of the bore-

hole, or broken up into such fragments as enable,

partly by the shell-pump and partly by the

grapnels, the whole obstacle to be removed. The

boring is then proceeded with as before the

accident.

The same mishap may arise from the shell-

pump getting jammed fast in the bore-hole, as

illustrated in fig. 61 ; the same means of removing
the obstacle are then adopted. Experience has

shown the danger of putting any greater strain

upon the rope than the percussion-cylinder can

exert ; it is therefore usual to lower the grapnel-
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rods at once, if the boring-head or pump gets fast,

thus avoiding risk of breaking the rope.

The breaking of a cutter in the boring-head is

not an uncommon occurrence. If, however, the

bucket-grapnel K or the small screw-grapnel be

employed for its recovery, the

hole is usually cleared without

any important delay. The

screw-grapnel is applied by
means of the iron grappling-

rods, so that by turning the

rods the screw works itself

round the cutter or other article

in the bore-hole, and securely
holds it while the rods are

drawn to the surface. The

bucket-grapnel, fig. 60, is also

employed for raising clay, as

well as for the purpose of

bringing up cores out of the

bore-hole, where these are not

raised by the boring-head
itself in the manner already
described. The action of this grapnel is similar to

that of the claw-grapnel, fig. 59. Where clay or

similar material is at the bottom of the bore-hole,

the weight of the heavy block B in the grapnel
causes the sharp edges of the pointed jaws to

penetrate to some depth into the material, a

quantity of which is thus enclosed within them
and brought up.
Another grapnel also used where a bore-hole

FIG. 61. SHELL-PUMP
FAST. g
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passes through a bed of very stiff clay is shown in

fig. 6p, and consists of a long cast-iron cylinder

H, fitted with a sheet-iron mouthpiece K at the

bottom, in which are hinged three conical steel

jaws, J, opening upwards. The weight of the

tool forces it down into the clay with the jaws open ;

on raising it, the jaws, having a tendency to fall,

cut into the clay and enclose a quantity of it inside

the mouthpiece, which, on being brought to the

surface, is detached from the cylinder H and
cleaned out. A second mouthpiece is put on, and
sent down for working in the bore-hole while the

first is being emptied, the attachment of the

mouthpiece to the cylinder being made by a

common bayonet-joint L so as to admit of ready
connection and disconnection.

Running sand in soft clay is the most serious

difficulty met with in well-boring. Under such

circumstances, the bore-hole has to be tubed from

top to bottom, which greatly increases the expense
of the undertaking, not only by the cost of the

tubes, but also by the time and labour expended
on inserting them. When a permanent water

supply is the main object of the boring, the addi-

tional expense of tubing the bore-hole is not of

much consequence ;
it is, in fact, of distinct

advantage, and should in all cases be provided for,

as the tubed hole is more durable, and the surface

water is thereby excluded ; but in exploring for

mineral, it is a serious matter, as the final result

of the bore-hole is then by no means certain. The

mode of inserting tubes has become a question
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of great importance in connection with this system
of boring, and much time and thought having been

spent in perfecting the method now adopted, its

value has been proved by the repeated success

with which it has been carried out.

The tubes used by Mather & Platt are of cast

iron varying in thickness from f to i in., accord-

ing to their diameter, and 9 ft. in length. Succes-

sive lengths are connected by means of wrought-
iron covering-hoops 9 in. long, made of the same
outside diameter as the tube, so as to be flush with

it. These hoops are J to f in. thick, and the ends

of each tube are reduced in diameter by turning
down for 4^ in. from the end, to fit inside the hoops.
A hoop is shrunk fast on one end of each tube,

leaving 4^ in. of socket projecting to receive the

end of the next tube to be connected ; four or six

rows of screws with countersunk heads, placed at

equal distances round the hoop, are screwed

through into the tubes to couple the two lengths

securely together. Thus a flush joint is obtained

both inside and outside. The lowest tube is pro-
vided at bottom with a steel shoe, having a sharp

edge for penetrating the ground more readily. The
whole arrangement is, however, most cumbersome

and unreliable, and compares very unfavourably
with Isler's system described on a subsequent page.

In small borings 6 to 12 in. diam., the tubes are

inserted by means of screw-jacks, as shown in

fig. 62. The boring-machine foundation A, which

is of timber, is weighted at B by stones, pig-iron,

or any available material, and two screw-jacks C,
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each of about 10 tons power, are secured with the

FIG. 62. TUBE-FORCING BY SCREW-JACKS.

screws downwards, underneath the beams D cross-

ing the shallow well E excavated at the top of the
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bore-hole. A tube F having been lowered into

the mouth of the bore-hole by the winding-engine,
a pair of deep clamps G are screwed tightly round

it, and the screw-jacks acting upon these clamps
force the tube down into the ground. The boring
is then resumed, and as it proceeds the jacks are

occasionally worked, so as to force the tube if

possible even ahead of the boring-tool. The

clamps are slackened and shifted up the tubes, to

suit the length of the screws of the jacks ; 2 men
work the jacks, and couple the lengths of tubes

as they are successively added. The actual boring
is carried on simultaneously within the tubes, and
is not in the least impeded by their insertion.

A more powerful apparatus is adopted where

tubes of 18 to 24 in. diam. have to be inserted to

a great depth, an example of which is afforded by
the boring at Horse Fort, Gosport. To supply
the garrison with fresh water, a bore-hole is sunk

into the chalk. A cast-iron well, consisting of

cylinders 6 ft. diam. and 5 ft. long, has been sunk

90 ft., and from the bottom of this well is an i8-in.

bore-hole lined with cast-iron tubes i in. thick,

coupled as before described. The method of in-

serting these tubes is shown in fig. 63 : two

wrought-iron columns C, 6 in. diam., are firmly

secured in the position shown, by castings bolted

to the flanges of the cylinders A forming the well,

so that the columns are perfectly rigid and parallel

to each other. A casting D, carrying on its under-

side two 5-in. hydraulic rams I, 4 ft. long, is formed

so as to slide freely between the columns, which
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FIG. 63. TUBE-FORCING BY HYDRAULIC PRESS,
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act as guides ; the hole in the centre of this cast-

ing is large enough to admit freely a bore-tube,

and by means of cotters passed through the slots

in the columns the casting is securely fixed at any

height. A second casting E, exactly the same

shape as the top one, is placed upon the top of

the tubes B to be forced down, a loose wrought-
iron hoop being first put upon the shoulder at the

top of the tube, large enough to prevent the cast-

ing E from sliding down the outside of the tubes ;

this casting or crosshead rests unsecured on the

top of the tube and is free to move with it. The

hydraulic cylinders I, with their rams pushed
home, are lowered upon the crosshead E, and the

top casting D to which they are attached is then

secured firmly to the columns C by cottering

through the slots. A small pipe F, having a long

telescope-joint, connects the cylinders I with the

pumps at surface which supply the hydraulic

pressure.

By this arrangement, a force of 3 tons per sq. in.,

or about 120 tons total upon the two rams, has

frequently been exerted to force down the tubes

at the Horse Fort. After the rams have made
their full stroke of about 3 ft. 6 in., the pressure is

let off, and the hydraulic cylinders I, with the

top casting D, slide down the rams, resting on the

cross-head E until the rams are again pushed home.

The top casting D is then fixed in its new position

upon the columns C, by cottering fast as before,

and the hydraulic pressure is again applied ;
and

this is repeated until the length of two tubes,
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making 18 ft., has been forced down. The whole

hydraulic apparatus is then drawn up again to

the top, another 18 ft. of tubing is added, and the

operation of forcing down is resumed. The tubes

are steadied by guides at G and H.

The boring operations are carried on unin-

terruptedly during the process of tubing, except-

ing only for a few minutes when fresh tubes are

being added. It will be seen that the cast-iron

well is in this case the ultimate abutment against
which the pressure is exerted in forcing the tubes

down, instead of the weight of the boring-machine
with stones and pig-iron added, as in the case

where screw-jacks are used.

In the event of any accident occurring to the

tubes while they are being forced down the bore-

hole, such as requires them to be drawn up again,

the core- or prong-grapnel, fig. 60, is employed for

the purpose ; having three expanding hooked

prongs, which slide readily down inside the tube,

and spring open on reaching the bottom, the

hooks project underneath the edge of the tube,

which is thus raised on hauling up the grapnel. In

case the tubes become crooked or indented, the

long straightening-plug, fig. 60, consisting of a

stout piece of timber faced with wrought-iron

strips, is lowered inside them ; above this is

a heavy cast-iron block, the weight of which

forces the plug past the irregularity and thereby

straightens them again.



CHAPTER VIII

AMERICAN ROPE-BORING SYSTEM

THE method of boring with a rope has received

great development in the petroleum industry of

the United States.

The derrick or sheer-frame employed is a tall

framework of timber, 10 to 16 ft. square at

bottom and 30 to 80 ft. high. On the top is a

strong framework for the reception of a pulley
over which the drill-rope passes. The floor of the

derrick is made firm by cross sleepers or
" mud-

sills
"
covered with planks. A roof for the protec-

tion of the workmen is arranged at 10 to 12 ft.

above the floor, and in cold weather the sides are

boarded up. On one side of the derrick is arranged
a windlass of peculiar construction called the

'

bull-wheel/' and on the other is a steam-engine

giving motion both to a connecting-rod which

rocks the lever or working-beam and (by means
of a belt) to the bull-wheel. The arrangement

very much resembles that of the boring sheer-

frame shown in fig. 23 (p. 61), if the windlass were

detached, and the lever were arranged to be

worked by power.
A form of rig which is readily put up and taken
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down, and is adapted for transportation from

place to place, is shown in figs. 64 to 69, the illus-

trations being respectively a side elevation, a

front elevation, and a ground plan of the rig as a

whole, a plan of the friction-wheels and brake-

levers, a view of the rig arranged for pipe-driving,
and a view of it arranged for pumping. This

arrangement, by the Oil Well Supply Co. of Brad-

ford and Oil City, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., is highly
recommended for wells of a less depth than 600

ft., and can be operated by either steam or

horse power. It will swing a set of boring tools

31 ft. long and weighing 950 Ib.
; occupies a space

of only 12 by 20 ft. ; weighs complete but 2 tons

(4000 Ib.) ; and, when the mast is folded, is 25 ft.

high.

The two mud-sills A, one 10 in. square and
ii ft. 5 in. long and the other 10 by 8 in. and 10 ft.

long, rest upon the ground and sustain two beams

B, 8 by 6 in. in section and 8 ft. 7 in. long, which

support on proper posts the framework C. The
double samson-post D is fastened to the principal

mud-sill A, and the mast E is hinged therein at F

by a piece of tube passed through both posts and

mast. A bolt with large washers is put through
the pipe, and a nut and large washer are added.

At the point G another bolt traverses both samson-

posts and mast after the latter is raised into

position.

On the top of the mast is a pulley-frame H,

carrying the crown-pulleys I and the guide-hooks

J which keep the drilling-cable O in place. At K
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104.

FIG. 64. PORTABLE ROPE-BORING PLANT.
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is a cross-bar, which ties the tops of the samson-

posts D together. Braces L are put where needed,
and all parts are secured by bolts and nuts, no
nails being used.

The sand-pump or shell-pump block M is hung
on the crown-beam H

;
and a guide-pulley N for

the sand-pump line P is attached to the cross-

bar K.

The working-line Q passes over the drilling-wheel

R, and is firmly fastened to the pitman-block S

by being doubled through an aperture therein ;

the two ends of the rope are made fast together

by the clamps T. The other end of the working-
cable is terminated by a drilling-hook DH, on

which is hung the temper-screw T S.

The pitman-block S fits in the wrist-pin w p of

the crank U, and rotation of the crank causes a

reciprocating vertical motion of the tools.

Power is communicated from engine or horse-

gear to the band-wheel V, on the shaft of which

is keyed the friction-wheel W. Either the bull-

wheel X or the sand-reel pulley Y is brought

against the friction-wheelW as required.

The sand-reel is hung at a on the swinging-beam
b, which is pivoted at c to the frame C, and is joined
at d by the draw-bar e, united at / to the lever g.

A pull upon the lever-handle h will throw the

pulley Y of the sand-reel against the friction-

pulley, and this will cause it to rotate and wind

up the sand-line P ; while a push upon the lever

will cause the wheel of the sand-reel to press against
the brake i, which is an iron band fitted to encircle
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PORTABLE ROPE-BORING PLANT.
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a fourth of that wheel. Provision is made for

tightening that band by nuts at /, so as to take up
any slack.

One end of the bull-wheel X is pivoted at k on
the swinging-bar /, which again is pivoted at m
to the frame C. A T-bolt unites the swing-bar
/ to the iron lever o. This lever has one long arm
and two equal short arms with two bearings, the

short arms being nearly opposite each other, one

projecting above the beam B and the other ex-

tending an equal distance below its surface. The

swinging-bar / is joined to one short arm and the

brake-band p to the other.
'

A draw-bar r connects

the long arm of the lever o with the hand-lever.

The brake-band p encircles nearly f of the bull-

wheel, and is firmly fastened to the rod q, which

is bolted to the frame C. A pull upon the hand-

lever loosens the brake-band p, and forces the bull-

wheel X against the friction-wheel W. A push

upon the handle s forces the bull-wheel away from

the friction-wheel W, and clasps the brake-band p

firmly around the wheel.

The action of the hand-levers h and s in con-

trolling the motions of the sand-reel and bull-

wheel respectively is quick and effective. The

bearing surfaces are wide, and the wheels are

truly made, so that motion is immediately com-

municated without the least slip, and the brakes

can be applied so as to stop the wheels instantly

while at their swiftest speed. When the levers

stand straight, both bull-wheels and sand-pump
reel revolve freely.
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FIG. 68. ROPE PLANT DRIVING PIPE.

II
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The drilling-wheel R rests in grooves in the

supports t, of which there are two sets, one in

front of and the other behind the samson-posts D.

When the drilling-wheel R is in use, it rests in the

front grooves as shown in fig. 64 ; when not in use,

it is put in the back grooves.
When driving pipes or using a cutting tool, a

small grooved wheel Z is fixed in the centre line of

the samson-posts, below the bull-wheel. The cable

O is carried downward around the wheel Z and

upward over the crown-pulleys I, and is united

to the maul u which plays in the guides v supported

by bars w hinged to the samson-posts D, the front

ends of the hinged bars being kept in position by
cross-ties x.

A short bar y with a grooved wheel at one end,

inside of which plays the cable O, is fastened to

the wrist-pin w p, so as to allow the wrist-pin to

turn freely. Rotation of the crank causes alter-

nate tension and loosening of the cable O, and

thus the maul u is elevated and dropped, much in

the same manner as piles are driven.

When the well is pumped, the polished rod has

clamped upon it at two points a wire rope which
encircles the working-wheel R, and a projecting
arm is fastened to that wheel and connected with a

pitman which is attached to the wrist-pin. The
mast may be left erect, or folded down as in fig. 69.

The pumping motion is very even and steady, as

the polished rod moves in a perpendicular line,

and saves the tubing from any jar or vibration.

Strong bolts inserted in each side of a brace to
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one of the samson-posts D and the mast E form

a ladder giving easy access to the top.

The replacing of any wooden part of the rig that

FIG. 69. ROPE PLANT PUMPING.

may become injured can be effected by an ordinary

carpenter.

With fair usage, the rig is reckoned capable of

boring hundreds of wells.
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The first step in the operations is to sink the

iron driving-pipe to a depth ranging from 6 to

75 ft. and generally between 20 and 50 ft. This

pipe acts as a guide, and prevents earth or stones

from falling into the hole while the drilling is

going on. The driving-pipe in general use is of

cast iron, 6 to 8 in. diam. and i in. thick, in lengths

of 9 or 10 ft. The driving of this pipe is a work

of difficulty, requiring the utmost skill, since the

pipe must be forced down through all obstructions

to a great depth, while it is kept perfectly vertical.

The slightest deflection from a straight line ruins

the well, as the pipe exerts control over the drill-

ing-tools.

The process of driving is simple but effective.

Two slideways made of plank are erected in the

centre of the derrick to a height of 20 ft. or more,

12 to 14 in. apart, with edges in toward each other

the whole is made secure and plumb. Two wooden

clamps or followers are made to fit round the pipe,

and slide up and down on the edges of the ways.
The pipe is erected on end between the ways, and

is held perpendicular by these clamps ;
a driving-

cap of iron is fitted to the top. A ram is then

suspended between the ways, so arranged as to

drop perpendicularly upon the end of the pipe.

The ram is of timber, 6 to 8 ft. long and 12 to 14

in. square, banded with iron at the lower or

battering end, and furnished with a hook in the

upper end to receive a rope. When the whole is

in position, a rope is attached to the hook in the

upper end, passed over the pulley of the derrick,
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down to and round the shaft of the bull-wheel.

Everything is then in readiness to drive the pipe.

The belt connecting the engine and band-wheel

being adjusted, and the same having been done to

the rope connecting the band-wheel and bull-wheel,

called the bull-wheel rope, the machinery is put
in motion ;

a man, standing behind the bull-wheel

shaft, grasps the rope which is attached to the ram
and coiled round the bull-wheel shaft, holds it fast,

and takes up the slack in his hands, thus raising

the ram to its required elevation ; it is let fall

repeatedly upon the pipe, which is thereby driven

to the requisite depth. When one joint of pipe is

driven, another is placed upon it, the two ends are

secured by a strong iron band, and the process is

continued as before. The pipe has to be cleared

out frequently, both by drilling and by sand-

pumping or working the shell-pump. Where
obstacles such as boulders are met with, the centre-

bit is put into requisition, and a hole, two-thirds

the diameter of the pipe, is drilled. The pipe is

then driven down, the edges of the obstacle being
broken by the force applied, and the fragments

falling into the hollow created by the passage of

the bit. When this cannot be done, the whole

machinery and derrick is moved sufficiently to

admit of driving a new set of pipes, or the hole is

abandoned. It sometimes happens that the pipe
is broken, or diverted from its vertical course by
some obstacle. The whole string of pipe driven

has then to be drawn up again or cut out in the

manner already described, and the work is com-
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menced anew.

.

^

:M

If this is not possible, a new
location is sought.

After the pipe is driven, the

work of drilling is commenced.
The drilling-rope, which is gen-

erally ij-in. hawser-laid cable

of the required length (500 to

1000 ft.), is coiled round the

shaft of the bull-wheel, the

outer end passing over the

pulley on the top of the

derrick, down to the tools, and

is attached to them by a rope

socket, of which various forms

are in use. The tools consist

of the centre-bit or chisel,

auger-stem or drill-bar, jars,

sinker-bars, and rope-socket,

which are shown arranged for

work in the order detailed, fig.

70. When connected, these

are 30 to 40 ft. long and some-

times more, weighing 800 to

1600 lb., according to depth

required. The process of drill-

ing, until the whole length of

the tools is on and is sus-

pended by the cable, is slow.

When the depth required for

hanging the tools is attained,

FIG. yo.-SECTioN SHOW-
the attachment between the

ING AMERICAN ROPE- working-beam [(or
"
walking "-

BORING TOOLS.
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beam, as it is often called) and the drilling cable

is made by means of a temper-screw depending
from the end of the working-beam and secured to

the rope by a clamp and set-screw.

The temper-screw a, fig. 71, is 5 to 6 ft. long
and iJ in. diam., with a square thread 2 to the inch.

The wrought-iron rims are iJ x f in. and 5\ ft. long.
The nut of the lower end of the rims is cut in two ;

a band with a set-screw encircles this divided nut,

and is riveted to one half, the set-screw pressing

against the other half. The rims are constructed

so as to spring apart and free the nut. When the

driller wishes to pay out the temper-screw, he

loosens the set-screw and revolves the temper-
screw, again tightening the set-screw to main-

tain it in position. When the screw is all run out

and disconnected from the cable, the set-screw is

loosened so that the nut flies open and leaves the

long screw free ; it can then be pushed up, and the

nut can be tightened. This adjustment is aided

by a counterpoise equal in weight to the screw

and clamps, hung on two cords passing over pulleys
on the working-beam and attached to the bows
of the swivel at the upper end of the screw. One
of the pulleys is above the samson-post and the

other two are on each side of the drilling-hook.

The counterpoise moves along the samson-post,
and the cords have separate pulleys above the

temper-screw, but both go over the same pulley
as the samson-post.
The "

jars
"

b are made in two parts, and are

like long links of a chain. Both parts are slotted,
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FIG. 71. AMERICAN ROPE-BORING TOOLS.
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and the cross-head of one passes through the slot

of the other. When extended, the jars are 6 ft.

long ; when closed, 5 ft. 3 in. : the difference, 9

in., is the play of the jars, the function of which

is to give an upward blow having the effect of

loosening the auger and preventing it from "
stick-

ing
"

in the rock.

The rope-spear c and the two-wing rope-grab d

are for taking hold of the end of the rope when it

has parted in the bore-hole. At a, fig. 72, is seen

a rope-knife in operation, severing the rope in

the well.

The combination bit and mud-socket or shell-

pump shown in b is a most useful tool for clearing
out old wells, the bit loosening the dirt so that it

can be drawn into the tube for removal. Another

form of shell-pump or sand-pump is represented
at e, and is known as Moody's ; the bailer is driven

into the mud by jarring, and the mud is forced

into the tube by hydrostatic pressure.

The working of Clary's enlarging-bit or rimer

(reamer) is shown at d. This bit cuts ahead of

the drive-pipe, and prepares a hole for it in passing

through hard ground. A hole about 4 in. less

than the outside diameter of the drill-pipe is

drilled in advance for reception of the guide-stem
of the enlarging-bit. It is a highly effective

arrangement.
In drilling, the tools are alternately lifted and

dropped by the action of the working-beam on its

rocking motion. One man is required constantly
in the derrick, to turn the tools as they rise and fall,
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to prevent them from becoming wedged fast, and

FIG. 72. AMERICAN ROPE-BORING TOOLS.

to let out the temper-screw as required. This is

one of the most important duties of the work,
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requiring constant attention to keep the hole

round and smooth. The centre-bit or chisel is run

down the full length of the temper-screw ; it is

about 3j ft. long, with a shaft 2\ in. diam., a steel

cutting-edge 3^ to 4 in. wide, and a thread on the

upper end by which it is screwed on the end of the

auger-stem. The reamer is about 2,\ ft. long, and
has a blunt instead of a cutting edge, with a shank

2\ in. diam. terminating in a blunt extremity 3^ to

4| in. wide by 2 in. thick, faced with steel. The

weight of heavy centre-bits and reamers averages

50 to 75 Ib.

The centre-bit is followed by the reamer, to

enlarge the hole and make it smooth and round.

The debris or pounded rock is taken out after each

centre-bit, and again after every reamer, by means
of a sand-pump or shell-pump. The sand-pump
is a cylinder of wrought iron, 6 to 8 ft. long, with

a valve at bottom and a strap at top ; to it is

attached a |-in. rope, passing over a pulley sus-

pended in the derrick some 20 ft. above the floor,

back to the sand-pump reel attached to the jack-

frame, and coiled upon the reel-shaft.

This shaft is propelled by means of a friction-

pulley, controlled by the driller in the derrick, by
a rope attached. The sand-pump is usually about

3 in. diam. Some drillers use two one after the

centre-bit, and a larger one after the reamer : this

is preferable. When the sand-pump is lowered to

the requisite depth, it is filled by a churning process

of the rope in the hands of the driller, and is then

drawn up and emptied. This operation is repeated
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each time the tools are withdrawn from the well,

the pump being let down a sufficient number of

times to remove the drillings. The fall of the tools

is 2 to 3 ft. This alternation goes on, first tools

and then sand-pump, until the well is drilled to

the required depth. As a rule, abundance of water

is found in the wells, both for rope and tools, from
the commencement.

In practical operations, the driller takes his seat

on a high stool above the chosen spot, adjusts the

drill with great care through the conductor-pipe,
and starts striking 30 to 40 blows a minute.

Between the strokes the tools require to be

moved round. With this also a slight downward
motion is given at every few strokes, by a turn of

the temper-screw.
The drill is kept moving up and down, cutting

i to 6 and even 12 in. of rock and shale per hour,

according to hardness. At intervals the centre-

bit is drawn up, badly worn and battered, and a

reamer is let down to enlarge the hole and make it

smooth and round ; these are followed by the

sand-pump.
The first few hundred feet are generally gone

through without difficulty, provided all the arrange-
ments have been made with care at the beginning,
and the drillers are skilful. Difficulties occur

farther down that test the most persistent energy.
Sometimes they are attributable to want of

caution on the part of the driller, to imperfection
in the material, or improper dressing or tempering
of the drill, but more often to circumstances un-
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foreseen and unavoidable. In its passage the drill

not unfrequently dislodges gravel or fragments of

hard rock, that have a tendency to wedge it fast

in the hole, from which it is released only by most

persistent
"
jarring/'

The reamer is also subject to the same mishap,
or a sand-pump may break loose from its rope,

and have to be fished up. When the bit or reamer

becomes so firmly imbedded as to render its

removal impossible by jarring or by breaking it in

pieces, the well is abandoned.

Sometimes a bit or reamer breaks, leaving a

piece of hard steel securely in the rock several

hundred feet below the surface. Where the frag-

ment is small, it is pounded into the sides of the

well, and causes no further annoyance. When it

is larger the difficulty is greater, and not unfre-

quently insurmountable. The bit or reamer some-

times becomes detached from the auger-stem by
the loosening of the screw from its socket. This

difficulty is often greatly heightened by the fact

that the workman may not be aware of its displace-

ment, and for an hour or two be pounding on the

top of it with the heavy auger-stem. Various

plans are resorted to for extracting the fastened

tool, and a large number of implements have been

devised for fishing it up. The first is an iron with

a thin cutting edge, straight, circular or semi-

circular, acting as a spear, or to cut loose the

accumulations round the top and along the sides

of the refractory bit or reamer, so as to admit a

spring-socket, that is lowered by means of the
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auger-stem over the top of it, and lays hold upon
the protuberance just below the thread.

If the socket can be made fast, the power of

the bull-wheel and engine is requisitioned, and in

a great number of cases the tool is brought to the

surface. In the jarring and other operations
rendered necessary in cases of this kind the entire

set of tools, 40 to 60 ft. in length, may become

fastened, and cases are of frequent occurrence

where two and even three sets of tools have

become fastened in a well, as they were succes-

sively let down to extricate the first ones. This

is liable to occur at any stage of the work, and its

frequency increases with the depth.
In addition to the difficulties mentioned, there

is yet another, far more dreaded by the driller.

This is what is called a
" mud-vein/' It is a

stratum of mud or clay, up to several inches in

thickness, generally met with at a depth of 400
to 900 ft. Mud-veins abound in most of the oil-

producing localities, and not a few operators

regard them as invariably indicating an abundant

supply. The mud or clay is of a most tenacious

character, and while not deemed of much import-
ance as an obstacle in the beginning of the develop-

ment, may exhibit new features in different locali-

ties. The mud suddenly flows into the well while

the process of drilling is going on, settling round

the drill, bedding it almost as firmly as the rock

itself. Its presence is often indicated to the

driller by the sudden downward pressure on his

rope. If drilling on or below it the workman,
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when about to withdraw his drill, will get assist-

ance from the bull-wheel, and the instant the

working-beam ceases its motion, a few turns will

be taken on the wheel, so as to raise the bit

above the mud, as it sets almost as quickly as

plaster of Paris. Sometimes this mud will flow

into the hole for a depth of 20 ft. or more, bury-

ing the entire drilling-tools and attachments. This

renders the jars useless. By attaching a cutting
instrument to rods, the rope above the sinker-

bar is cut, and then is substituted a spear-pointed

instrument, with which, by means of a light set

of tools, the substance round the tools is forced

from them ; an extra pair of jars is lowered, and

efforts are made to jar the tools loose.

The spear is sometimes shaped like a common

wedge, faced with steel at the cutting edge, made
thin. A half-circular instrument, made in like

fashion, is also used. The mud-socket, circular

shaped with thin edge, terminating on the inside

with an abrupt shoulder, corresponds with the

ordinary clay-auger, and is similarly used.

A large number of appliances have been in-

vented for the dislodgment of fastened tools,

many of them very complicated. The main thing

sought is an instrument that in the first place will

remove the material round the top of the fastened

implements, to be followed by others acting on

the principle of a clamp, sufficiently powerful to

retain its hold and allow the jarring of the tools

loose or the drawing of them up.
One most effective instrument for the dislodg-
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ment of tools consists of a number of heavy iron

rods or bars, similar to an auger-stem, and weigh-

ing 10 to ii tons. It can be made of any desired

length or weight. It is lowered over the head of

the tools, and these are screwed fast into a suit-

able socket arranged at the ends of the rods, and
worked from the top. When a set of tools are

fast, each separate piece is unscrewed, the apparatus

acting as a left-handed screw. Each piece, as

loosened, is brought to the surface. By applying
the full force of the engine these 2j-in. iron rods

are frequently twisted like an auger. They are

lowered and raised from the top by jack-screws.
It will be seen that the system has many features

in common with European practice. The centre-

bit and reamers are but other names for variously-

shaped chisels, whilst the jars serve a similar

purpose to that of sliding joints. As a cheap
method of putting down deep bore-holes through
shales, limestones, and soft rocks, it is very useful ;

but it must certainly be supplemented by others

when hard or troublesome beds are met with.

ELASTIC SUSPENSION FOR DRILLING-RODS

M. Petit writes to Naphtha that in the course

of drilling a hole with a Canadian rig, he recom-

mended the employment of a spring temper-screw
attached to the walking beam, as shown in fig. 720.
The screw i, 80 in. long, was passed through the

tapped hub 2, of a horizontal wheel resting on the

bearing 3, which was fitted with trunnions 4, 5,
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FIG. 720. SPRING DRILL-HEAD.

12
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engaging in slots cut in the bearing blocks 6, 7,

bolted on to the walking beam 8. By means of

the wheel the screw could be adjusted vertically

to any desired length, the wheel being kept in

position by strong pegs ; and this simple arrange-
ment gave very satisfactory results.

The owner of the mine where this boring was

carried on (M. Laporte) conceived the idea of

interposing flat springs between the bearing 3 and
the walking beam, in order to diminish the shock

to which the string of tools is exposed at each

stroke : an arrangement at once enabling the rate

of speed and efficiency of the rig to be consider-

ably increased, and at the same time reducing the

resistance to be overcome by the engine.

This trial boring, conducted on the water-flush

principle, although effected with a Canadian crane,

which is little suited to this class of work, never-

theless shows decisively that drilling with rigid

hollow rods, through which a strong current of

water is injected to the bottom of the bore-hole,

is far superior to the ordinary method of drilling

with solid rods and jars without a water-flush.

It might have been anticipated that in the

oligocene formation at Kobylanka, consisting

mainly of compact sandstone, often extremely

hard, and rarely interspersed with thin layers of

hard shale, the method of drilling with short (3-in.)

strokes at high speed (140 strokes per minute)
would be surpassed by the method of drilling with

long (zo-in.) strokes at a maximum speed of 60 per
minute. Nevertheless, the contrary was found to
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be the case. In the sandstone strata, where a

rate of progression of not more than 64 in. could

be attained in twelve hours by the Canadian

method, fitted with the best tools, the rate with

the water-flush system was 0-4 in. per minute,

24 in. per hour, or 224 in. in seven hours, nearly
three times as great. In compact formations as

well as in those of the oligocene epoch the use of

the temper-screw with spring, as shown in fig. 720,

enables one to drill as fast with the Canadian crane

as by the water-flush method. A trial boring with

this arrangement and jars showed that by using
a i6-ft. sinking bar, 5^ in. in diameter, with jars

of 8o-in. stroke, i-in. rods attached to the temper-
screw by a swivel connection, and by working at

the rate of 50 strokes per minute, a regular free-

fall method of boring can be produced.
At each stroke of the bit the shock of the jars

compressed the spring by several centimetres.

At the moment when the walking-beam has com-

pleted its upward movement a sudden stop occurs.

The whole string of tools tends to jump upward,

being assisted in that tendency by the springs,

which suddenly expand ; as, however, the rods are

closely attached to the screw, and this in turn to

the walking-beam, the bit and sinker bar alone

continue this movement, the rods beginning to

descend. In the instant that the walking-beam
has completed its down-stroke the bit falls freely

on to the bottom of the bore-hole.

At the speed of 50 strokes per minute the bit

works with a 4O-in. stroke, half of which is due to
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the movement of the walking-beam and the

remainder to the rebound produced by the sudden

relaxation of the spring. Notwithstanding that

the jars have a stroke of over 40 in., it often

happened that the lower link came in contact with

the upper one.

The force of the blow delivered by the bit on the

bottom of the hole was surprising, and a rapid
rate of progression was maintained, 20 to 23 ft.

being drilled in twelve hours through strata where

the rate under the ordinary method did not exceed

80 in. Owing to the use of a light sinker bar,

and the reduction of vibration by the springs,

no breakage of rods occurred ; the strain on

the engine was reduced by one-half, while the

rate of drilling was increased two and even

threefold, the new method thus affording solid

advantages.
The Hydraulic Washing ^System is very efficient

and expeditious it enables drilling through sand,

gravel, clay, soft rock, etc., to be carried out very

rapidly. It is one of the most efficacious methods
as yet introduced.

The boring rods are hollow, so is the borer or

chisel ; water is forced through the above by
means of a steam pump or any other kind avail-

able. The rods and chisel are lifted and dropped
in a similar way as the ordinary percussion

system ;
as the water is forced through them,

the result will be that all the debris are washed to

the surface. The great advantage of this system
is that the tools need not be removed from the
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hole from time to time consequently the ease and

rapidity with which they work.

The deeper the boring the greater the weight
and the better the work, as the heavier they are

the quicker they drop and the faster is the slurry

forced up.
It is advisable to sink three or four settling

tanks 6 ft. by 6 ft. and 4 ft. deep, to allow the

water and slurry pumped to flow first in one and

then the other ; the mud will settle, and the water

can be pumped over again.

The machines illustrated in figs. 73 and 74 are

improved ones ; fig. 74 is an arrangement patented

by the author.

With this arrangement the suspension rope

supporting the boring rods is attached, through
the medium of a screw adjustment, to a lever,

which is maintained, by the weight of the rods,

in contact with a cam rotated at a constant speed
from any convenient source of power, such as a

steam-winch. The cam is of such form that the

lever is alternately vibrated, with a relatively slow

movement, in a direction to raise the boring rods,

by hauling on the suspension rope, and allowed

to return with a quick movement in the opposite

direction, so as to permit the boring rods to fall ;

the depth of the descent being determined by the

length of the rope, which is adjusted by varying the

position of a nut to which the rope is made fast,

the nut working upon a leading screw mounted
in bearings on the lever, and rotated by a hand-

wheel, ratchet gear, or other convenient means,
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so as to pay out the rope when a fresh cut requires

FIG. 73.

to be taken. In ordinary hand-punching arrange-

ments, especially in deep borings where the weight
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of the rods is considerable, great skill and constant

watchfulness is required to prevent the tool from

striking the bottom of the bore with the full force

FIG. 74.

duetto the acquired momentum of the entire

boring rods, and so causing them to become bent.

With this machine the length of the suspension

rope can be accurately adjusted, so that the tool
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falls to exactly the same distance on each stroke,

thus preventing the rods getting the whole of their

own weight and bending ; and, at the same time,

the cut can be put on with the feed-screw at exactly
the required rate, according to the nature of the

ground. This can easily be determined by simply

watching the punching-rope, and taking care not

to feed it forward fast enough to ever allow it to

become slack.

Fig. 75 represents a portable rope-boring gear,

much in use in different parts of the world for

reaching small and great depths. The drilling is

carried on in a similar way to the American rope-

boring system as described on p. 145.

CANADIAN BORING GEAR

This system of drilling is by means of ash rods

and jars, which are connected to a pumping beam.

All soils, especially light ones, can be penetrated

very rapidly. It is much used for all purposes,
whether it be water or oil, and also for prospecting.

The working is similar to rope-boring. The bits,

or chisels, are made the same shape and form.
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[~FiG. 75. PORTABLE ROPE-BORING GEAR.
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FIG. 76. CANADIAN BORING GEAR.
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ROPE-BORING TOOLS

CHISEL. JAR BAR. ROPE SOCKET.

FIG. 77.

BAILER.
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ROPE-BORING TOOLS

O

BUMPER. ROPE JAR. ROPE SPEAR. ROPE SINKER. ROPE KNIFE,

FIG. 78,
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ROPE-BORING TOOLS

CHAIN WRENCH
BAR.

HORN SOCKET.

TEMPER SCREW.
FIG. 79.
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ROPE-BORING TOOLS

DRIVING HEAD.

SWIVEL
HOOK.

ROD WRENCH.

SAND
PUMP. *QOP W SINKER

BAR.

DRIVING CLAMP,

JG. 8g.
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ROPE-BORING TOOLS

SLIP SOCKET. AUTOMATIC TUBE ELEVATOR.

FIG. 81.





CHAPTER IX

DEEP BORING WITH DIAMOND DRILLS

ALL the methods of executing a bore-hole to any
considerable depth, which have so far been dis-

cussed in these pages, involve the complete grind-

ing-up of the removed rock, that it may be dis-

charged from the hole in a condition of sand or

mud. While this may be a commendable practice
so long as the ground passed through is not of

extreme hardness, and neither the depth nor the

diameter of the hole is of great magnitude, the

converse is the case when those conditions are not

present.

It is becoming a matter of serious consideration

by advanced mining engineers whether even in

the case of holes only 5 or 6 ft. deep and ij in.

diam. or even less, when the rock is exceptionally
hard and resisting to the boring-tool the principle
of pounding to dust the entire contents of the hole

can be regarded as comparable in economy with

that of merely cutting a thin ring of rock from the

circumference of the hole, and extracting the

remainder in the form of a solid core.

From a purely scientific standpoint the general

smashing principle is obviously inferior to the ring-

cutting principle, for it involves an enormously
183 14
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increased amount of work. But whereas in the

former case the work is done by percussion, with

a very simple tool, the latter method depends on

abrasion, and the mechanism employed is some-

what complicated and decidedly costly. Even so,

with improvements in steel alloys for the necessary

tools, rotary core-drills are destined in time to

largely replace the ordinary miners' percussive
drill of to-day. How much more applicable the

rotary drill must become in the case of the deep
and large bore-holes required in seeking water-

supplies from strata lying hundreds of feet beneath

the surface need hardly be emphasised.
In another branch of mining, where the desidera-

tum is not so much a hole as the extraction of a

solid specimen of the ground traversed, for pros-

pecting purposes, the core-drill is already an

indispensable and recognised implement, and in

this direction it has gained a widespread appli-

cation. In deep-well boring through hard strata

it has been extensively used, and is quite un-

equalled in efficiency. The deeper the bore and

the greater its diameter in other words, the

larger the volume of rock to be removed the

more marked becomes the superiority of the core-

drill, but the rock to be penetrated must be hard.

Herein lies one of the difficulties encountered in

core-drilling. A bore of any considerable depth
will necessarily pass through various alternations

of strata : some hard, dense, and homogeneous ;

others of mixed character, such as gravels, con-

glomerates, and flinty chalk-beds ; and, again,
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others uniformly soft, as sandstones and clays.

The ordinary core-drill is useless in two out of

the three categories, and must then be replaced

by the percussive drill. The great losses of time

and increased expense thus involved have mili-

tated against the adoption of the core-drill in

well-boring in many cases where sections of the

strata absolutely demanded its application. But
this drawback has now been entirely overcome by
a most ingenious combination machine capable of

operating either drill as required, and incurring

merely nominal delay in changing from the one to

the other ; it will be fully described on a subse-

quent page.
In its usual form the core-drilling machine is

known as the
" diamond drill/' because the

abrasion is performed by an amorphous variety of

that gem. They are of two kinds, termed "
borts

"

and "
carbonados/' which are alike in this that

they possess no merit as precious stones and are

valuable simply for their hardness. The former

occur mostly in the South African deposits ; the

latter, of Brazilian origin and black in colour

(hence their name), are preferred as being more
massive and less disposed to splinter. In the

trade they are called
"
carbons." A series of these

stones are set in a tubular steel
" crown

"
or

"
bit

"
attached to hollow rods for rotation at

great speed, their number varying with the diameter

of the hole to be bored. Water forced down from

the surface removes the material ground away by
the stones, and at the same time keeps them cool.
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The cylindrical core of solid rock is broken off by
a special contrivance, and hoisted with the

"
bit

"

from time to time. The smallest diamond drills

on the market are operated by hand-power, and

will take cores of small diameter (about i in.)

from holes up to 400 ft. deep. The largest stock

FIG. 82. SETTING DIAMONDS IN BIT.

size produces a 4-in. core, and is capable of success-

ful and satisfactory manipulation at the depth of

a mile.

The setting of carbons in the bit (fig. 82) is a

matter demanding no little skill and care.

After screwing the blank bit into the setting

block, the first step is to divide the bit into as

many equal parts as the number of diamonds to be

used (varying from about a dozen to fifty, accord-
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ing to size of hole), and mark with centre punch,
as at a, where they are to be placed. Breast-

drill and twist-bits are then used to bore a hori-

zontal hole b in the side of the bit
;
each diamond

should be studded separately, and a hole be bored

in proportion to its size. As the outside diamonds

can be more conveniently set than those on the

inside rim, the largest should be selected for this

purpose, and set first. Horizontal holes are used

for the outside diamonds, and vertical holes for

those on the inside of the bit. After boring, the

hole is chipped out by small chisels until the

diamond fits very snugly in the metal as at

c d, and projects ^ in. above the face, and the

same distance from the outside and inside rim of

the bit. |||
When the diamond is fitted in place, and the

proper measurement is obtained, the metal is

drawn up or closed round it as at e
;

this is done

by first making a cut, with a blunt-edged chisel,

across the face of the bit, about | in. from each

side of the diamond, and all around it on the

outer surface ; then, by using a dull-pointed
chisel or caulking-tool, the metal is gradually
driven towards the diamond.

In order to get the diamond placed to the best

advantage, it is often necessary to cut away more
metal than it is possible to replace by driving up
the original metal on the bit ; in such cases, thin

wedges made of horse-shoe nails or copper wire,

hammered flat or wedge-shape, should be used to

fill up the space around the diamond before the
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caulking takes place ; many operators prefer to

make a bed of copper-foil for seating the carbon

in any case. The setter should endeavour to

place the diamond in such a position that it will

have a sharp cutting edge on the face of the bit,

and at the same time leave a broad strong side

or surface for the clearance on the outside of the

bit, as at d, which will obviate much reduction in

size of the bit.

The diamond should be held in place by the third

ringer of the left hand, and the chisel or caulking-
tool be held between the thumb and the first and
second fingers. First drive up the metal on the

face of the bit until it holds the diamond in its

proper position ; then the caulking on the sides

can be done. Care should be taken that the

diamond does not move from its proper position,

thereby destroying the gauge or measurement.

When the metal begins to bear on the diamond, a

finer-pointed tool should be used
; light blows are

struck, and the metal is closed in carefully. It is

possible to break the diamond by caulking the

metal too tightly, and also by driving the metal

to fill an opening near the corner of the diamond
while the metal may be pressing hard on it at

another point ; it is, therefore, necessary to drive

the metal so that it will be brought to press uni-

formly all around.

When the rock is extremely hard, extra diamonds

are set on the outside of the bit, as at / ; these

assist those on the outer edge of the face in main-

taining the true diameter or size. All bits should
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be set so as to be of the same
outside and inside diameter

as the first one used.

The diamonds are set alter-

nately, inside and outside, as

at g h : those on the outside

cover the outer half of the

face, and cut the outside

clearance
; while those on the

inside cover the inner half of

the face, and cut the inside

clearance for the core to pass

up freely.

Some makers fancy a bit

with channels cut as at k,

which are intended to give

greater freedom of exit for

the mud produced by the

machine in operation.
In some important borings

executed by Gulland in 1883
the largest crown used was

23 in. diam. (external), and
contained 50 carbons having
an aggregate weight of over

300 carats. The crown was
screwed to the core-tube (see

fig. 83), and the first tube

was 22j in. ext. diam., 30 ft.

long, and of wrought iron
;

above it, with a plate be-

tween, was a 5-ft. length of
FIG. 83. GULLAND'S BIT

AND TUBE.
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tube intended for receiving the coarser particles

brought up with the clearing water. The boring-
rods were drawn-steel tubes 3! in. outside diam.,

| in. thick, and in 5-ft. lengths, united by steel

collars. The consumption of water in this case

was 3500 gal. per hour, but it was mostly clarified

by settling, and used over and over again. The

power required was 20 to 40 h.p.

Whenever the drill is withdrawn from the hole

the bit should be carefully examined ; if any of

the diamonds are found to be loose, or the die is

worn away so as to leave some of them unpro-

tected, the metal should be recaulked around them.

When the bit is so badly worn that the diamonds

are greatly exposed, they should be cut and reset

in a new blank.

If, while drilling, some of the outside diamonds

are chipped, so that the size of the hole becomes

reduced, when the next bit is introduced that

portion of the hole bored after the diamonds were

broken should be rebored, so as to be the full

size of the standard bit, as any attempt to force

the new bit down into the reduced hole, by trying

to turn the rods with tongs or otherwise, will

surely destroy the outside diamonds.

To remove diamonds from an old bit, file a cut

across the face of the bit, about | in. from each

side of the diamond ; then chisel the metal back

and chip it away until the diamond can be forced

out by light taps of the hammer on a small copper
rod.

Sometimes carbons are dislodged from their
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setting, generally through applying too much

pressure when passing through hard broken rock.

This should be detected by an experienced drill-

hand from the sound produced. The dislodged
carbon must be recovered as soon as possible,

because not only does it impede the work of the

drill, and in itself constitute a serious loss, but it

may easily cause unseating of the remaining
diamonds. To recover lost carbons, a wad of wax
or tenacious clay is placed on the end of the drill-

rod ; this is gently forced into the hole to its

extreme limit, and as gently withdrawn.

The best diamonds are the black amorphous
"
carbonados

"
of Brazil, especially those of com-

pact form with well-marked corners. Next to

them rank the borts or imperfect gem stones of

South Africa. Size may vary between i and 3^
carats, according to the bit in use ; perhaps the

most common is 2 to 2j carats. Sometimes pieces

of corundum, and sapphires which are valueless

as gems owing to opacity and bad colour, are

coated with graphite and sold as carbons ; they

accomplish a double fraud, being both heavier

(sp. gr. 4 against 3-5) and less hard.

Occasionally delays are caused by breakage of

rods, either a fracture of the collar or a stripping

of the thread. The remedy is to affix to the upper

length a
"
tap/' either in bell form for putting on

an external thread, or in plug form for cutting

an internal thread, and thus to draw the broken

part to surface and replace it.

In deep drilling, it is of great importance to have
15
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the core-barrel of sufficient length to avoid

frequent lifting as it fills. Height of derrick also

influences rate of progress, and should not be less

than 50 ft., in order that 4O-ft. rods may be un-

screwed at a time, this being a maximum con-

venient length with rods of 2 in. diam. Area of

brake surface must be ample, or much delay will

be caused by heating.

Electric motors present special advantages for

working diamond drills, and have been largely
used for that purpose both at surface and under-

ground. A drill working a 2-in. hole, and bringing

up a if-in. core, capable of drilling easily to a depth
of 600 ft., can be driven by a 2|-h.p. motor, the

whole arrangement being compact in the extreme,

and suitable for underground or awkward situa-

tions where steam could hardly be used. The

rapid rotation of the diamond drill adapts it

particularly to electric driving. But the great

majority operating in well-boring are run by steam.

Owing to the increasing cost of carbons for

boring, the
"
Calyx

"
drill (which has revolving

steel cutters) is coming much into favour. A con-

trivance for adjusting the driving mechanism of

the diamond drill to suit the calyx cutter, so as

to make the one machine interchangeable and

save enormously in first cost of plant, has been

invented by Mr E. Williams, superintendent of

diamond drills in Victoria, and adopted by the

Victorian Government. It consists of a simple
intermediate gear for reducing the speed in a ratio

of 19 to i, and can be thrown in or out as required.
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The combination machine for both percussive
and core-drilling is shown in fig. 79. It is the

invention of Mr C. Isler, and its use is monopolised

by his firm. Mounted on wheels and made to

FIG. 84. COMBINATION MACHINE FOR PERCUSSIVE
AND CORE DRILLING.

take apart, it is exceedingly portable and can be

applied in almost any situation. Its consumption
of water is ordinarily about 700 gal. per hour

for clearing-out purposes ; but in traversing

non-absorptive strata this is much reduced.

Moreover, by settling, the water is rendered fit
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for repeated use. The machine once placed, it

remains a fixture until the hole is finished or

abandoned, no matter how many alternations of

hard and soft ground may call for a change of tools.

These changes are made in the space of a minute

or so without any derangement of the gear.

The special tubing described on p. 71 is always
to be recommended for lining the bore-hole.

Various conditions govern the supply furnished

by a well. It may be delivered under such hydro-
static pressure that it will flow readily from the

top of the bore, and even in some instances will

be forcibly ejected considerably above it ; and it

may require to be pumped, notwithstanding that

the volume suffers no diminution by that opera-
tion. But cases sometimes occur where no supply

appears to be available, despite the fact that the

bore is known (from examination of the core or

debris) to have entered a water-bearing stratum. In

this event it would be premature to regard the hole

as dry. When boring for petroleum it is indeed

a somewhat common experience, and is due to

lack of such fissures and joints in the rock as will

afford a sufficiently free passage of the fluid from

surrounding territory towards the bore-hole.

This failing is remedied by the explosion of a
"
torpedo

"
at the bottom of the hole. It consists

of a tin canister of suitable dimensions sometimes

the longer the better filled with a nitro-glycerine

compound, such as Nobel's blasting gelatine, primed
with a detonator, lowered to the point at which

it is to be fired, and discharged by a conductor
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FIG. 85. THE BOURN WELL.
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leading from a small electro-magnet machine.

The effect of the very forcible explosion is to

thoroughly disturb the adjacent rock, and to very
much extend any existing line of fissure. Some
remarkable results have followed from torpedoing.
At a well near Rochester, 15 in. diam. and 300 ft.

deep, in compact rocks of the Lower Greensand

formation, which refused to yield any water at all

when finished, after explosion of an i8-lb. torpedo
a flow of 20,160 gal. per hour was started, and
this has been constantly maintained ever since.

Another example may be quoted of a 7j-in. well,

363 ft. deep, at Gloucester ; the effect of firing a

single shot may be seen in the frontispiece.

Of the hundreds of wells bored in England,

perhaps the most remarkable is that at Bourn,

Lincolnshire, which supplies the town of Spalding.
It was sunk by C. Isler & Co., in the Oolitic beds,

and at 100 ft. it furnished a flow of 1800 gal. per
minute at a pressure of 10 Ib. to the sq. in., reach-

ing the surface with a rush as depicted in fig. 85 ;

on continuing the bore for an additional 34 ft. the

flow was increased to 3480 gal. per minute, and has

permanently remained at this figure. The well is

13 in. diam. At about 66 ft. from surface, springs
of chalybeate water were encountered, but these

were successfully and completely excluded by
the lining-tubes. These last are in three series :

first, 10 ft. of 22-in. pipe passing through clay and

entering the limestone ; inside them, commencing
a little higher above the surface, 32 ft. of i8-in.

tubes, reaching to the hard blue rock of the Oolite ;
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and finally, again inside and standing somewhat
more out of ground, 73 ft. of 13-in., just penetrat-

ing into the absorbent stratum, below which point
the bore is not lined. The annular spaces between
the respective series of pipes are closely filled with

a specially-prepared cement, to effectively resist

the pressure of (and thereby exclude) the springs
of undesirable water from the upper strata.

Another remarkable well bored by the same
firm is at Keighley, Yorkshire. It is 250 ft. deep,
in the upper beds of the millstone grit, and at

243 ft. it tapped a supply of 15,000 gal. per hour,

rising to 40 ft. above the surface. It is lined with

60 ft. of 6-in. tube starting from i ft. above ground,
and 40 ft. of 5-in. perforated tube commencing at

60 ft. below the surface ; beyond that it is not

lined.

In Tables I. and II. are given some details of

earlier wells at Northampton.

TABLE I. BORING AT KETTERING ROAD, NORTHAMPTON
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TABLE II. BORING AT GAYTON, SOUTH-WEST OF
NORTHAMPTON

Diara.
of

Crown.
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in all cases but that of New South Wales to pro-

specting bores for mineral deposits, and in no

instance embrace the item of lining-tubes, they are

most instructive as referring to our Australian

and South African colonies where the need of water

is severely felt, and where deep wells must be

largely resorted to in the near future :

"
Official reports on diamond drilling in New

South Wales state the cost at 305. 4^. per foot in

1895, and only us. $d. in 1896, the difference

being due to shallower work and easier ground.
The cost of carbons per foot bored has varied re-

markably, thus : 1883, 35. 8^. ; 1884, 2s. id. ;

1885, is. 5%d. ; 1886, 8|rf. ; 1887, is. jd. ; 1888,

is. ; 1889, is, 3^. ; 1890, *j\d. ; 1891, is. 10^. ;

1892, 2s. 2d. ; 1893, 35. 3fd. ; 1894, gd. ; 1895,

35. g^d. ; 1896, 2s. ij^. The actual working cost

per ft. in 1895 for a 4-in. bore 299 ft. deep in

porphyry was 155. zd. ; the rate of progress was

9-34 in. per hour ; and the core obtained was 87-6

per cent.
"
South African figures are quoted by several

authors. Denny states the average at i8s. per

foot, on an assumption of 100 ft. a week, and pay-

ing drill hands 2os. a day, labourers 2s. 6d., fuel

at 2os. a ton, and carbons at 1505. a carat. He

says contractors charge 255. per foot for first 100 ft.,

rising 55. per foot for each 50 ft.

"
Truscott put down 8 holes, of an aggregate

depth of 2686 ft., at a cost of 365. 6d. per foot. One
of these holes, having a depth of 597 ft., averaged
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19-9 ft. a day, if in. core, and used 8 h.p. motive

force and 1440 gal. water daily ; the contractor

was paid 305. a foot for 500 ft., and 355. for 97 ft.,

and the cost of water supply (74^. 185. 6d.), core

watcher (40^. 125. 6d.), hire of drill (50^.), and
sundries (29^. 55.) was equal to 6s. 6d. a foot.

" The Bezindenville bore, sunk by Chalmers,

occupied 212 days, with an average of 17-58 ft.

per diem, external delays accounting for 12 days.
For the first 2000 ft. the crown was 2| in. and core

if in. diam., and for final 1728 ft., 2 in. and if in.

Delays incidental to drilling, repairs, loose carbons,

etc., totalled 55 days, or 27 per cent, on 200 days.
On 145 days' straightforward drilling the rate was

25-7 ft. per diem. The time lost in raising and

lowering rods was over J of the whole. There

were used 360 carats of carbons or between 8 and

9 carats per 100 ft., which at 8os. per carat=7s.

per foot
; wages, including overseer, came to 75. yd.

per foot
; coal, 260 1., at 2os. = is. id.

;
and sundries

came to gd. ; or a total of i6s. 5^. per foot, plus
interest on 3OOO/. worth of plant.

"
According to Wybergh, contract prices vary

from 22s. 6d. to 405. a foot, being usually constant

for first 100 ft., and rising 55. per foot for each 500 ft.

Carbons range from jl. to 13^. per carat. On

14 bore-holes put down by contractors, aggre-

gating 7962 ft., the mean cost was 315. per foot,

the range being from 255. 6d. to 405. ; in addi-

tion, water cost nil to 155., average 55. ; super-

intendence, 6d. to 75. 6d., average 2s. 6d. ; and

sundries, 4^. to is. id., average g%d. ; making the
16
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total 285. $d. to 515. ioj^., average 395. 3|^. per
foot. The water consumption fluctuated between

1300 and 3200 gal. per diem. The rate of boring

FIG. 86.

was 6-38 to 55-27 ft. per diem, and averaged 16-25

ft. per diem, or 0-89 ft. per hour. With contractors

the wear of carbons cannot be ascertained
; but

in another bore of 1328 ft. in quartzite, somewhat

more difficult than the average ground, the con-

sumption was 6-92 carats per 100 ft. In this
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instance the detailed cost was : Carbons, 95.

FIG. 87.

hire of drill, 35. i^d. ; labour, us. ^d. ; coal,

is. 5jd. ; stores, nj^. ; superintendence, is. 3^. ;
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sundries, 6d. ; total, 285. 6%d. per foot. In 3 holes

put down by a hand drill, aggregating 318! ft.,

through quartzite and diabase, the average rate

FIG. 88.

was 2-03 ft. per diem, or -309 ft. per hour, and the

cost was : Hire of drill and wages of superin-

tendent, us. $d. ;
wear of carbons, lofd. ; labour,

45. lod. ; sundries, i^d. ; total, 175. i \d. per foot.
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IMPROVED COMBINED ROTARY SHOT BORING AND
PERCUSSION BORING PLANT

The method of boring with hard chilled-steel

shot is not of recent date, but it is only of late years
that it has become a common practice among some

FIG.

of the firms who are connected with the mining
industry to employ it. Considerable improve-
ments have been made in this line, which ensure
the hardest of rocks to be penetrated with ease,

accuracy, and as rapidly, if not more so, than by
the diamond drill.

The drill is similar in construction to the diamond

drill, with the exception that the crowns are of
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plain steel, the shot being fed through a specially

designed hollow swivel head, and through the

hollow boring rods to underneath

the plain boring crown, which

rests on the bottom of the bore,

f]
i The rotation of the crown causes

the shot to rub a path for it to

travel in when it allows the core

to enter the core tube. The length
of the core obtained depends en-

tirely upon the nature of the rock

which is being drilled. If the

formation is a solid one with few

fissures, and not in any way friable,

it enables a long core to be ex-

tracted, in accordance, of course,

with the length of the core tube.

The core tube can be made any

length practicable. The advan-

AM

*tn
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prohibitive, owing to the great cost of the diamonds

especially the carbon, which is unapproachable.
It would cost thousands of pounds to be expended
if any reasonable diameter of core were required.

FIG. 91. i, Core Tube; 2, Slurry Tube ; 3, Crowns ; 4, Boring Rods ;

5. Water Chisels ; 6, Lining Tubes.

The depth of the bore-hole it is intended to

reach regulates the diameter it should be com-

menced with. If it be a great depth, the larger

the diameter the better, as the cost of a larger
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plant is only a second consideration, when the

results looked for are considered. I certainly do
not advise small diameter bores to reach a great

depth, as many failures have been caused through
such means. It leaves no room to reduce, if the

geological formation proves of a variable nature.

FIG. 92.

The combination of this system is that plain and

teeth crowns can be used through hard and soft

rocks, and if soft clays, sands, or any other friable

soils are met with, it enables the hydraulic wash-

ing system to be used, by simply employing hollow

chisels which can be fitted to the same rods, and

the same plant can be employed to continue the
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drilling, hence the description of
"
improved com-

bined rotary shot and percussion boring plant/'

Fig. 86 represents combined rotary shot and

percussion steam-driven plant.

Fig. 87 represents combined rotary shot and

percussion oil-engine driven plant.

Fig. 88 represents combined rotary shot and

percussion oil-engine driven plant for 2000 ft. or

more.

Fig. 89 represents combined rotary shot and

percussion plant for 2000 ft. or more, fixed in

India.

Fig. 90 represents boring tools for shot core

boring through hard and soft formations.

Fig. 91 represents crowns, chisels, rods, etc.

Fig. 92 represents cores from a 2ooo-ft. bore-

hole diameter of cores when starting 24 in., and

14 in. diameter at 2000 ft. still in progress.

Description of Shot Core, Rotary, and Water
Percussion Boring Tools :

;

Fig. A. Core tube, which is connected to either
"
shot

"

or
"
tooth

"
crowns.

Fig. B.
"
Shot

"
crown to bore through hard rocks and

solid formations.

Fig. C.
" Tooth

"
crown to bore through soft solid

formations.

Fig. D.
"
Slurry tube

"
which is screwed on figs. B or C.

This forms a catch tube for
"
slurry/' which

deposits in it when boring.

Fig. E is a connector which connects fig. A and fig. D.

Fig. F. Reducing rod which is screwed on reduced end

of fig. E, and enables hollow boring rod (fig. G)
to be connected or screwed on.

17
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Fig. G. Hollow boring rod. Hollow for forcing water

through when drilling either by rotation or

percussion.

Figs. H Taper tools for recovering hollow boring rods

and I. when broken or crowns, etc.

Fig. J. Rod and chisel bitch for resetting tools when

connecting or disconnecting rods.

Fig. K. Hollow chisels for forcing water through for

percussion boring.

Fig. L. Jar bar. To reduce shock when lifting and

dropping tools when percussion boring.

Fig. M. Quill guide rod, which is connected to rods and
to either swivel heads, figs. P and R. It

works through the stuffing-box and forms a

guide when rotary boring.

Fig. N. Hollow jar bar for water percussion ; same action

as fig. L.

Fig. O. Automatic rod bitch to safely rest and secure

rods when connecting previous to lowering, and

disconnecting when withdrawing tools in and
out of bore-hole.

Fig. P. Rotary swivel head with shot feed. This enables

water to be forced through, and is also so

designed as to enable the
"
shot

"
to feed the

drilling.

Fig. Q. Rod clams to fix on rods and rest on fig. O.

Fig. R. Percussion water chisel ; to feed drill with water

when raising tools up and down.

Fig. S. Sinker bar. This is used with rope percussion.

Fig. T. Spring hook which is connected to swivels and
so fitted that it enables the rods to rotate freely.

Fig. U. Rod tillers. Screwed to rods to enable the boring
tools to be freed and turned freely round.

Fig. V. Rod wrench. To screw rods tightly when

connecting, and used also for disconnecting
same.
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SHOT CORE, ROTARY, AND WATER PERCUSSION
BORING TOOLS

SHOT BORING
CROWN.

Fig. B.

IW^OT^M!?

<_.-_-_-

TOOTH BORING
CROWN.

Fig. C.

AAA.
REDUCING ROD. Fig. F.

FIG. 93-



SHOT CORE, ROTARY, AND WATER PERCUSSION
BORING TOOLS

O
to

E

TAP TOOL. Fig. H. TAP TOOL
Fig. I.

ROD AND CHISEL BITCH.

Fig. J.

FIG. 94-
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SHOT CORE, ROTARY, AND WATER PERCUSSION
BORING TOOLS

CHISELS. Fig. K.
JAR BAR.

Fig. L.

FIG. 95,



SHOT CORE, ROTARY, AND WATER PERCUSSION
BORING TOOLS

QUILL GUIDE
ROD. Fig. M.

HOLLOW JAR
BAR. Fig. N.

FIG. 96.

]

m
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SHOT CORE, ROTARY, AND WATER PERCUSSION
BORING TOOLS

ROTARY SWIVEL HEAD
WITH SHOT FEED.

Fig. P.

PERCUSSION
WATER SWIVEL.

Fig. R.

U II

ROD HANGER.
Fig. T.

rf

D FIG. 97.



SHOT CORE, ROTARY, AND WATER PERCUSSION
BORING TOOLS

AUTOMATIC ROD BITCH. Fig. O.
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FIG. 100. IMPROVED OIL-ENGINE DRIVEN SHOT CORE, ROTARY, AND
PERCUSSION WELL AND OIL DRILLING PLANT, ALSO ADAPTED FOR
PROSPECTING.

This plant is especially designed for shot and hydraulic drilling Per-

cussion. Adopted in the war areas, 1914, by H.M. War
Department, etc.
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PLATFORM BORING GEAR

The platform boring gear, as per fig. 101, is quite

FIG. 101. PLATFORM PROSPECTING BORING PARTY.

of recent introduction, and is being used largely
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for prospecting for gold and other purposes, when

only shallow borings are required.

The chief system on which this boring gear is

based, is that the weight necessary for sinking the

lining tubes is obtained by the actual operation
of boring being carried out on a platform placed
on top of the projecting part of the bore-tube, this

platform being removed when a new length of tube

is connected.

The boring and sinking of the tubes are carried

out simultaneously, which is a great advantage in

saving time lost with other designs of boring

plants whilst tubes are fixed into position.

When prospecting in soil containing gold or ore,

when an absolute accurate sample of the strata

is required, the extracting tools must never pro-

ject beyond the bottom of the bore-tubes, which

ensures only samples of the actual soils penetrated

being obtained and their depths located, without

fear of being mixed with soils near the surface.

The chief advantage of this plant is that it is

possible to bore in marshy soils without a ground

platform, and in swamps and shallow waters with

light platforms for the ground men to walk on.

To start the bore-hole the soil is first bored out

with the auger or drill, great care being taken to

keep the bore-hole vertical.

When it is required to insert the lining-tube the

first length is provided with a cutting shoe, which

can have either a plain cutting edge or a saw edge.
The boring can be carried out with two or more

men on the platform, and two or more men on the
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ground rotating the tubes with levers. This

system is much used on the West Coast of Africa,

where blacks are employed to weight the plat-

form to increase the speed of the work.

The tools mainly used with this plant are augers,

sand-pumps or shells, and chisels for loosening soils.

FIG. 102. DOUBLE-GEARED BELT-DRIVEN BORING WINCH.

DOUBLE-GEARED BELT-DRIVEN BORING WINCH

The construction of this winch is especially

designed for drilling purposes, and for export. It

is powerfully built, and combines lightness with

strength. It is so arranged with fast and loose

pulleys that it is adapted to be driven by any kind

of engine (fig. 102).
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FIG. 103. VERTICAL DRILLING MACHINE WITH AUTOMATIC
OR HAND FEED.

This machine can be so arranged as to enable holes to be drilled

at any angle upwards or otherwise.
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FIG. 104. WOMBAT HYDRAULIC BORING MACHINE, AND TOOLS USED
IN CONNECTION WITH THIS APPARATUS.

It can be employed for well-boring, prospecting for oil and minerals,
and testing geological formations.
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-

p
FIG. 105. WOMBAT HOLLOW BORING-TOOLS.



CHAPTER X

RAISING WATER

THOUGH cases have been cited where deep bores

have resulted in a constant stream of water being

ejected to and even above the surface of the ground,
in the great majority of instances this does not

occur, and after the water-bearing strata have
been pierced the level to which the water will rise

is at some depth below the surface. For example,
the general rule in the London basin is that in tube-

wells 400 ft. deep the water level is 100 to 200

ft. from the top. Some form of pump or lift must
therefore be employed to raise a supply. But in-

asmuch as the water-level is dependent upon the

horizon at which the intake of rain-water occurs,

it remains constant, notwithstanding the rate at

which supplies are withdrawn from the well. In

fact, it much more commonly happens that the

water level is raised than lowered by pumping, as

the operation tends to reduce the pressure upon
the underground reservoir and to render the con-

duits more free.

While it would be inconvenient and out of place
in this volume to attempt a description of, or even

to catalogue, the multifarious forms of pump, from
225 19
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the common domestic article costing a few shillings

to the highly complex pumping-engine installed

at an outlay of several hundred pounds, a few

paragraphs may properly be devoted to that branch

of the subject which embraces more particularly

the most modern and approved appliances con-

nected with deep tube-wells.

In country districts, whether the supply be

needed for irrigation of crops or for watering stock,

too much attention cannot be given to the utilisa-

tion of the wind as a motive power for actuating
the pump. There are practically no places where

a certain amount of wind cannot be counted on at

all seasons of the year, and no source of power
is so cheaply applied ; and the fact that an

elevated site for the well is often desirable, so as

to secure distribution of the water by gravitation,

makes the application of the windmill all the more
convenient and satisfactory.

In towns, the employment of the
"

air-lift
"

system has much to commend it. Though com-

paratively unknown in England, it is most exten-

sively used in the United States, where it was

invented, and its merits are being rapidly recognised
in Continental Europe. Its advantages lie in its

simplicity and in the entire absence of working-
rods in the bore-hole, thus avoiding all possibility

of derangement and hindrance to supply, as well

as the jar and noise incidental to pumps. The
water is made to flow in a gentle stream, free from

pulsation, by the force of a column of air under

great compression.
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A recent example of the installation of the

author's system at Hyde Park Court Mansions,

Knightsbridge, is worthy of illustrated description.
The well is 10 in. internal diameter, and is bored

to a depth of 450 ft. through the London clay and
various sand-beds into the chalk and flints, which
are reached at a depth of 284 ft. from surface.

The depth which the well descends into the chalk

is therefore 166 ft. All the upper part of the

boring is lined with a lo-in. internal diameter steel

tube, which is driven tightly n ft. into the chalk.

When the well was first sunk the water-level was
found to be no ft. from the ground ; but as soon

as pumping commenced it rose 5 ft., and stood

at 105 ft., at which level it has since remained.

Even when pumping at the rate of 8000 gal.

per hour is being carried on, the water-level is

unaffected.

The arrangement is shown in fig. 106. By means
of a compressor actuated by steam in this

instance, but just as easily driven by gas or oil

engine or an electric motor air is forced into a

receiver, and then conveyed to an annular space
between an inner 3-in. pipe which forms the rising

main for the water, and an outer 5-in. pipe which

is still within the lining-tube of the well. The
effect of this pressure is to make the water rise

in the central pipe, and this continues till the

water-level in the outer pipe has descended to the

level of the bottom of this tube. The air then

escapes up this tube, taking the water with it and

lifting it to the desired height. The size of the



Air delivery pipe

livery to

Storage Tank

Discharge pipe

FIG. 106. INSTALLATION OF THE AIR-LIFT SYSTEM.
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central pipe, and the depth to which it must be

taken down, are points which have to be carefully

arranged to suit each particular case. It must be,

for instance, of the right diameter, having regard
to the quantity of water to be raised ; and the

amount of submergence found necessary deter-

mines the air pressure required. If this pipe is

too small, the quantity of water lifted will fall off ;

if too large, air will be lost. It must also be put
down to a certain depth below the level to which

the water falls when pumping- is going on.

The machinery used consists of a horizontal air-

compressor, having a diameter of 10 in. and a

stroke of 12 in. With a steam pressure of 60 lb.,

and when running at 90 revolutions, this com-

pressor is capable of delivering air into the 5-in.

tube at a pressure of 70 lb. per square inch, and of

raising 7600 gal. an hour to a height of some 120

ft. At Hyde Park Court the water is first delivered

into a receiving tank, whence it flows by gravitation
into a further tank situated in another part of the

building. When pumping first begins the water

is ejected with some force from the rising main,

which is hence surrounded by a baffle. Very

shortly, however, the violence of the discharge

abates, and though slight pulsations are noticed,

the delivery is practically continuous and regular.

A view of the compressor as fixed in the engine-

room is given in fig. 107, and another of the flow

from the outlet of the
"

lift
"

in fig. 108.

Whenever the conditions are suitable the air-

lift pump is a very valuable arrangement for

19*
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pumping from a bore-hole, and is not limited to

this, but is equally useful for a dug well or a sump
or other situation, the only essential condition

being sufficient depth of water to submerge the

air and delivery pipe for about half their total

FIG. 107. AIR-COMPRESSOR FIXED IN ENGINE-ROOM.

length or rather more according to the lift. Thus,

in the case of a bore-hole in which the pumping
level stood at 100 feet from the surface the pipes
should be submerged about 120 feet below the

level, making a total length of 220 feet of pipe,

and if the water is required to be delivered above

surface, a corresponding length of pipe must be

submerged. This depth of water required to
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work in is the only limitation of the system, al-

though it is not recommended for more than about

250 feet total lift ; this, however, is an ample lift

for most borings for water-supply, and in the

FIG. 108. FLOW FROM "
LIFT."

greatest number of cases the depth of water is

sufficient. On low lifts of only about 40 feet or

so a less proportion of submergence is sufficient,

but on a greater lift than this, although the pump
will work with much less submergence than men-
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tioned, it is only at the cost of pumping an exces-

sive quantity of air, and so spoiling the economy.
On the other hand, if the submergence employed
is greatly in excess, although a less volume of air

is necessary, the increased pressure at which it

has to be delivered to overcome the head of water

above the end of the pipe, causes a greater loss of

power than is compensated for by the less volume

of air delivered, and the result is again a loss of

economy.
The system claims several advantages over all

others, and perhaps the chief of these is that there

are no valves or any moving parts below surface,

the whole arrangement consisting of straight open-
ended pipes which cannot by any possibility go

wrong or require taking out, the only machinery

being the air-compressor which is on the surface

and readily accessible. Another point is, that

even if a considerable quantity of sand comes in

with the water it will not clog the pump, which

will easily throw large quantities of sand or mud
with the water without being injured in the least.

Also, it is the only system whereby duplicate

pumping machinery can be applied to a single

bore-hole, a second air-compressor being all that

is necessary, thus saving the expense of a duplicate

bore-hole.

Another very useful application of this system
is for temporary test-pumping plants, where it is

valuable on account of the ease with which it can

be fixed, the self-contained compressor being very

simple to put down compared to the heavy gear



FIG. 109. DEEP-WELL PUMP PARTLY FIXED IN AN EXISTING
DUG WELL.
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and engine required for an ordinary deep-well

pump.
Another important point is, that it enables

larger volumes of water to be lifted from smaller

bore-holes than can possibly be lifted by any
other kind of pump. Whatever the bore-hole

yields it can be obtained by the air-lift pump. For

oil wells it should prove indispensable and of the

greatest economy and reliance, also for mining

purposes.
The cost of pumping at Hyde Park Court is

about ij^. per 1000 gallons, as against 4^. to 6d.

per 1000 gallons charged by water companies, in

addition to which the supply is certain at all seasons

and absolutely pure and cool.

It will be readily seen that no difficulties are

experienced in raising small or large supplies from

any depth. It should be borne in mind that one

of the most important points to study is the proper

submergence of the pump-barrel. It should never

be less than 50 ft., and if 100 ft. are available, by
all means fix it at the deeper level. Taking this

step ensures obtaining a continuous supply, and

one not likely to be affected by drought or neigh-

bouring wells. In most instances the head of

water is also likely to be lowered a few feet beyond

original level by pumping. Taking the above

precaution prevents the pump being in any way
affected. See accompanying illustrations.

Fig. 109 illustrates an improved deep-well pump
fixed in an existing dug well, 400 ft. deep, at Barclay,
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FIG. 112.
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Perkins & Co/s Brewery, Southwark, London.
The pump reaches 300 ft. from the surface.

Fig. no shows a similar pump, at 233! ft. from

surface, in the Idris Co/s well.

A representation of the author's improved deep-
well pumps connected to an electric motor is given
in figs, in and 112, which represent an artesian

bored tube-well, fixed at Showell's Brewery, Lang-

ley, near Birmingham. The depth of the bore-hole

is 600 ft. The pump reaches the depth of 330 ft.

from the surface.

In fig. 113 is an improved deep-well pump for

heavy lifts, which can be driven by any power.
It represents a bore-hole 400 ft. deep, 20 in. diam.,

with a i6-in. deep-well pump, raising 25,000 gal.

per hour, at the pumping station of the East

Worcestershire Waterworks, Burcot, near Broms-

grove.

A section of the author's improved deep-well

pump barrel, with bucket, valve, etc., is seen in

fig. 114. The pump barrels are made of a tough

yellow metal, solid drawn, which ensures a sound

article and not liable to have blowholes, as is

often the case with a cast pump barrel. It will

be observed that no loose parts exist in the bucket

and valve.

Fig. 115 shows a section of an improved deep-
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FIG. i i 6.
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FIG. 117. IMPROVED TYPE OF DEEP-WELL PUMP, SELF-CONTAINED
" A " FRAME TYPE.

This type of frame can be used for all purposes when liquids have to

be raised from any depth below 30 feet from the surface.

20
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well pump and gearing fitted with fast and loose

pulleys, and counterbalance arrangement. The

plunger, fitted in the stuffing-box at the outlet,
enables an unfluctuating yield to be obtained.

Fig. 116 illustrates an improved arrangement

FIG. i i 8.

showing how large supplies of water can be obtained

by coupling two or more wells together, although
the water level may be much below 30 ft. from the

surface. The deep-well .pumps are placed in

position and connected ;
when coupled, there is

no occasion to utilise the counterbalance weight,
as one pump works against the other, equalising

the load. The counterbalance arrangement is
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employed when only one pump is required to

work.

Fig. 118 represents the engine-room, deep-well

\
FIG. 119.

pump gear, etc., fixed to supply the town of Hat-
field. It is an 1887 Jubilee gift of the Marquis of

Salisbury. The consumption having since con-

siderably increased, another installation of treble

the capacity has been put down. Each bore-hole
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is 300 ft. deep, with a deep-well pump fixed in

each. The yield of two is at present over 10,000

gal. per hour.

Fig. 119 illustrates a type of steam cylinder

most adaptable where the space available is

limited. It dispenses with gearing and is ex-

peditiously fixed, and can be bolted to timbers.

STANDARD SIZES OF TUBES AND PUMPS IN INCHES.

Bore pipes
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TABLES OF YIELD OF DEEP-WELL PUMPS continued.

Size of barrel .
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FIG. 120. THE " BEAR " OR TRENCH PUMP.

Improved double-lift and force-pump for fire or irrigation.
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REMARKABLE OVERFLOW FROM THE LOWER GREEN-
SAND FORMATION AT SLOUGH, BUCKS

We have recently completed an artesian bored

tube well to the depth of 1035 feet at the factory

FIG. 122.

of Messrs. Horlick's Malted Food, Limited, at

Slough, Bucks. This boring has been carried

through the Clay and Sand Beds overlying the

Chalk, through the Chalk and Gault, into the Lower
Greensand Formation. Immediately the latter

stratum was penetrated, the water commenced to

overflow at the surface, as shown in the previous
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illustration, at the rate of about 25,000 gallons per

hour, which has increased to over 100,000 gallons

per hour, after a few days overflow, at 45 Ib.

per square inch at the surface.

The most important point in connection with

this bore-hole is that it is of its kind unique, as

FIG. 123.

it is the first bore-hole carried down into the

Lower Greensand Formation which has been

successful in tapping a supply of water in London
or its vicinity.

Four bore-holes at least have previously been

carried down to great depths in the London

Basin, in an attempt to tap the water in the Lower

Greensand, but have failed.
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These are well known, viz. :

Tottenham Court Road . ,

Crossness, Southern Outfall Works
Richmond Waterworks .

Kentish Town Waterworks

Depth.

1114 ft.

1060 ft.

1447 ft.

1302 ft.

The water obtained from this bore-hole at

FIG. 124.

Slough is of great purity and extremely soft, viz.

about 6 degrees of hardness, and the remarkable

results obtained should be of the greatest possible

benefit to the country around, and also to large

consumers of water.

The Lower Greensands must not be confused

with the Greensands which are found above the
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Chalk and form a part of the Woolwich and Read-

ing Beds. These sands are indeed green in colour,

but the
" Lower Greensand

"
is composed of

sand and rocks, oftentimes of a totally different

colour to its definition, viz.
"
Green/'



CHAPTER XI

GEOLOGICAL SECTION

SHOWING THE ORDER OF SUPERPOSITION AND MAXIMUM
THICKNESS OF STRATA IN THE BRITISH ISLES

Aqueous Formations.

Alluvium.

Crags of Norfolk and Suffolk.

Leaf Beds of Bovey, Island of Mull, and'Antrim.

Hempstead and Bembridge Beds.

Osborne and Headon Series.

Upper Bagshot.
London Clay.

Oldhaven Beds, Woolwich, and Reading Beds.

Thanet Sands.

Upper Chalk with Flints.

Lower Chalk and Chalk Marl.

Upper Greensand.

Gault.

Folkestone, Sandgate, and Hythe Beds.

Atherfield Clay.

Speeton Beds.

Weald Clay.

Hastings Sands.

Purbeck Beds.

Portland Beds.

Kimmeridge Clay.

Coralline Oolite.

Oxford Clay and

Kellway Rock.

Cornbrash.

Forest Marble and Bradford Clay.
Great or Bath Oolite.

Fullers Earth.

Inferior Oolite.

Penarth or Rhaetic Beds.

Red Marl.

(Keuper.)

252
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Red Sandstone and Conglomerate.

(Bunter.)

Limestones and Marls.

Sandstones, Marls and Conglomerates, and Breccias.

Spirorbis Limestone.

Coal Measures.

Canister Beds.

Millstone Grit.

Yoredale Rocks.

Carboniferous or Mountain Limestone, and
Carboniferous Sandstone Series of Scotland.

Lower, Middle, and Upper Devonian, and
Lower and Upper Old Red Sandstone.

Bone Bed.

Upper Ludlow Rocks.

Aymestry Limestone.

Lower Ludlow Rocks.

Wenlock Limestone.

Wenlock Shale.

Bannisdale Slates, etc.

Woolhope Limestone.

Denbighshire Grits, and
Coniston Flags, etc.

Tarannon Shale.

Upper Llandovery Rocks.

Lower Llandovery Rocks.

Bala and Caradoc Beds, and
Limestone.

Llandeilo Flags and
Limestones.

Arenic Slates and Grits.

Tremadoc Slates.

Lingula Flags.
Menevian Beds.

St Davids.

Harlech, Llanberis, Longmynd, and
North-west Highlands.

Conglomerate Grits and Slates,

also Grits and Slaty Beds of

Louth and Bray Head.
Laurentian Gneiss.

Igneous Rocks.

Basalts, Trachytes, etc.

Basaltic and Felspathc Lavas, and

Ashes, etc.

Granites.

Syenites, etc.

21
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The foregoing list of aqueous formations is

taken from the data now available.

I will deal with some of the principal counties

and places in the United Kingdom where it is

possible to obtain satisfactory supplies of water,

but in any case it is advisable to take the opinion
of an expert before proceeding with any prospective
well work.

In the City of London itself, many public and

private buildings have their own supplies for

instance, the Bank of England, and many other

banks, insurance offices, breweries, factories,

etc., etc.

Around the City of London, within a radius of

ten to fifteen miles, copious supplies are on the

whole obtainable. There are places, however, in

the eastern and western parts of the area which

are not free-yielding. The formation is alluvium,

London clays, Oldhaven beds, Woolwich and

Reading beds, Thanet sands, and chalk. The

depths of the wells vary from 300 to 500 feet.

The Metropolitan Water Board have wells in

the chalk outside London from which they obtain

copious supplies.

Where the chalk exists, and also in most places

where it outcrops, reliable supplies can be reckoned

upon. The chalk outcrops in Surrey, parts of

Kent, Sussex, and Dorsetshire, Hampshire, Wilt-

shire, Berkshire, Hertfordshire, Lincolnshire, East

Yorkshire, Norfolk, and Suffolk.

In parts of Kent and Sussex supplies are obtain-

able from the Folkestone and Hastings sand beds.
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In Cornwall, Devon, and Somerset supplies are

also available from these beds, but mostly where

outcrops of the New Red Sandstone occur.

In parts of Gloucestershire, Somersetshire, Wilt-

shire, and Oxfordshire, Northamptonshire, Lincoln-

shire, Buckinghamshire, and parts of Rutland,

supplies of water are obtainable from the Port-

land beds, coralline oolite, cornbrash, forest marble,
and fuller's-earth.

In Worcestershire, Warwickshire, Staffordshire,

Leicestershire, Nottinghamshire, Cheshire, and parts
of Lancashire and Yorkshire, where the Red Sand-

stone conglomerates and sandstone marls and con-

glomerates exist, very copious supplies are obtain-

able. This also applies where coal-measures and

magnesian limestone are found. This is in York-

shire, Durham, Northumberland, Cumberland, and

North and South Wales.

The granite beds are found in Cornwall, in

North Wales, and in various parts of Scotland.

As will be gathered from the foregoing, it may
generally be said that the bulk of the water

supplies of this country, both for public and

private use, must be sought for in the various

aqueous formations enumerated above, and dis-

appointment will generally result where efforts to

obtain water are made in any other areas.
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Accidents, and their avoidance,

132.
Air-lift system of pumping, 226.

description, 227-
229.

advantages of, 232.
for temporary pumping,

232.
installation, 228.

pumping for mines, 234.
for oil wells, 234.

American boring instructions,

154-

rope-boring system, 145.

tools, 158.
tube cutters, 73.

Artesian well, derivation of

name, 3.

sections, 69, 75.

tubing, 63.

Barrel, working, for deep-well

pumps, 40." Bear "
trench pumps, 246,

247.

Blasting, methods of, 194.
effects of, frontispiece, 197.

Boring, American, 144.
Bourn well, 195.

breakage of boring rods, 1 1 1 ,

163, 164.
bucket grapnel, 135.

commencing, 57.
cost of, 200.

(Dru), 80-106.

emergency tools, 1 1 1 , 133,

134-

enlarging, 53.

Boring (Isler's improved Rot-

ary), 205.

percussion), 48.

(Kind), 80-91.

(Mather & Platt), 117, 125,
128.

progress, 88, 113, 131, 162,

169.

rigs, 55, 58, 205.
rod coupling to engine, 87.

- rods, 48, 50, 53, 85.
- making of, 53, 85.

sliding joints, 85.
shell ball-clack, 86.

tools, 44-224.
with diamond drills, 183.

Brickwork for dug wells, 28, 29.
Bull-wheel, 146.

Canadian boring gear, 1 74, 1 76.

tools, 177.

Canning Town, well at, 75.
Carbon diamonds, 190, 191.

Chaudron, 90.
Chilled shot rotary boring, 205.
Chinese methods of boring, 45,

46, 47.

Chisels, making of, 48.

Clary's enlarging rimer, 160.

Clearing tube well, 36.

Commencing a bore-hole, 57.

Connecting tube wells, 45.
Cores from 2000 feet bore-hole,

208.

30-inch diameter bore-

hole, 217.

Curbing for dug wells, 26.

Cylinders, iron, for dug wells, 30.

256
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Deep bore-hole at Grennelle, 80.

Deep-well pump direct coupled
to motor, 236.

bucket, barrel and
foot valve, 238.

for artesian wells, 236.
for driven tube wells,

39-

frame, 241.
in bore-hole, 235.
in dug well, 233.
steam-driven, 243.

Depth of tube wells, 38.

Derricks, 147, 192.
Diamond drills, 183.
Diamond boring, Gulland's bit

and tube, 189.
cost of, 200.

diamonds used for drill-

ing, 185.
choice of, 191.
methods of setting,

186.

of removing, 190.
for recovering lost,

191.
size of, 191.

power required for, 190.
Double - geared belt - driven

winch, 221.

Drawing tube wells, 37, 38.

Drilling with working - beam,
150.

Drive pipes for wells, 154.
Driven tube wells, 31.

and pump, 41.
in dug well, 41.

Driving cap for tube wells, 32.

flange, 70.
Dru boring plant, 102.

chisel, 104.

trepan, 105.

free-falling device, 106.

Drum curbing for dug wells,
26.

Dug wells, 25.

Elastic suspension for drilling

rods, 150.

Electric motors for diamond
drilling, 192.

Emergency tools, in, 133,

134-

Expanding tools, 53.

Explosives in bore-holes, 194.

Free-fall joint in boring rods, 85,

106, 108.

Funnel for tube wells, 35.

Geological considerations, 1,2.

faults, 4, 5.

section, 252.

Grapnel for recovering cores,

rope, tubes, or rods, 134.

Greensand, lower, overflow

from, 248.
Gulland's diamond bit and tube.

189.

Hatfield waterworks pumping
station, 242.

Hills and mountains, effect of

on water supplies, 6.

Hollow hydraulic jack, 73.

Hyde Park Hotel well, 228, 229,

230, 231.

Hydraulic cement, 100.

Hydraulic water-washing boring
system, 170, 172, 173.

Inserting bore tubes, 63.
Isler's improved combination

boring machine, 193, 202,

203.
combined rotary and per-

cussion boring plant,
202-218.

hydraulic jack, 73.
water-washing plant,

172, 173-

percussion boring plant,

48-79.
tools, 75.

Jack for withdrawing tubes, 72,

73-
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Keighley boring, 198.

Kind, 80.

Kind-Chaudron boring system,
80-91.

Latham, influence of strata on

water-bearing district, 4-
30-

Lining tubes, 63.

excluding objectionable
water, 197, 198.

special means of, 197.
Lists of percussion boring tools,

74-
London basin, wells in, 199.

water level, 225.

Materials for driven tube wells,

38.
for steining dug wells, 25,
26.

Mather & Platt deep -boring
system, 117.

head, 125.
shell pump, 128.

Modern methods of boring, 47.

Monkeys, driving for tube wells,

32.
for artesian wells, 70.

Moss box, 97, 99.

Mulot, 80.

Northampton, wells in, 198,

199.

Operations, boring, 63, etc.

Paris well, 80.

Passy well, 80.

Percolations through sand beds,

8,9-
Percussive methods of boring,

47-

Perpendicularity of bore-holes,

97-
Platform boring gear, 219.
Point, tube well, 32.
Portable rope-boring gear, 175.

Power required for diamond
boring, 190.

Pressure of water in bore-hole, 8.

Pump, rising main, 42.

Pumping by rope plant, 143.
cost of, 234.

Pumps, air lift, 226, 234.

deep well for artesian wells,

246.
for tube wells, 39." Bear "

trench, 246, 247.

Quantities from tube wells, 43.

Quantity affected by condi-

tions, 8.

Rainfall, 7, 10.

table, 14-19.
Rain gauge, 10.

Raising water, 225.
Ram, driving for tubes, 154.

Recovering broken rods, 191.
lost diamonds, 191.

tools, 48.

Rigs, boring, 55, 58, 61.

Rimering bore-holes, 69.

Rising main for deep - well

pumps, 42.

Rods, boiing, 74.

(Kinds), 83.
material for, no.

Rope-boring plant, 117-158.
tools, 177, 181.

Rotary motion for percussion
boring, 126.

shot core and water per-
cussion boring tools, 211.

system of boring, 205.

Running sands, difficulties

caused by, 138.

Sand, running, 113.
Sand tube for fine sand, 32.

Secondary geological age, 21.

Section showing American rope-

boring tools, 156.

Sheerlegs for boring wells, 56,

65-68.
Shell, 86.
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Shell pump fixed in bore-hole,

137-
Shot rotary boring, 205.

tools, 206-211.

Sliding joints (Kind), 84.

Spear tools, 165.

Spring drill head, 167.
Steam cylinder on Mather &

Platt boring plant, 121.

Steel tubes for lining wells, 71.

cutting, 73.

withdrawing, 73.

Straightening a crooked bore-

hole, 115.

Table of aqueous formations,

251.
of rainfall, 14.
of tube appliances, 79.
of tube sizes, 79.
of yield of deep-well pumps,
244.

Tools for boring artesian wells,

48 et seq.

Tubbing, 97, 99.
Tube appliances, 79.

forcing by screw jacks, 140.

by hydraulic press, 142.

straightening plug, 134.
well, point for, 32.

sand tube for, 36.

tilting, 36.

wells, 31.

Tubes for lining wells, 63, 71,

79, 194.

Underpinning for dug wells, 25.

Vertical drilling machine, 222.

Volume of water, 5, 7.

War Office, boring plants and

appliances used by, 218,

222, 223, 241, 246, 247.

Water-bearing strata, 19.

Wedge tools, 72.

Weight of boring tools, 109.

Well, artesian, definition, 3.

boring tools, 49.
driven tube, 31.

dug or sunk, 25.
Williams 's gear for diamond

drilling, 192.

Winch, steam for boring, 68.

double - geared belt-driven

boring, 221.

Windlass for boring wells, 46,

47-

Withdrawing broken tubes, 71.
Wood employed for boring rods,

84, 174.
Wombat hydraulic boring

machine, 223.
tools, 224.

Working costs of diamond bor-

ing, 199.
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